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НЕ OBJECT of the present sketch of the progress of the

Art of Illumination, is not to treat the subject archaeologi

cally, but artistically, simply tracing the rise and progress

of the art itself, without reference to the history of the books so

decorated; or to any anecdotes or associations connected with

them. It is not within the scope of the present plan either to

dwell upon the biography, or even to refer to the few names

which have been preserved of the artists who have enriched the

art with their works; but simply to trace the rise and progress,

through most of their remarkable phases, of the exquisite and

distinct styles of ornamentation that have been gradually

developed by the practice of enriching MSS. with illuminated

letters and borders. То miniatures, belonging to a higher

branch of the pictorial arts, I shall rarely allude, as the

subject would carry me far beyond the limits of this work.

Some writers on the art of illumination appear to have

considered that it arose at a period preceding the Christian

era; others assign its origin to Rome, and consider that the

later phases of declining Roman art were exhibited in its

earliest productions; grafted upon which, the barbaric art

which succeeded that of Rome, formed the earliest combi

nations of ornament, from which all the more modern

styles of this class of art have successively arisen. This

view, though true to a great extent, appears to me to require

modification.

Allowing that the practice of illuminating MSS. may have

commenced in Italy during the latter period of the Roman

Empire, the utter extinction of its western division by the

northern hordes, in the fifth century, allowed the art no

time to develop itself ere the whole fabric of Roman civili

zation was swept away by the invading torrent of barbarism.

We must therefore look to the Greek capital of the

Eastern Empire; and I am inclined to believe that the

custom of introducing gold and colours in the ornamentation

 

of books, originated in the newly-founded city of Constan

tine. It is evident that the architects of Greece and Rome,

when carried there to adorn that brilliant link of Europe

and Asia with their works, soon became imbued with those

peculiarities of style, flowing westward from the far East, which

eventually' grafted the pointed arch on the Roman column,

and produced other combinations, which afterwards led to the

various styles that have been termed Gothic, Lombardie, &c. ;

for it is quite certain that the arts of Constantinople, after the

prostration of civilization in the West, exercised a wonderful

influence over the disorganised European provinces of the

shattered empire as they emerged from the confusion of the

barbaric invasions. Another reason inducing me to believe

that the art of illuminating MSS. originated there, is, that

the earliest style of Byzantine ornament strongly resem

bles that found in the most ancient Persian MSS., and still

more ancient sculptures. It also resembles in many parti

culars the sculptures recently discovered at Nimroud and

Nineveh. But although the Byzantines, as I conjecture,

borrowed the art from the East and established it in Europe,

they never advanced beyond this first step. All their deco

rations were of an inferior character, producing an effect of

somewhat barbaric oriental splendour, rather than one founded

on true artistic principles or inventive design; and beyond

this style they never advanced,-no material variation of

style being evolved from the fourth to the fifteenth century’.

The same remark does not apply, however, to their minia

tures, but I shall recur to these points farther on.

I must now attempt to sketch the short career of Roman

book decoration, after which I shall briefly notice in greater

detail the peculiarities of the Byzantine school, and then

proceed to the successive styles of book illumination deve

loped in “festem Europe, which strictly form the subject of

this work.

в
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2 ТНЕ ILLUMINATED BOOKS OF THE MIDDLE AGES.

THE FOURTH AND FIFTH CENTURIES.-ROMAN

AND BYZANTINE STYLES.

The Egyptians appear to have decorated their MSS. sim

ply by the use of a Vermilion colour for the characters at the

commencement of leading passages; a practice no doubt fol

lowed in the MSS. of the Greeks, and also by the writers of

MS. among the Romans, though the MSS. disinterred at

Pompeii afford no traces of any decoration whatever. Pliny,

however, states, that books in his time were decorated with

pictures; and Dibdin has a laborious note on a passage in

Pliny, referring to a collection of 700 notices by Varro of the

eminent men of his time, illustrated by portraits. This book,

or a copy of it, appears to have been seen by Symmachus

at the end of the fourth century, who speaks of it in one of

his letters.

The earliest Latin MSS. that present any traces of pictorial

decoration, do not date earlier than the fourth century, and

in these cases there is little in the ornament of a good deco

rative character. The Roman Calendar of the Vienna Library,

supposed to have been executed about 354, during the reign

of Constantine the Younger, for а certain Valentinus, is per

haps the earliest and most interesting specimen. The Vatican

Virgil has but little ornament; its illuminations,* or rather

illustrations, being composed of figures shaded in bistre,

apparently with a pen; whilst the great Virgil of St. Denis,

formerly at the Vatican, has the outlines filled up rudely with

heavy colours. Of enriched initials, or ornamental borders,

worthy of notice, these early Latin MSS. have none; at

least no MSS. so ornamented have come down to us. It

is, therefore, to early Byzantine MSS. that we must look

for the ñrst glittering traces of illumination in its true mean

ing. In the fifth century, they begin to exhibit small borders

on gold grounds, surrounding the miniature pictures. The

MS. Dioscorides at Vienna, executed by order of the Empress

Juliana Anicia, in the year 505, has some borders of a some

what higher character,1' but our accompanying outline plate,

from Agincourt’s great work, will give a good general idea

of the meagre style of border in general use. Soon after,

an ornamental heading to the principal pages was adopted in

the same school, of the style of which the outline, No. 2,

from the Codex Ebnerianus, at Oxford, is a good example,

though belonging to a later period. The Byzantine artists,

though not excelling in ornament, long preserved in their

miniature pictures a reminiscence of the artistic feeling of

their Greek ancestors, and their early treatment of various

Christian subjects became types long followed by Western

artists; who were, however, more independent in their style

of ornaments. The peculiar mode of ornamentation of the

Eusebian Canons, in Latin MSS., which accompanied nearly

all copies of the Gospels, from the fifth or sixth, to the

thirteenth century, was, however, probably founded on

Byzantine originals, as a very early Greek example exists

of the columnar separation surmounted by arches, in the

same manner as is shown in our plate from the Golden

Gospels. The accompanying outline (No. 2%) is from the

finest example known, being a manuscript which may pos

sibly be of a date as early as the fourth or fifth century.

It is written, and the ornaments are likewise painted, on a

gold ground. It is preserved in the British Museum, and

* The term “illumination” appears to be of earlier origin than the thir

teenth century, as it occurs in the well-known passage of Dante

“ quel arte,

Che alluminnr é chiamata in Parisi."

i Engraved by Biscioni.

 

 

numbered “ Additional, 5111." The patterns are fine samples

of this peculiar style, of which, however, there are no instances

of any florid varieties. This fragment should be carefully

compared with the plate from the Eusebian Canons of the

Golden Gospels, as the comparison will show how far the

Western illuminators borrowed from Byzantine models.

TheVVestern illuminators, though following the general (115—

tribution of eastern decoration, did not imitate its details, which

in their hands became wonderfully intricate and various.:

Another peculiarity found in some early MSS., which per

haps owes its origin to Byzantine calligraphers, is the custom

occasionally adopted, of staining the vellum purple, and exe

cuting the writing in silver or gold ; а few MSS., all prior to

the tenth century, still exist so written-the majority Greek.

The magnificent Pentateuch, on purple vellum, Written in

letters of silver and gold, at Vienna, is perhaps the most

magnificent specimen of this style of writing; specimens of

which, Lambecius has engraved in a series of plates. But

the celebrated Codex purpureo-argenteus, written about

an. 360, which has found its way to Upsal, in Sweden,

where it is still preserved, is the most ancient example of

a MS. on purple vellum, and perhaps the most ancient

known illuminated MS. of any description, for its date is

pretty well ascertained. Ulphilas appears to have translated

the Gospels into Gothic, for the use of the Goths who settled

among the Roman colonies of Wallachia in the fourth centuiy;

and it is therefore allowed at present, on the evidence col

lected by Knittel and Ihre, to take precedence over every

other MS. of this character. It contains the greater part of

the New Testament in a nearly perfect state.

Latin examples of MSS. on purple vellum of later

period are more numerous than Greek. The Prayer-book

of Charlemagne, in the library of the Louvre, and that

of his grandson, Charles the Bald, in the Bibliothèque

Nationale, are sufiicient to show that the practice was соп

tinued as late as the ninth century; and there are examples

to prove that after the art of staining the vellum was lost, it

was imitated by painting one side of the vellum purple.

As the Byzantine styles did not either progress them

selves, nor materially' influence the progress of the beautiful

styles of illumination that arose in the West of Europe,

beyond the particulars above mentioned, I shall dismiss the

former with this short notice; only recurring to the subject

once to notice a Greek work of the fifteenth century, illllS'

trated in this work, for the purpose of showing how little

the main features of the style had varied in a thousand years.

In concluding my remarks on the Byzantine school of illuml

nation, I may add that the ornamental cappings or head-pieces

above alluded to, sometimes contained a miniature, and that

the initial letters were occasionally composed of figures

fantastically arranged, like the accompanying outline of a Т

(our outline, No. 3), from Dibdin’s “ Decameron,” taken from

a Greek MS. formerly in the possession of J. Dent, Esq

But the feeling was generally meagre, as in the adjoining

ч f Another legacy of Byzantine calligraphy may be cited, which is the abbr@

vlated form of the words Jesus and Christus, for which the Greek characters теге

long preserved, and even now the monogram or abbreviation of the former is still

so written-1HE being composed of the Greek i (iota), the long Greek е. H

(eta), and the Greek final s, 2 (sigma) ; the omission ofthe ‘ SU' being “и?”

by the usual bar or mark of abbreviation, which was however omitted aS 115

meaning became lost. The Byzantine monogram or abbreviation of Christus

was xian; the Greek ch, X (chi), the Greek r, P (rho), and the Greek final

s, 2 (теша); the ‘istu’ being omitted, and the omission 'indicated by the

usual mark of abbreviation. In Western MSS. the z soon became s, and the

Н lL with the bar or mark of abbreviation, extended through the first stroke

of the h, 1n order to form a representation of the crucifix.
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outline E (No. 4), from the Codex Ebnerianus." But though

the details of the style are always meagre, they are some

times, in the headings, &c., spread over a considerable space,

and with their glittering gold ornaments have a rich appear

ance, approaching the more modern Persian illuminations

which are founded upon similar principles of art-namely,

the extension of the same small and generally simple pattern,

longitudinally, to form a border; or repeated over a con

tinued surface to form a mass of ornament, producing an

effect similar to that of the ever-recurring patterns of a

modern carpet. The same may be said of the ancient

Syriac and Armenian illuminations, which are but variations

of common Byzantine art. The annexed portion of a border

from a Greek MS. of the eleventh century, from an example

given in Dibdin “ Decameron” (outline, No. 5), will exem

plify the style of design alluded to.

It was in the ÑVest that the extraordinary variety and fer

tility of invention that distinguishes the art of the illuminator

arose, and its earliest essays at invention in that part of Europe,

appearing as they did, in conjunction with a rising instead

of a sinking form of civilization, became allied to its pro

gressive principles, and instinct with its fresh vitality. '1`11е

most debased forms of Roman art formed the rude style first

exhibited in early Gallican MSS., but nothing of that era

was produced worthy of illustration in this work, as a dis

tinct style; the purpose of this short treatise being, not

the discussion of archaeological rarities, but an examination

of the most marked and superior styles evolved in the

progress of the art~ I may here, however, mention that,

of a debased form of Roman art, the Latin Gospels 0f St.

Augustine, now in Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, of the

fifth or sixth century, are a very remarkale and authentic

monumenti'

For references to MSS. of Greek and Roman character of

the fourth, fifth, and sixth centuries, see the appended list.

THE SIXTH, SEVENTH, AND EIGHTH CENTU

. RIES.-IRISH AND ANGLO-IRISH STYLES.

Example.-A PAGE FROM THE GosPELs or LrNstrARNE,

COMMONLY KNOWN As THE “DURHAM Boex," в. м. сот.

NERO. D. 1v.

The first style illustrated in this Work by a fac-simile of an

entire page, is that truly remarkable one that appears to have

arisen in Ireland: about the sixth or seventh century. The

Book of Kells, preserved in Trinity College, Dublin, is perhaps

the finest monument of the style in existence. The page from

the Lindisfarne Gospels, commonly known as the Durham

Book, from which our first plate is taken, exhibits its general

features equally well. The style is formed by the most

artistic and ingenious disposition of interweaving threads,

bands, or ribbons of various colours, upon black or coloured

grounds, varied by the introduction Of extremely attenuated

lizard-like reptiles, birds, and other animals, similarly treated.

The initial letters are of enormous size, and of extreme intri

* Now in the Bodleian Library. Oxford.

’f Described by Mr. Westwood in the Palœogr. Sacra Pict.. and by the

Rev. Mr. Goodman in the 18th number of the Publications of the Cambridge

Antiquarian Society.

I Lombardie MSS. have some aflinities to this remarkable style, and works

of a similar character are said to have been executed in the North and West of

France about the same period, but the Irish are by much the finest examples.

 

cacy; the altered form of the fine Roman character being

the basis or framework of the design of these letters. Such

letters, and also the borderings, are generally surrounded with

one or more rows of minute red dots; and another pecu

liarity is, that the whole of the writing on the principal pages

is generally kept large, and made decorative, either by a

coloured ground, or the introduction of masses of colour

within, or between the letters. By referring to the plate,

it will be seen that it is a very striking and remarkable style,

and perfectly free from any admixture of Roman art, neither

the acanthus leaf, nor any other feature of Roman Ornament,

forming any portion of the composition ; the forms of the

letters alone being based upon those of the Roman character,

while all their details of ornament are Original.

It is a style capable of great variety of treatment without

departing from its general principles, of which I have said

more in my description of the illustrative plate. It continued

in practice without admixture in part of Wales and Ireland

as late as the twelfth century, but on the Continent it became

mingled with what has been termed the Charlemagne style,

to be spoken of hereafter; and in England, in conjunction

with rude Anglo-Saxon art, a style was formed that may be

termed Anglo-Hibernian ; but which latter, as inferior to the

pure style, I shall not dwell upon.

For references to MSS. in Irish and Anglo-Irish style, see

the appended list.

THE EIGHTII AND NINTH CENTURIES.-THE

ANGLO-SAXON AND CHARLEMAGNE OR

CAROLINE STYLES.

Eœamples.-THREE PAGES FROM 'TEE GOLDEN GosPELs, в. м.

HARL., 2788; Two PAGEs PROM THE A'rHELsTAN сово

NA'rroN ROOK, в. м. сот. TIBERIUs, A. 2; AND A PAGE

PROM A BmLE ExEcU'rEn Pon CHARLES тнв BALD, в. м.

EARL., 7551.

About the period of Alfred the Great, in England, and

Charlemagne on the Continent, considerable ,intercourse

began to take place with Italy, and an admiration for the

last remnants of Roman art still remaining in her provinces,

which in Gaul were very numerous, led to their being

sought as models. The result of this study, was a great

simplification in the styles of illumination ; and a debased

form of the Roman acanthus began to be employed both

in sculptural and pictorial decoration. The most perfect

and consistent development of the new style, Was perhaps

that called the Charlemagne style, in which the feature of

interlacing bands and animals was almost entirely aban

doned, and the partial bordering more sparingly used. A

fair example of this style is the (so-called) Alcuin Bible

in the British Museum; but a much finer treatment of it

is exhibited in a Psalter of Charles the Bald, preserved in

the Bibliothèque Nationale of France. In the corresponding

Anglo-Saxon period, a much stronger admixture of the inter

laced work appeared; the great initials being formed, like

those of the Continental style, by gold or silver bands; but

much more intricately interlaced at the extremities. Our

examples from the Gospels Of Athelstan, the grandson of

Alfred (though considered by some to have been executed

on the Continent), exhibit in the initial I the peculiarities

described. But the grandest style formed by the junction

of the Anglo-Irish style with one founded on debased Roman,
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is that exhibited in the Golden Gospels, from which we have

given three superb examples.

This may be called a distinct style, as the interlacing fea

tures, with their dark rich colouring, are so happily blended

with the grand and simple Roman forms as to make the union

most effective: whilst a leading feature of Irish origin, that of

making the whole of the writing of the principal pages deco

rative, has been preserved with striking effect, as shown in our

second specimen from this fine MS. This latter is a feature

that disappears in later specimens both of English and Conti

nental art of this era, at all events in the very complete and

well-knit form exhibited in the specimen alluded to. But some

Continental MSS. of the ninth and tenth centuries exhibit the

Charlemagne, or, as it may be termed,_Franco~Roman* style,

allied to the interlacing features of the Irish and Anglo-Irish

styles, in which the peculiar characteristics of the latter.pre

dominate. Such is the feeling exhibited in a Bible illuminated

for Charles the Bald, the grandson of Charlemagne, from

which our next specimen is taken. This is very interesting,

as showing the strong vital principles of a strictly new and

original style (I allude to the pure Irish work of the sixth

century), for not only do we find it existing unmixed at home

for the long period of six centuries-specimens being in

existence executed as late as the year 1200 A.D.-but we

here find its leading features carried by the early Anglo

Saxon and Irish Missionaries to the Continent, and not only

influencing, but actually predominating in many works of

the well-established style of the Charlemagne period. Such

is the case in our specimen from the Bible of Charles the

Bald. The Charlemagne style and its varieties may be said

to have prevailed on the Continent from the eighth to the

tenth century, and was principally practised at Aix la Cha

pelle and the surrounding regions.

In some instances, the name ofthe calligrapher is appended

to early MSS., and it would possess a certain artistic interest

if it could be verified that this personage was also the illumi

nator; but this is a disputed point among archœologists, by

whom these ancient names are perhaps unjustly shorn of their

repute and station in the illustrious line of early artists. I

am myself inclined to consider the writer and illuminator as

one personage up to the twelfth or thirteenth centuries, after

which the writing of books became a species of manufacture,

and it is well known that the office of writer and illuminator

were perfectly distinct; and in some cases the division of

labour was carried much farther- different artists being em

ployed on different styles of work in the same volume.

For references to MSS. of the Charlemagne period, see the

appended list.

 

TENTH AND ELEVENTH CENTURIES.-THE

STYLE SUPPOSED ТО ВЕ ТНЕ “OPUS ANGLI

CUM” MENTIONED BY AUTHORS OF THE

PERIOD.

Ешатр!е5.—А PAGE FROMT HE BENEDICTIONAL IN THE POSSES

SION OF THE DUKE 0F DEVONSHIRE, AND ONE FROM A

PSALTER IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM, ROYAL I. D. 1X.

Styles similar to the Charlemagne style and its allied modi

* The earliest French MS. may be termed Gallican in style, as exhibiting

the latest Roman art as modified by its practitioners in that province. The

Franks mingled a barbaric style with it. forming what may be termed a Franco

Gallican style, while the last phase shows the abandoning of the Gallican

features for a F1‘anco»Ronmn combination.

 

fications continued to prevail during this period, but the

miniature pictures became much more numerous and elabo

rate, numbers being executed only in outline, but with much

spirit, forming very interesting records of the arms, dresses,

and manners of the period; but these do not belong to the

strictly decorative features of book ornamentation which form

the object of the present work.

About the tenth century, a distinct style appeared in Eng

land, which, without displacing others, was practised то а

great extent for about two centuries. The specimens we have

given from the Duke of Devonshires Benedictional, and from

a MS. in the British Museum, will be suiiicient to show the

characteristics of this rich and magnificent style, which we

have every reason to consider national; no specimens existing

in libraries of the Continent, except such as are known to

have come originally from England, as is the case with the

two splendid MSS. at Rouen.

This style, with its artistically arranged bars of gold, form

ing complete broad and noble frames to the text, and with

which foliage is made to interlace with such an original effect,

though it disappears after the eleventh century in the com

pleteness of its original character, yet formed the basis of later

styles which are nearly as national. For instance, in our

specimen page from the Salisbury Lectionaiium, a work of

the end of the fourteenth century, the two gold bars will be

observed forming massive corners, and enriched with inter

weaving foliage upon a similar principle, though of course

very different in the detail, which exhibits the peculiar

feeling of the later period-namely, less positive symmetry

of corresponding parts, more general variety and slenderness

of form, and generally a greater angularity of treatment;

while figures, architectural features, and other objects are

introduced with great profusion. Still, the principles of the

grand tenth century Astyle will be found to form its basis.

The same may be said of the style which succeeded that

of the Salisbury Lectionarium early in the fifteenth century,

as will be seen on reference to our examples of that period

from Mr. Owen Jones’ Psalter, and the page from the

poems of Lydgate. The magnificent style of the tenth

century, which I believe to be the Opus Anglicum, held

in such estimation on the Continent at that peliod, is there

fore not only admirable in itself, on account of its completeness

and very distinct character, but also as forming the basis of

two later, and both, national styles. Most of the grand

MSS. in the peculiar style of the tenth century, appear t0

have been executed at NVinchester, where, it would seem, an

especial school of illumination was founded under the patronage

of the great Bishop Ethelwold.

For references to MSS. in this style, see the appended list.

ILLUMINATIONS OF THE TVVELFTH CENTURY.

Example-_A PAGE FROM тнв ansTmN BIBLE, в. м. имам

2798 & 2799.

A new and more ñorid style of initial letters arose about

the eleventh century, formed principally of interlacing

branches, sometimes terminating in the heads of animals, and

at other times interwoven with animals, the spaces between the

ornaments generally filled alternately with light blue and

delicate green. This style continued to acquire richness and

distinctness until it resolved itself in the twelfth century into

a very remarkable and highly decorative style; perhaps the
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noblest style of illumination ever evolved during the whole

thirteen centuries during which the art was practised. It is

principally founded upon the scrolling acanthus, as exhibited

in the most florid Roman friezes, but rendered infinitely more

intricate, and the details treated in the crisp and peculiar

manner of the period-the circling stems forming a more

prominent part in the composition than the foliage, whilst in

the Roman frieze-work the foliage is principal and the stems

completely subordinate. The fine style of the twelfth century

flourished all over \Vestern Europe, but appears to have been

practised with most success in Rhenish Germany. It exhibited

itself not only 111 the art of illumination but also in sculpture,

in stained glass, and in gold and silver work, iu each modified

by the nature of the material.

In illuminated books this style is seldom found so highly

enriched with colour, or forming such large compartments as in

our specimen; more generally it is confined to large initial

letters, some of which are coloured, but very rarely enriched

with gold, being more generally only outlined in red with

exquisite precision and effect, and frequently most elaborate

in their composition. Even when only outlined in red they

have occasionally a background coloured differently 111 the

different compartments, and the effect so produced is, I

believe, the foundation of the well-known Italian style, formed

of white interlacing branches on variously-coloured grounds,

that arose about the middle of the fifteenth century.

It is to be regretted that the fine style of the twelfth ccn

tury is never, in illumination, found applied to borders ; for it

is evident that if its artists had given ib that direction, it is

capable of lending itself with the greatest and most beautiful

effect to that form of book decoration.

Illuminations being almost the only examples of pictorial

ornament of the early periods that have come down to us, are

consequently very important records, enabling the architect to

restore the decayed polychromic effect of some of our finest

monuments in their true characters. This has been accom

plished with the happiest effect 111 the restoration of the

Temple Church, great part of which is work of the twelfth

century, and the fiorid ornaments of illuminated books of the

period have furnished the style of the newly painted deco

rations.

The fine style of the twelfth century may be divided into

two distinct schools. In the one, the interweaving branches

remain white, the grounds alone being coloured. In the other,

the interweaving branches themselves are richly coloured, and

the ground is gold, or of some deeper tone of colour. In the

style that arose in Italy in the fifteenth century, founded upon

the Northern styles of the twelfth, as above suggested, the

same distinct phases of treatment may be observed, the earlier

specimens heilig composed of branch-work left white, of which

the effect may be seen in our page from a MS. Juvenal; whilst,

111 a later and rarer style, the branch-work is highly coloured,

as in our splendid example from the MS. of Aulus Gellius.

I have above suggested that the styles of the twelfth cen

tury might have formed exquisite borders, whereas they are

generally confined to the composition of initial letters. The

Italian styles, just alluded to, and to be referred to hereafter,

are, however, beautiful illustrations of the exquisite adapta

tion of the twelfth century styles to that feature of illumi

nation.

I cannot close this brief account of the styles of illumi

nation which prevailed iu the twelfth century, without

alluding to a singular variety presented in the fine MS. now

forming part of the Egerton collection in the British Museum,

(No. 1139.) 'I'he exquisitely carved ivory cover of this MS. is

 

evidently its original binding, and is a most beautiful

monument of the art of carving at the period. The MS.

itself appears to have been executed at Constantinople, but by

a western caligrapher and illuminator. The peculiarity of

the style of the beautiful initial letters consists in their being

entirely gold richly shaded with black, of which I know no

other example. The volume also contains many miniatures,

evidently by a Byzantine artist of the period, which possess

no particular interest except that arising from their very

beautiful state of preservation.

For references to MSS. of the twelfth century, sce the

appended list.

THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY.

Examples.-A Psxmaa IN тнв BRITISH MUSEUM, LANsDowNE

481; THE nouns or sT. LoUIs; AND A PsALTER IN тнн

Possession or н. HoLFoItD, ESQ.

The first style to be noticed in the thirteenth century is one

which is evidently a highly-wrought working out of that of

the twelfth; the same scrolling and interscrolling is rendered

much more intricate and more slender, and the details more

accurately finished and more various; a profusion of figures

both of the human subject and animals being introduced,

generally in illustration of the text, but occasionally in an

arbitrary manner and with the sole view of decorative effect.

Large square compartments, occupying an entire page, or a

large portion of it, which are of rare occurrence in the twelfth

century, become common in the thirteenth, and are generally

surrounded by small mouldings, or rather borderings, of very

delicate design and execution; such is the style exemplified

by our specimen from a magnificent Psalter of the period, in

the British Museum.

In the style treated of in the twelfth century, and in this

style of the thirteenth century, miniature pictures are of rare

occurrence; the decorative features being, at all events, com

pletely predominant. But a style arose on the Continent of a

nearly opposite character, of which our specimen from the

Hours of St. Louis forms a good example, in which the mim'

atures became principal, and the borders which surround them

entirely subordinate, forming merely a simple frame to the

picture; the large initials also being made to form frames

to miniatures-the whole letter also inclosed in a square frame

formed of narrow borderings similar to those of the minia

tures. These borderings are evidently founded upon the style

of illumination peculiar to early Byzantine MSS., but they

appear to have been modified by a more Inodem Italian

feeling-the oriental character of detail having nearly disap

peared. It is probable that this style of ornament, based upon

Byzantine models but much modified, arose in Italy, from

which it spread to France during the active intercourse caused

by the crusade of St. Louis." It was not, however, the style in

most general practice; that of the Psalter of St. Louis,1' which

presents the usual characteristics described of the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries, being much more common. It was my

original intention to have given a specimen from that fine

* Some MSS. of this period 'are profusely filled with miniatures inclosed

in neat borderings founded upon small Byzantine patterns; such, for instance,

is the Bestiarium of the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford ;—в. curious work ou

the nature of beasts. of which several copies-more or less beautifully illumi

nated-are known to exist.

’f The Psalter of Louis, or rather of Queen Blachne, preserved in the

Library of the Arsenal, Paris._

C
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MS., but my space has not allowed me to do sa* The next style

to be noted in this century is that in which, while much of the

peculiar detail and circular feeling of the early part of the

century is preserved, the angular and peculiarly Gothic senti

ment began to prevail, though in a manner scarcely definable ;

but which was to appear in the beginning of the next century

in a pure and distinct form. Of this style the Psalter in the

collection of Mr. Holford is a good specimen. The latest

features of the styles of the thirteenth century were the intro

duction of the long-tailed initials, which formed a sort of

border to one side of the page, terminating in a scroll, or

curved leaf, at the bottom, and sometimes passing beneath the

lower portion of the text. Of this style I have not space for

a specimen; but as the style was not highly decorative nor

complete in itself, but only forming a link to that well-marked

style which was developed early in the next century, the

omission is less to be regretted. In some cases the tailed

letter was formed into a dragon, which bordered with a

narrow ground of gold formed an almost regular border, upon

which some of the illuminations of the fifteenth century were

eventually founded.

The most exquisite illuminations of the thirteenth century,

in which miniatures formed a leading feature, were undoubt

edly executed in Paris, where a school of illumination was

formed about this time which evidently took the lead of all

others, and acquired that celebrity which led Dante to

mention the art as one exclusively Parisian. Some of the

French works of this period display an elegance in the

drawing of the human figure, and drapery, almost amounting

to affectation. A magnificent example of French art of this

period (about 1300) has been recently acquired by the

Museum (Add. 17341), 111 which the miniatures, aided by

the usual scroll-work, exquisitely treated, are made to form

marginal bars, or exterior borders, which are profusely

introduced and wonderfully elaborated. A common device

of this epoch, for the first page of the Bible was one, formed

of seven medallions, containing the story of the creation. A

MS. Bible of the thirteenth century, in the Soane Museum,

contains a beautiful border of this charactersl'

For references to MSS. Of the thirteenth century, see the

appended list.

THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY.

Example.s‘.-THE PRAYER-BOOK OF THE DUKE OF ANJOU

BIB. NAT. mais; THE sALisBUrtY LEcTroNARiUM, в. M.,

HARL. '7028; THE COLLECTION or TRAVELs ENTr'rLED

“THE woNDERs OF THE WORLD,” B1B. NAT. FOND, ERAN.

8392; AND THE BIBLE or POPE CLEMENT vir., B1B. NAT.

coLBERT, 18.

Every style of art branches eventually into many ramifica

tions and subordinate styles of similar character before a new

and pure style is finally evolved from its gradually separating

and decomposing atomsîl. It would carry me far beyond the

limits of this work to attempt to define every variety produced

by the expansion of the latter styles of the thirteenth century;

I must therefore confine myself to, stating that early in the

* One of its pages is, however, figured in Mr. Westwood's Illuminated

Illustrations of the Bible, and exhibits another peculiarity of the style,

namely. the scrolls Or branches terminating in elaborate flower-like ornaments.

i Figured in my “ Art of Illumination and Missal Painting.”

1 The last features of the richer and more intricate styles of the thirteenth

century, especially that which branched out into the lorig~tailed initials, ех

 

fourteenth century, the irregular bar or border formed by the

foliaged or dragon-formed tail of some principal initial letter,

gave way to a complete bracket formed of a variouslycoloured

bar, terminating at top and bottom in a clip or branch formed

of ivy leaves, the angular and crisp character of which gave

the highest Gothic character yet developed by the art of illu.

mination, and completed a feeling of pictorial decorative art

felicitously in harmony with the decorative sculpture of the

great architectural works of the day. The bracket inclosing

the description of the page from “ Les Merveilles du Monde”

is a fair example of the style.

A pleasing cotemporary style was an enriched variation of

the-ivy branch bracket, which arose in the reign of Edward

III., having also for its principal feature the ivy bi'anch, the

leaves and stalks of which are coloured alternately blue and

red, relieved with white, with which figures and mottos

were interwoven with great boldness and some skill. The

illuminated marginal band to the grant investing the Black

Prince with the principality of Aquitaine, will convey an idea

of the style ; it is preserved among the records at “festminsten

The Cotton MS. Nero VI., contains a copy of the treaty of Bre

tigny, to which is attached a miniature of King John of France,

inclosed in ornamentation of a similar character. This style

had been gradually led up to since about the time of Edward

I., when the long-tailed letters, as mentioned at page б, began

to be formed into complete frames Or borders to the page,

gradually introducing ivy leaves and other floral features.

A very fine specimen of that period is the Psalter once in the

possession of Mr. Douce, and now deposited in the Bodleian

Library. Our Outline specimen, No. 5%, is from the last

named MS., and exhibits the features alluded to. It forms

an angle of the irregular border or framework to one of the

principal pages.

The period of the introduction of the well-defined Got-hic

bracket, was that of ÑVilliam of Wickham and his cotem

poraries ; when Gothic architecture, after progressing trium

phantly through several remarkable phases, at length arrived

at a distinct development, as well defined and as complete and

homogeneous in all its parts as the purest styles of the architec

ture of Greece or Rome, of which, in its complete distinctness,

it formed the very antipodes, and yet was equally beautiful, in а

perfectly fresh and novel beauty; and perhaps in principles 0f

structure, more scientific. It was a great artistic era-th@

architecture, the painting, the goldsmith’s work, the elaborate

productions in enamel, and the illuminator's art, were 1n

beautiful harmony; being each founded upon similar principles

of design and composition z-even the art of writing lending

itself to complete the grand chord of artistic harmony» by

adopting that crisp arid angular feeling which the then gelle'

ral adoption of the pointed arch introduced into all works 0f

artistic combination. The bracket, or variously-coloured bar,

of the illuminator, soon began to develop itself' in richness and

floridness of character : though at first somewhat meagre’

towards the middle of the century it had become higle deco'

rative, by greater intricacy in the branching of the ivy Идёт,

and by the introduction of birds and other objects, sometimes

singular grotesques, among the ivy foliage. Of this fin? de’

velopment of the style, before any of its purity had lost itself

in the unsuitable and extraneous details afterwards d

tended itself into complete borders in the beginning of the fourteenth comun;

forming a very remarkable style, of which I much regret that I have 11011}:

for a specimen. But I refer the student to the splendid MS. in the Bg v.

Museum-Arundel 83 ; the beautiful Psalter in the possession of Lord1 Fa.

brook; and'an exquisite MSS. in the Burgundian Library at Brusse s’

three pure specimens of the style.
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upon it, the page from the Prayer-book of the Duke of Anjou

is a remarkably fine example. It exhibits all the richness,

angular treatment, and generally elaborate character of the

finest cotemporary monuments of sculpture and architecture.

It is here to be remarked that about the time of the

introduction of the Got/tic bracket, miniatures illustrative

of the subject began to be profusely interpolated in the text ;

and other works than the Sacred Scriptures (in former periods

nearly the only subjects deemed worthy of the intricate

labours of the illuminator) began to be multiplied by calli

graphers and illuminators. The songs of the troubadours and

trouveres, and metrical and prose romances, were now about

to find a public greedy of their Wonders, and their poetry;

and this circumstance tended greatly to modify the style of

treating miniature pictures, and caused them to descend

gradually from the emblematic or symbolic style in which

sacred subjects had been treated, to the more natural manner

in which it was found attractive to illustrate popular poems

and legends. These miniatures were at first painted on a

solid gold ground, after the manner of the ancient Byzantine

works, the Oriental but somewhat barbaric splendour of which

in this particular was long copied in the West. But the

YVestern illuminators, who had long emancipated themselves

from the formalities of Byzantine ornament, now abandoned

the old gold ground of their miniature pictures; first adopting

instead, delicate Mosaic patterns formed of small squares of

gold and colours infinitely varied, of which I should have

much wished to give a specimen, had the limits of this book

permitted it. The next background was formed of intricate

scroll-work, generally of two or three tones of the same colour,

most frequently blue or red ; then came a damasked pattern of

gold upon a richly-coloured ground, and eventually, a natural

background formed by a landscape or architectural interior.

But this last change did not generally take place till quite the

end of the fourteenth, or beginning of the fifteenth century;

and even then, miniatures with Mosaic or scroll backgrounds

are frequently found in the same volume alternately with

others having a well-executed natural background, as late as

the middle of the fifteenth century. Our specimen from the

Prayer-book of the Duke ofAnjou exhibits the miniature with

the scrolled background in two colours, and is a specimen of

the very highest class of that phase of art, the drawing and

character of the figures being really very fine and expressive,

and the damask scrolling of the background exquisitely

designed and elaborated-the high finish of which is but

imperfectly represented by our copy, the original being

executed with the greatest conceivable degree of careful

pencilling.

During the prevalence of this and other allied styles

throughout the latter portion of the fourteenth century, very

brilliant colours were sought by the illuminators, and the scar

let and blue then in use, especially the former, have never

since been equalled.

This is the place to speak of three other very distinct

styles which were practised during the fourteenth century.

Our fac-simile of a page from the magnificent Salisbury

Lectionarium, is the first I shall allude to. It will be seen,

on reference to my remarks on the peculiar English style

of the tenth century, that the principles of ornament then

employed - foliage interweaving with gold bars  was

now renewed in a more florid and 'varied manner. I there

` alluded to the style of the Salisbury Lectionarium now

under notice, which is evidently founded on the leading

features of the earlier period, and is also a style peculiarly

English, being rarely if ever found in Continental MSS. of the

 

time. I need not farther refer to its details, as they are fully

discussed in the description of the specimen, except by men

tioning that the ivy-leaf brac/ret before referred to is sometimes

treated in a manner that forms a link between this style and

that of the tenth century.

The next style to be distinguished is that of our specimen

from the fine MS. in the French Library, entitled “ Les

Merveilles du Monde,” exhibiting a very peculiar treatment of

foliage of arbitrary colours, enriched by a partial gold ground.

This is a remarkable style, of which I know but two other

specimens, both MSS. in the British Museum (Egerton,

1070, and Harl., 4947), the last of which may have been

executed by the same hand. It would be difficult to name

any other style with which it has a close analogy-most of its

detached features may be found in the works of the following

century, but nowhere, except in the MSS. mentioned, have

I found them forming general compositions in the same pecu

liar feeling. The other principal pages in “Les Merveilles du

Monde” have borders of the same character, but very various

both in detail and general effect, showing that it is a style

capable of wonderful development. The ordinary pages of

“ Les Merveilles du Monde” have the common ivy-leaf

bracket of the period.

The last style of the fourteenth century which I shall dwell

upon, is the very peculiar and elegant one which was deve

loped in Italy at this period. It appears, like the Gothic

bracket of English and French illuminators, to have originated

in the long-tailed initials of the preceding century, which be

came at length in both instances a marginal bar or bracket.

But in Italy the angular Gothic feeling never predominath as

in the countries north of the Alps; the sharp ivy leaf never

became a favourite feature in their illuminations ; and we find

instead, in their graceful and peculiar illuminations of the

fourteenth century, a reminiscence of the acanthus treated in

a peculiar manner, evidently founded on the Byzantine style

of treating foliaged ornaments. The general composition is,

however, quite distinct from Byzantine feeling. In the minia

tures itis true there is a strong tincture of the Eastern school,

which continued to influence the Italian illuminators up to

the middle of the fifteenth century. But the ornament is, as

I have just stated, perfectly original in general treatment,

even if some of its features may be said to be derived from

traditions of Greek art, which from Constantinople continued

to influence that of Italy throughout the greater portion of

the middle ages. Several MSS. of this singular and distinct

style bear evidence of having been executed in Sicily. It is,

therefore, possible that it may have originated there. The

Normans found the Byzantine emperors still in possession

of that island; and the union of Norman art with that of

Byzantium, as practised in Sicily, may have produced this

peculiar style-an hypothesis borne out to some extent by

the singular effect wrought in the architecture of the country

by the same combination. The description of the specimen,

from the Bible of Pope Clement VII., will furnish farther

details of this remarkably beautiful and distinct style of illu

mination.

Another style, also, was developed in Italy in the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries, during which some very fine MSS.

were executed with large and striking miniatures, but of

which the other ornaments were of a very subordinate cha

racter; in fact, merely decorative writing, consisting simply of

initial letters, apparently executed entirely' with the pen-the

letters themselves being generally solid blue, surrounded and

filled up with very delicate small open patterns in red, and

terminating in the margin in long tails, like those in English
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MSS. of the thirteenth century; Only, instead of being solid,

they are formed of light lines slightly enriched with simple and

delicate penwork. A MS. in the British Museum (Royal,

6 E. ix.), executed about 1320, is a good example; and the

Lansdowne MS. 463, also in the national collection, exhibits

an English version of the style of somewhat later date.

For references to MSS. of the fourteenth century, see the

appended list.

ТНЕ EARLY PART OF THE FIFTEENTH

CENTURY.

Eœamples.-A PAGE FROM 'IIiE POEMS or LYDGATE, B. м , EARL.

2278; A PAGE PROM QUEEN MARr’s BREviARY, B. M. BIB.

REG., 2 B. 15; AND A PAGE FROM ANOTHER Ms. Or THE

PERIOD, ALSO IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM; A PAGE FROM A

FINE PSALTER 1N THE PossEssiON OF iIR. OWEN JONES; A

PAGE FROM A Ms. OF THE COMEDIES or rERENcE, iN THE

LIBRARY or THE ARSENAL, PARIS; AND A PAGE FROM THE

GREAT HOURS or THE DUKE OF выпи, 1N THE BIBLIOTHEan

NATIONALE, PARIS.

The style exhibited in the specimen from the. poems Of

Lydgate may be said to be founded (like that of the Salisbury

Lectionariuin Of the preceding century) On the rich style of the

tenth century, which I have supposed tO be the style Of work

known as the “Opus Anglicum.” But in this specimen the

foliage is not allowed tO extend beyond the confining gold

bars, that on the Outside being unconnected with it. At the

extremities, or corners, the design strongly resembles in prin

ciple that Of the tenth century, On which it is founded ; but it

is more flowing, and branches Off into exquisitely slight and

graceful convolutions of quite a distinct character, forming in

the whole design a figure similar tO the ivy-leaf bracket Of

the fourteenth century, as will be Observed on reference to

the one we have given from “Les Merveilles du Monde.”

There are many connecting links of style between the ivy-leaf

bracket and the present one; foliage somewhat similar to that

Of the last-mentioned style having been gradually introduced,

increasing in richness towards the end of the fourteenth cen

tury; beautiful examples Of which exist, executed during the

reign of Edward III.

Another phase of the style represented by our specimen

from the poems Of Lydgate is exhibited in the magnificent

page from the Psalter in the possession Of Mr. Owen Jones. In

my description of these two MSS. I have considered Mr.

Jones’ MS. to be a later amplification of the style Of' the

Lydgate ; but on mature consideration I think it possible that

it may be the earlier style, as having greater analogy with

that of the tenth century; for it will be found, On comparing it

with the page from a Psalter of the tenth century which accom

panics the page from the Devonshire Benedictioual, that the

proportions and principles of Ornament Of the general frame

work correspond very closely with that style, Of which it is a

magnificently modified reminiscence. îlhese styles may be

considered peculiar to English Illumination, as well as that Of

the two following plates, which represent its next advance; in

which the lighter extraneous portions are bounded by a ruled

line, thus forming a regular and continuous border. This

is the last period Of the art Of illumination of which English

examples exist in any number. For after the temporary con

iicst of France by Henry V., the communication with the

(,‘Ontinent became more intimate, and foreign artists practis.

ing more advanced styles were Introduced in such numbers,

 

that native illuminators fell into disrepute, and from this

period the finest illuminated MSS. may be Said to have been

exclusively executed on the Continent. Certainly after the

reign of Henry VII. no important English examples occur`

while it was after that date that the art attained (in finish

and richness) its highest development On the Continent.

The last English style, just described, which had is

closely allied styles on the Continent, appears to have been

the immediate precursor, and in fact Origin, Of the well.

known common border-patterns of the middle and latter

portion Of the fifteenth century, in which style great numbers

of MSS. must have been executed ; for the great bulk ofthe

MS. missals and chronicles now existing exhibit that feeling;

but this is not the place to treat Of it in detail. An example

will be found farther on, in a page from the Chronicles of

England, and in its later phase, in two pages from afragment

of a missal in the possession Of Mr. Owen Jones.

On the Continent, the ivy-leaf style, first exhibited in avery

simple bracket, and then carried out into a complete border, as

in the example from the “ Hours Of the Duke ofAnjou,"pre

viously described, assumed towards the beginning of the fif

teenth century a much more florid character; losing muchoí

its Original angularity. In fact, a distinct style was created

in which the ivy-leaf feature (always gold) performs only

a subordinate part, merely acting as a playful and glit»

tering background to the more prominent parts Of the com

position, which is frequently full of design of the highest and

richest character; as will be fully admitted On reference tooiii

splendid example from the “ Comedies Of Terence.”` 'Ille

style was partially foi-eshadowed in that Of the principal

pages of “ Les Merveilles du Monde." _

A specimen of a more regular and symmetrical variety 0l

the style is our page from the truly magnificent “ Great Нерв

Of the Duke Of Berri.” From its more regular and symmetrical

treatment, I infer that it is of somewhat earlier date,* though

evidently of the same school as the Terence; for the.tendeiicy I

in art, both on the Continent and in England at this p_erlofl _

was to quit the symmetrical for the picturesque, evolvingllî

architecture the style which has been termed “_/lambqya'lfi

a term which might with equal propriety be api’th lo

illuminations of the first period of transition _towards the

picturesque arrangement. "Or farther observations 011the

symmetrical variety Of this period, see the description of the

“Great Hours of the Duke of Berri.” .

From the ivy-leaf style was also developed another beautl

ful description Of border, in which an inner and narrOW Sm?

of rich Gothic pattern branches out at the centre and 00mm

into minute ramifications of the ivy branch, sometimes mix

with other features, partly in gold and partly Ш Coloulsi;

which form themselves into a rich, deep, lace'llke Ъш‘д‘” o

great regularity and beauty. Space does not permit 1111))e

giving a specimen Of this style, but a fine example тау .

Seen in the quuisitoly illuminated Prayer'book of 11693

VI. in the British Museum, executed for him when a с y

most likely in France, during the regency Of the Duke (l

Bedford# The miniatures Of this little volume are probaby

the finest monuments of that branch of the art that the ag@

produced. These last-mentioned styles are 0111)’ found ш

* А MS. evidently illuminated by the same hand i5 Preserved „bilig

public library Of Brussels; it is known as the Prayer-book of the ube

Winceslaus Of Luxemburgh, who died in 1383; so that this style Муть

perhaps more properly classed as one belonging to the end of the folll'ifeet

century; though the illuminator probably lived and executed “UTLS ш

Duke Oi' Berri until his death in 1416.

y A specimen is given in Westwoods Palœogr. Sacr. Pict., pl~ 32'
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works executed on the Continent. The style ОТ border, in

which an inner border branches Out at the extremities into

the features that form the broad or exterior border, is well

represented by our outline, NО. 6è, from a MS. in the British

Museum, Harl. No. 2900.

For references to MSS. of the fifteenth century, see the

appended list.

THE MIDDLE OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY.

Examples-_A PAGE FROM “THE CHRONICLES OF ENGLAND,”

ExECUTED FOR EDWARD 1v., AND Two PAGES FROM A

MIssAL >IN THE PossEssIoN oF мн. OWEN JONES.

The ivy-leaf style, and those founded upon flowing foliage,

were combined about the middle of the fifteenth century to

form a style in which an immense number of illuminated

MSS. were produced, as stated at page 8. In this combi

nation, the symmetrical arrangement was abandoned for one

that may be termed picturesque, irregular portions of the border

being alternately Occupied by the ivy pattern, and purple

Or variously-coloured scroll-work, formed of the flowing foliage

above alluded to. This arrangement necessitated the occa

sional restoration Of the frequently lost balance of strength;

for which purpose, the profuse employment of gold spots sur

rounded by a circular black line with radiating lines ОТ black

was resorted to, producing a quaint, sparkling, and pleasing

effect. This device had been made use of before, in the pure

ivy-leaf bracket period, but very sparingly; it was now so pro

fusely employed in filling up the spaces between the ramifica

tions ОТ the pattern, that it positively became a sort of back

ground ОТ spangles, and produced a peculiarly glittering effect.

Figures were also arbitrarily introduced in the midst of the

arabesque patterns, standing on little islands of green turf, or

fanciful rock-work, and their place was sometimes occupied by

quaintly-designed monsters and nondescript insects or reptiles.

The ivy-leaf portion was farther varied by the introduction ОТ

branches of different plants, among which those Of most

frequent occurrence are the daisy, the Columbine, the straw

berry, the rose, and Occasionally the vine and the mulberry.

This was the period, too, when heraldic blazonry began to be

introduced with effect as a -leading feature in illuminated

borders, almost every illuminated book exhibiting in the

border of the first page the armorial bearings of the person for

whom it was executed. Of the general characteristics of

this period, the large page from the Chronicles of England,

executed for Edward IV., is a good general example. It does

not afford, however, an accurate idea ОТ the minute and intri

cate work of the smaller missals executed at that time. The

inner lines of burnished gold ОТ these little Prayer-books

their inner solid border, from which the principal initial ОТ the

page is sometimes made to issue in a very artistic manner,

and their open fillagree border of intricate ramifications of

various foliage, similar in style to our page from the Chronicles

ОТ England, but infinitely more minute and careful in treat

ment, combined with their numerous highly-wrought minia

tures, give them a rich, quaint, and glittering air of artistic

elaboration, that will cause them to be sought by the curious

in matters ОТ art, as long as the durable vellum on which they

are written shall resist the slow but inevitable inroads of time.

Missals of this style are so common, in Consequence of the vast

numbers which were executed in Flanders, especially at

Bruges, where their production became in fact a branch of

manufacture, that every person in the slightest degree inte

 

rested in the art ОТ illumination has Seen many specimens;

I have, therefore, in the limited space of this work, not thought

it necessary to give one. But of the ultimate development of

the style, when the larger foliated portions became more

equally distributed, towards the end ОТ the century, I have

given a remarkably fine specimen from a fragment ОТ a missal

in the possession ОТ Мг. Owen Jones, which is the latest

form ОТ open border previous to the general introduction

ОТ back-grounds, which will be the next step ОТ the art to

examine, after saying a few words Aupon the oA en borderings

of the Italian illuminators ОТ the middle О the fifteenth

century.

For references to MSS. of the fifteenth century, see the

appended list. '

THE ITALIAN ILLUMINATIONS OF THE MIDDLE

OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY.

Examples-PAGE FROM THE oRATIoNs OF DEMOSTHENES, A

Ms. IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM, A PAGE FROM A Ms. JUvENAL,

1N THE BRITISH MUSEUM, HARL. 2730, AND A PAGE FROM

A Ms. AULUs GELLIUs, ALSO IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM, BUBNEY

Mss. No. 175.

The Italian illuminations ОТ this period, like those of the

North, are frequently Composed of alternating portions Of light,

and more massive ornament. But a great line of distinction is to

be drawn between them in one particular, namely, that ОТ sym

metry; for while the more Northern illuminators abandoned the

symmetrical arrangement fOr one ОТ a picturesque character,

the Italians continued to preserve the symmetry Of their com

positions, introducing medallions, and other extraneous features

ОТ enrichment, with great artistic skill, and without disturbing

the symmetrical feeling, and making them appear, as it were,

a part of the general Ornament ; so well is their introduction

made to dovetail and harmonize with the lighter features ОТ

the Open bordering. Of this style, the specimen page from the

MS. Orations of Demosthenes is a very pleasing example, and

the tablet for the title is a very interesting Italianised version

of the Byzantine capping, or heading, which, as already stated

in page 1, is the only striking feature in Greek illumination.

But another remarkably distinct style was developed

and perfected at this period in Italy. I allude to the Style

formed ОТ white interlacng branches, the interstices ‘of which

are filled with various colours, generally blue, red, green, and

violet, symmetrically balanced, and generally powdered with

white dots arranged in triangles. This style is beautifully

exhibited in our specimen from the MS. Juvenal, which is a

somewhat late example ОТ the style; the interlacings being

interrupted by the introduction of compartments containing

miniatures, &c., and armorial bearings, beautifully executed, ОТ

the Roman Cardinal for whom the book was executed; while

in earlier specimens, the interlacing is generally uninterrupted

throughout the border, and of a somewhat simpler, or rather,

more monotonous character; the extremely quaint and unex

pected turnings and curves being confined tO later works. Some

books in this style have only large initial letters, which are fre

quently extremely beautiful ; and sometimes only a simple gold

ground. Other MSS. have a marginal bar only, of ornament of

this style, from which in Some instances the principal initial

letter is made, as it were, to grow, in a very ingenious and

beautiful manner. Some artists treating this style have endea

voured to Overcome the objection that might be offered to a

continued series of curves, by the introduction of straight

D
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branches, occurring at regular distances, and alternately lean- §

ing to the right and then to the left-an innovation that has a l

peculiarly crisp and decisive effect.

The highest degree of enrichment to which this style was

carried, is finely exhibited in our magnificent specimen from

a М S. of Aulus Gellius in the British Museum. These ultimate

enrichments consist in colouring the interlacing branches

themselves in alternate masses of blue, green, red, or violet,

heightened with gold. In these cases it became necessary to

change the character of the backgr'ound,which instead of being

varied in colour, as when the interlacing branches were white,

now became either black, or gold; in some cases producing the

most gorgeous possible effect; of which om specimen is an

example, though some imperfections in the printing prevent

it from completely conveying all the exquisite beauty of the

original. _

I have not space for a coloured specimen of a remarkable

and ingenious variation of the two last-mentioned styles which

arose in Italy about the same time, and was formed by using,

instead of branches, interweaving cables, which admitted of

still greater symmetry and regularity of arrangement, and was

consequently highly acceptable to the Italian illuminators, by

whom these features were always carefully cultivated. This

cable-work, like the branch-work, was first white, but after

wards richly coloured. Of the white period, a MS. Petrarch

in the British Museum, Harl. 3517, is a good specimen; and of

the coloured period, the celebrated Pliny of the Bodleian

Library is a most resplendent example. The two outlines,

Nos. 7 and 8, are examples. There are one or two examples

of this style in the British Museum, Additional MSS. 1479

and 14,815.

For references to other MSS. in these styles see the

appended list.

Another peculiar Italian style of the fifteenth century was

one in which the ornament consisted merely of a marginal bar,

somewhat less than an inch in breadth, formed of an exterior

broad gold edging, and filled up with richly-coloured foliage

Of great variety of design. In Flemish and French illumi

nation, when the ornament was confined to a broad band of

ornament in the exterior margins only-_like our pages from

the Prayer-book of Henry VIL-_they were left square at top

and bottom ; but the more fastidious Italians shaded off, as it

were, the abrupt finish of this solid bar, by making it termi

nate in a medallion containing a portrait or circular ornament,

which medallion was blended into the margin of plain vellum

by means of slight and delicate ornaments which were made to

radiate from it, terminating in a light tuft of open arabesque

foliage. In other instances an exterior marginal ornament

was formed of a central slender gold bar, from which light

and feathering foliage was made to issue at intervals from a sort

of husk or cup, the intervals between the bolder leafage being

filled with delicately-pencilled single black lines, occasionally

terminating in а gold spot surrounded with a black line. Of

the former of these two styles, the outline, No. 9, is a good

example, from the fine copy of Pliny's Natural History, printed

at Venice in 1476, the ornaments of which are illuminated

by hand. It is now in the Bodleian Library, Oxford.

For references to other Italian MSS., sce the appended

list.

ТНЕ ITALIAN CIIORAL BOOKS.

The gigantic initials to the enormous choral books of some

of the churches of Italy, must not here be passed over without

 

remark; though, as they seldom extend into decorative borders,

they hardly come within the plan of my work. Some of

them are of truly enormous dimensions, being above а

foot in height. Those of the fifteenth century are generallyy

composed of blue and green foliage formed of acanthus leaves,

with portions of а scale-like pattern, generally of deep Carmine,

the whole relieved with gold. These letters, when of earlier

periods, those of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,

for instance, are generally composed of ornaments of similar

character to those exhibited in our Specimen from the Bible

of Pope Clement. But those of both early and late periods

almost invariably enclose a large miniature picture, some.

times executed by the first masters of the age. The large C

appended to our description of the MS. Roman History of the

Library of the Arsenal, Paris, will give some idea of the

common style of these letters in the fifteenth century;

especially if the broad plain portion of pinkish red, only

ornamented with small white rings and lines, be supposed to

be composed of a rich scaly pattern of Carmine, shaded with

a still deeper tone of the same colour. The two outline

specimens are farther examples-the former (No. 9) of the

fourteenth century, from а manuscript mentioned in Dibdin‘s

Decameron, the latter (No. 10) of the fifteenth century, from

a MS. in the British Museum.

THE BYZANTINE STYLE IN THE FIFTEENTH

CENTURY.

Example-_Two PAGES PROM А GREEK Ms. or THE GoerLs or

TIIE rIrTEENTH CENTURY 1N THE BRITISH MUSEUM, nrs

LEIAN COLLECTION. ‘

I have introduced one specimen of Greek art of this

period, to show how little the disposition of ornament and

general arrangement of design had varied in that channel of

the art of illumination. The specimen, though executed 1n

Italy, is the work of a Greek artist, probably an emigrant from

the fast-falling’ Byzantine capital. Constantinople afforded l110

longer the advantages which a great and luxurious сну

generally offers to artists of all-descriptions, and it Was 90W

principally in the Greek Islands, and in Italy, that her Illu

minators continued to practise their art. There is, in the

Bibliothèque Nationale of Paris, a MS. executed in the Island

of Rhodes as late as the middle of the sixteenth century, Whlch

bears all the usual characteristics of the Byzantine manner.

This style of art appears to have followed the track 0f lts

parent, the Greek Church, being still practised in Parts of

Russia with all the old conventional forms of ornament. These

appear to be followed with a sort of veneration and accurati1

truly extraordinary-the very forms and combinations of the

tenth, twelfth, and thirteenth centuries being reproduced 1n the

present day with all the correctness and care that marked the

works of those early periods. M. Papeti, in 1846,* found .the

monks of Mount Athos still practising the art from _ancient

models, and from an ancient book of rules, in which the

most minute directions were given for every detail of costume

of every saint in the Greek calendarßl'

For list of Greek MSS. of the seventh and subscflucnt

century, see the appended list.

* “ Salon de 1846, par Theophile Gaultier.” _

’f This work has been translated and published by M. Drdron
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ILLUMINATIONS OF THE END OF THE FIF

TEENTH CENTURY, AND THE BEGINNING OF

THE SIXTEENTH.

Examples.-Two PAGES FROM THE PRAYER-BOOK OB HENRY

vII., B. M., BIBL. REG. 2, D. xL, THREE PAGES FROM THE

“ HOURS or ANNE or BRITTANY” IN THE BIBL. NAT., PARIS,

AND 'rwo PAGES PROM THE CALENDAR OP A RICH MISSAL

IN THE LIBRARY OF THE ARSENAL, PARIS.

In the middle ofthe fifteenth century, the leading charac

teristic ОТ illuminated borders, as distinguished from those

ОТ the latter portion of the century, was, that they were in

almost all cases formed of open work, that is, having no

background ; which last-named feature, a background, became

general towards the end ОТ the century. The first step

towards a general solid background, was its partial adoption.

A line was drawn, generally a diagonal one, separating the

light ivy-leaf portion of the pattern from that formed of more

massive foliage, and the ground beneath the latter was filled

by gold, blue, or some positive colour; while the ground

ОТ the lighter portion of the ornament remained white. These

altemations of rich masses ОТ colour, and delicate open fillagree

have sometimes a very striking effect, though not founded on

sound artistic principles, and would be very dangerous to

imitate in modern works without very skilful modification.

Sometimes the respective Spaces ОТ solid and open work were

ОТ pleasing forms, such as the quarterfoil, &с.‚ &с.; some

times a serpentine line, touching each side ОТ the border,

separated the compartments, which was perhaps the most

pleasing form under which these patchwork borders appeared.

As this is not to be considered a perfect style, but merely a

transition, I have not given a specimen; and proceed to

describe the adoption of complete backgrounds.

The first style with a solid background that I shall describe,

is one in which the conventional foliage,originally founded upon

the acanthus-leaf, is so artistically blended with the forms of

common and well-known plants, that they appear to belong

naturally to each other. In the earliest ОТ these compositions

the conventional foliage predominates, and natural fiowers

issue from it with the graceful ease ОТ nature, producing a

very charming effect ; of which the outline specimen (No.

12) from a missal in the Soane Museum, illuminated by

Lucas von Leyden, is a fine example. In some examples of

works ОТ the class, the natural flower predominates, and forms

the basis of the composition, from which conventional foliage

ОТ a florid heraldic character is made to issue with beautiful

effect. Of this latter style, our specimen pages from the

Prayer-book ОТ Henry VII. form exquisite examples. Part

ОТ the advantage of this introduction ОТ highly-coloured extra

neous foliage grafted on that of a natural plant, is, that the

lower portions, where green would have unpleasantly predo

minated, are thus rendered equally attractive in colour with

the upper Or flower-bearing portions ОТ the plant.

This direction ОТ the art towards the adoption ОТ purely

natural forms was soon carried to its highest pitch, and illumi

nations were shortly produced in which all conventional Orna

ment whatever was abandoned, and natural flowers and fruits

ornamentally and yet architectonically treated, formed the only

features of decoration. In the “ Hours ОТ Anne ОТ Brittany”

this feeling was carried out in the most beautiful manner.

I have stated in reference to the borders of the Prayer

book of Henry VII., that in the lower portion 0f the plants,

where green would have predominated too strongly for the

decorative purposes ОТ the illuminator, that imaginary foliage

 

ОТ arbitrary design, both as to form and colour, was introduced,

with a view to restoring the balance ОТ colour disturbed by

the richer tones ОТ the flowering portion ofthe plant. In the

“ Hours ОТ Anne ОТ Brittany,” the artist has struck out a much

more exquisite device for the same purpose. The lower

portions of the plants being studded with richly-coloured

insects, in natural positions: a fluttering butterfly ОТ daz

zling tints, here enriching a too soberly-toned portion ОТ the

design; and there, a gorgeous beetle, like a creeping jewel,

giving more than the effect of a flower to some other part

where the predominance ОТ the green would have been

monotonous. Our examples from this beautiful book are

insufficient to convey an idea ОТ the variety and splendour

ОТ its three or four hundred illuminated pages; but they

will serve to illustrate sufficiently the principles of the style

here alluded ю. One of which, especially distinctive ОТ the

works ОТ the end of the fifteenth and beginning ОТ the

sixteenth centuries, is the elaborately wrought and richly

toned shadows by which the Objects, whether on a gold or

a richly-coloured ground, are made to stand out from it

with an effect sometimes almost deceptive. The high finish

and intensity ОТ the rich brown shadows to the plants in the

“Hours of Anne ОТ Brittany,” are quite remarkable features

of that exquisite work.

Sometimes, in seeking after novelty, the artists of the

beginning of the sixteenth century made the main branch

work ОТ their foliage form separate and symmetrical com

partments, which were respectively filled with different

colours. The famous Missal, by Hemling, now in the

British Museum (No. 17,280), contains one or two rich

examples of this style. Such were the leading styles that

distinguished the end ofthe fifteenth, and first half Of the

Sixteenth century, and many modifications, and some distinct

though inferior styles, existed, ОТ which I have not taken

note, and in fact which the extent and plan ОТ the present

work would not admit ОТ ; but I may here mention that

this period, especially from 1480 to 1530, was the great period

of heraldic embellishments in illumination; these features

being treated, especially in the German schools, with the

most elaborate design, and sometimes most splendid effect.

Neither must I omit to mention a style which originated

in the beginning ОТ the sixteenth century, which consisted

ОТ separate flowers strewed carelessly, but with some attention

to balance of effect, over a richly-coloured ground. Of this

style our specimens from the calendar ОТ the rich Missal, in

the Library of the Arsenal, are good examples. Other

objects than flowers were soon introduced in borders of this

feeling, which became great favourites with the amateurs ОТ

the day. The first features thus mingled with the flowers

were single feathers, ОТ rich colouring; then birds' nests,

birds, animals, and eventually, as the art declined, jewels,

and other objects of trivial and unartistic character.

For references to MSS. ОТ the end of fifteenth and beginning

ОТ sixteenth century', see the appended list.

PICTURE BORDERS-'BEGINNING OF THE SIX

TEENTH CENTURY.

Example-A PAGE PROM THE “HOURS or ANNE OF FRANCE,”

IN THE BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE, PARIS.

Towards the beginning of the sixteenth century, amongst

other strainings after novelty indicative of the period, that of'
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compressing pictures into thin slips to form borders, was

perhaps one of the most remarkable. Our specimen page,

from the (SO-called) “Hours of Anne of France,” exhibits this

arrangement in a favourable manner; part of the lateral

border being filled by ornament, and so giving the picture a

better proportion, while the space allotted 10 the lower picture

is sufficiently deep to make the proportion agreeable. In

some instances, the picture at the side reaches to the top,

whilst very large figures are forced into it, producing an

unpleasant and crushed effect; of this class is an Otherwise

fine MS. lately in the possession of Mr. H. Bohn, but now in

the library of Lord Ashburton. The calendar of the “Hours

of Anne of Brittany” is One of the earliest examples of this

feeling of converting a picture into a border; but it is,

perhaps, one of the most successful ones ; for the picture

(enclosed in a simple gold band) is supposed to occupy

the whole page, leaving of course a proper' margin, whilst

a tablet is placed in the centre of the picture, also bor

dered with gold, and this tablet receives the text; care

being taken in designing the picture to keep all the essen

tial features of the composition outside of the Space Occu

pied by the tablet, thus producing at Once a complete

picture, and yet the effect of a border. As, for instance, in

a picture representing a landscape with figures, the figures

occupy the bottom and part of the sides of the border,

whilst the upper part of the sides, and top, are filled in with

trees, mountains, and sky; the middle distance of the picture

being, as it were, hidden by the centre tablet.

ILLUMINATIONS IN CAMEE-GRIS, OF THE

FIFTEENTH AND BEGINNING OF THE SIX

TEENTH CENTURY.

Example-_Two PAGES FROM THE DIALOGUES or FRANCIS I.

AND JULIUS cfEsAR, в. м.‚ HARL., 6205.

In my description of the two pages from the Dialogues of

Francis I. and Caesar, I have said all that appears necessary

(111 this brief treatment of the subject) on the origin and

ractice of executing illuminations in camaïeu or camée-gris,

and grisaille, as the two varieties are sometimes termed. It

arose, no doubt, from a feeling that all the effects that could

be obtained by the arrangement of rich colours had been

worked out, or abused; and novelty and repose was con

sequently sought in a delicate monochrome treatment. There

are many examples of florid borderings treated in this manner;

and also very large miniatures, in which the heightening of

the general effect, by means of a few objects richly coloured,

has not, as in our example, been resorted to.

For references to examples of this style, see the appended

list.

ITALIAN ILLUMINATIONS 0F THE END OF THE

FIFTEENTH AND BEGINNING OF THE SIX,

TEENTH CENTURIES.

Examples-_A PAGE FROM THE MS. ROMAN HISTORY IN THE

LIBRARY or THE ARSENAL, PARIS, AND Two PAGES AND

A BORDER FROM THE Ms. ILLUMINATED BY GUILIO cLOvIo,

IN THE SOANE MUSEUM.

In Italy, as in the North, bacfgrounds to the borders

were gradually adopted towards the end of the fifteenth

century, generally Of gold, but sometimes, as in the Flemish

and German examples, of rich colours. But still the pictu

resque arrangement of the Flemish and German aitistswa.;

rarely resorted to, the symmetry of the previous Italian styles

being firmly adhered to as a general principle. The Arabesque

style, founded by Raphael upon the remains of Roman frescos,

was that principally followed, in various forms; in some cases

delicately slender in general treatment, in others, almost over.

charged with richness. A magnificent specimen of а medium

feeling is our example from the MS. Roman history of the

Library of the Arsenal. But a distinct School was eventually

founded by Girolamo and Francesco dai Libri, and carriedto

its utmost perfection by Giulio Clovio, in which the pure

Arabesque was nearly abandoned, and the borders were. formed

by elaborate compositions Of large allegorical figures, groups

Of armour and other trophies, imitations of engraved cameos,

highly-wrought imitations of strings of pearls, detached gemsof

rich colour, and other similar objects. These features were

interspersed with medallion miniatures, armorial bearings, and

other extraneous materials; all,however,generally blended into

a very harmonious and rich general composition. Our mag

nificent specimens of two pages from the MS. illuminated

by Giulio Clovio, in the Soane Museum, form fine exam

ples of the style, though. some of the smaller missals ofthe

period exceed it in minute beauty of detail and richnes

of effect-_that by Girolamo dai Libri, in the Bodleian Library.

being perhaps the finest in existence, though the Clon'o

MS. in the private Royal Library of the King of Naples has

the reputation of surpassing every other production of the an

of illumination, but the jealous care with which it isprr

served prevents the opportunity of even examining it at

leisure, much more of making a copy of any of its reputed

marvellous pages.

ILLUMINATED DIPLOMAS.

Example-THE FRONTisPIECE or AN ILLUMINATED DIPLOMA

IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

 

In Venice it was the practice to illuminate in a very ПС11

manner the first page of the diplomas granted to evefl

governor of a Venetian dependency, on his appointment. _lll

the fifteenth and Sixteenth centuries, Some 0f these illumina

tions were of a very high character of art; it being parl 0f

the duties of the painter of the Republic for the time bcmgv

to paint the principal portion. The one I have 3178}1_а5 11“

example is a work of the sixteenth century, and the minlafufe

was formerly supposed to be a late production of the hand 0

Titian, who was painter to the Republic at Or near that

period. The excellency of the work affords some suppOYtw

the hypothesis. The border, or rather frame. is in а Verl

grand style of ornament, in the same feeling as some of 1119

magnificent ceilings of the ducal palace, executed about that

time.

THE SPANISH SCHOOL OF ILLUMINATION.

The Spanish style of illumination ought, perhaps, t0 have

found a place here, had space permitted, but I have not

attempted to separate the French, Flemish, and Germ@

Schools, aS 111еу all followed pretty nearly the same courS€«

and the Spanish (with the exception of a MorCSque characiff»

produced by the horse-shoe arch in the architectural featufes

 

of early illuminations) followed а very similar routine 0
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development to that of the other countries of Western Europe. I

The last specimens being illuminations of printed books as late

as the middle of the seventeenth century, in a debased but `

brilliant style, one example of which, a most superb specimen,

was destroyed by the unfortunate fire which consumed the fine

library at Hafod. i

THE CHARACTER OF ILLUMINATIONS АТ ТНЕ i
END OF THE SIXTEENTH, AND DURING THE y

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.

Ешатр1е.——А PAGE FROM THE PRAYER-BOOK 0F LOUIS XIV.

It may be conceived that the wide extension of the per

fected art of printing, which, even in the beginning of the six

teenth century, had become very general, would have entirely

stopped the development of those of the scribe and illumina

tor; but this was far from being the case. The first quarter

of the sixteenth century was the most prolific in examples of ¿

illuminations of the richest class; and even until the com- `

mencement of the seventeenth, the art continued to be ч

practised with success. A style derived from that of Lucas f

von Leyden and his followers, much overloaded with orna

ment, was practised as late as 1601, of which the celebrated

St. Croix Missal, in the British Museum, is an elaborate

example. l

A more chaste style, however, grew up among the higher l

class of illuminators, and books executed for Francis I. ofFrance, and his immediate successors, generally exhibit a sub- l,

dued tone of colouring and design, which was probably very ‘

attractive after the almost over-wrought richness of the styles l

that had preceded it. Some of the borders of this period н

have a gold ground, subdued in its brightness by a wash of i

 

light brown, on which chaste decorations are sparingly' intro- 1

duced in bright gold, relieved with a deep brown, such as

interlacing initials in a style approaching the modern cursive

manner; scrolls for mottoes, occasionally surmounted by the

Coronet, crown, or arms of the person for whom the book was

illuminated, the whole executed in different tones of gold and f

brown ; sometimes relieved under the outside of the gold border

by a delicately-executed shadow of ultramarine on the plain

vellum. In Italy, a simpler style was also gradually adopted

among the superior illuminators, of which a fine example may

be seen in the well-known Missal of the King Sigismund of

Poland, now in the British Museum!

Illuminations were also executed in printed books from

the very commencement of the art of printing, so that the y

finest examples of the art of illumination, after the middle of

the fifteenth century, are not always confined to MSS., but

are frequently to be found in printed books — the noble

Bible of Fust and Scheffer, being one of the earliest and finest

examples, of which a beautiful copy is preserved in the

British Museum; the capital letters of this book exhibit

some of the finest examples of German illumination of the

period. Another (imperfect), carried to Venice for the

purpose, has the illuminated letters in the Italian manner.

The life of Francesco Sforza, printed on vellum, and exqui

sitely illuminated by Girolamo dai Libri, is another Italian

example of the alliance of the arts of printing and illumination.

It was the presentation copy of the work to Cardinal Sforza,

* Formerly in the Collection of the late Duke of Sussex.

Pal. Sacr. Pict., pl. 36.

Westwood,

 

` pied its illuminator thirty years in its execution.

` in the public library of that city.

13

and the original gorgeous binding is still perfect. It was be

i queathed to the British Museum, with the most valuable

portion of his splendid library, by the late Mr. Grenville. A

splendid volume, printed on vellum, and illuminated by

Herrera, for Philip IV. of Spain, as late as 1637, was one of

the most elaborate and beautiful specimens of the art. It

formed part of Mr. Johnes’ celebrated library at Hafod, and

was unfortunately destroyed by fire, with nearly the whole of

the other literary treasures there collected. But examples of

illumination in printed books do not come within the scope

of the plan of this work, and some of the rich styles which

mark the decadence of the art, are not sufficiently' distinct to

demand a specimen in illustration. The last style of all.

however, that which originated in France in the reign of'

Louis XIV., though far from being a good or pure style, is

yet so distinct as to require an illustrative example in this

work.

It is founded on the style of art generally known in

France as the “ Genre Versaille,” and originated in the fiorid

pencils, and still more exuberant fancies, of Le Brun and Le

Pautre. Its minute peculiarities will be found detailed in the

description of our specimen-page from the Prayer-book of

Louis XIV. A specimen of the style, truly magnificent from

its dimensions, being nearly three feet in height, is the famous

Rouen Missal, completed as late as 1682, after having occu

It is shown

But it may be taken as a general rule that no illuminations

of any consequence were executed after about 1650. French

books were, however, still occasionally illuminated, though

in a weaker and weaker style of gradually sinking art, till

the middle of the eighteenth century; but after 1780, the

revolutionary politics of France, seeking the ancient Re

publics of Greece and Rome as their standard of excellence,

were followed by the fine arts; and as the remains of

classical art offered no examples of the art of illumination,

that beautiful branch of design became extinct. Thus, the

intricate and beautiful school of art which had been deve

loped with wonderful originality and variety throughout the

whole of the middle ages now died away, and was, except

by a few enthusiastic antiquaries, forgotten. The only style

of general art in vogue was that founded on crude and

meagre imitations of the worst classich models, producing, as

practised, the most wretched effect on the art of other schools:

for a Freneh supremacy in art seems to have been acknow

ledged without dispute throughout Europe. This feeling of

crudely copying antique art existed with more or less intensity

till about 1820, when a reaction as extraordinary again took

place; the works of the middle ages, and even the worst spe

' cimens of the worst periods, being sought with great avidity.

This taste continued to extend, and within the last few years

became a lamentable mania; the most servile imitations of

the bad drawing, the crude combinations, and even the rude

finishing, being considered evident marks of the most accom

plished taste. A better feeling is now rising; the finest features

of the art of any age are alone considered worthy of study

or reproduction; and beautiful works of the middle ages are

sought, not for the purpose of making close and servile copies

of them with all their defects, but of studying the principles

upon which they were Composed, and with those principles

producing works more in accordance with the spirit and

sympathies of the present age, than the works of any former

era can possibly afford.

Such a series as the present will therefore not only afford

gratification to the general amateur, from the beauty, intricacy,

Е
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and variety ОТ its successive examples, beautifully exhibiting

the course and progress ОТ an exquisite branch of decorative

art for above a thousand years, but will afford tO artists in

that department a body ОТ original and ingenius combina»

tions of form, colour, and general effect, such as no single

imagination could ever realise, and upon which-_by carefully

studying the principles ОТ composition rather than their

superficial effect-they may found new designs in accordance

with the great advance ОТ other branches ОТ modern civiliza

tion, and which will, thus treated, have the advantage of

being as original as the beautiful but quaint compositions on

which they are founded.

For references to MSS. Of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, see the following list.

H. N. H.

 

LIST OF SOME OF THE

MOST REMARKABLE ILLUMINATED BOOKS OF THE MIDDLE AGES.

Greek and Latin MSS. of the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth

Centuries.

Pages from all the MSS. marked ° are figured in this work, and the Manuscripts

marked B.M., are in the British Museum.

Тhe Codex purpureo-argenteus of Ulphilas, written in the year 800, preserv'ed

at Upsal, in Sweden.

The Codex argenteo-purpureus Cœsareo Viudobonensis, or purple and gold

Book of Genesis at Vienna (Greek). This remarkable MS. has been

described by Lambecius, Nesselius, Hollarius, Montfaucon, Holmes,

Adle, Horne, Dibdin, and Agincourt.

The Golden Greek Canons of Eusebius, B.M., MSS. Add. 5111.

The Iliad of St. Mark's, Venice, published in fac-simile by Villoisin (Greek).

The Iliad ОТ the Ambrosian Library at Milan, published by Card. Mai (Greek).

The two MSS. of Dioscorides at Vienna (Greek).

The Roman Calendar at Vienna (Latin).

The Vatican Virgil, No. 3225 (Latin). The British Museum possesses a

volume ОТ fac-similes copied by Bartoli from this MS. MS. Lansd., 834.

The Great Virgil of St. Den* formerly in the Vatican, No. 3867 (Latin).

The Gospels of St. Augustine (Latin), Corpus Christi College, Cambridge,

No. 286.

The Psalter in the Vatican, fifth or sixth century, No. 1209 (Greek).

Fragments of St. Matthew's and St. John's Gospel, in silver on purple vellum.

B.M., Cot., Titus C. xv. (Greek).

A Greek Bible (known as the Alexandrian MS), supposed to be ОТ the fourth

century.

The Book ОТ Genesis, nearly destroyed bylfire, but finely restored by Mr.

Gough, highly illuminated, and supposed to be earlier than the Alexan~

drian MS., B. M., Cot. Otho B. vi. (Greek).

The purple Gospels, in letters of silver, of the church of Perugia, sixth century

(Latin).‘

Fragment of' the Book of Kings, at Vienna, sixth century (Latin).

The Gospels of St. Germain, Bib. Nat. 663, entirely in golden letters, sixth

century (Latin).

The Codex Turinensis, portion ОТ Psalms, Royal Library, Turin, on extremely

thin purple vellum, in silver letters.

Palirhpsest MS., in Trinity College, Dublin, Book of Isaiah, &c., &c., on

purple vellum, sixth century.

' Only about six fine Greek MSS. on purple vellum are known.

The Gallican latin Psalter, date, Ад). 576, now in Bib. Nat., Paris.

 

Greek MSS. ОТ Seventh and subsequent Centuries.

Although I have not treated of the Byzantine school ОТ illumination in

this work, the following list of richly illuminated MSS. in that style ОТ srt

may be acceptable.

Commentaries ОТ Gregory Nazianzen, ninth century, Bib. Nat. de Paris, Gr.

610.

Greek Psalter, with commentary, tenth century, Bib. Nat. de Paris, Gr. 139.

The Ebnerian Codex, twelfth century, in Mr. Douce's Coll., Bodleian Library.

Oxford (Greek).

The Canonici MSS., Nos. 92, 103, and llO in the Bodleian Library

(Greek).

Poems of Anacreon, tenth century, published in fac-simile by Spaletti, шеп

tioned in Dibdin's Decameron. A series of fac-similes is in the library

ОТ the Royal Institution. (Greek).

The Greek Gospels, eleventh century, B. M., Harleian Lib., No. 1810.

Greek Gospels, eleventh century, B. M., additional 5107.

History of Joshua, with drawings, in the Vatican Library, No. 405 (Greek).

Agincourt.

The Menologium or Martyrology, with 430 drawings, in the Vatican Library,

No. 1613 (Greek). Agincourt.

Christian Topography ОТ Cosmus, in the Vatican Library, No. 899 (Greek).

Agincourt.

Commentary on Isaiah, in the Vatican Library, No. 775 (Greek). Agincourt.

Hippocrates, in the library of S. Lorenzo, Florence, eleventh century (Greek).

Agincourt.

Greek MS., twelfth century, Bibl. Nat., Paris, No. 543.

Greek Homilies, twelfth century, in the Vatican Library, No. 1162.

Gospels ОТ the Emperor John Comnenus II., in the Vatican Library, No. 2

(Greek).

Greek Bible, fourteenth century, in the library of the Vatican, No. 746.

The Gospels of St. Luke and St. John, in golden letters, in the Vatican,

No. 60, eighth century.

Greek MS., B. M., Arundel 27, an Evangelistiarium, a fine specimen of

Greek caligraphy of the ninth or tenth century.

Greek MS., B. M., Harl. 2908.

B. M., Burney MSS., 19 and 20, ОТ twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The

additional MSS. in the same library, 11836, 1130, and 4950-51, are also

specimens of Byzantine art of the eleventh and twelfth centuries.
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A list ОТ some ОТ 1110 тоге remarkable MSS. ОТ 1110 Irish,

and Anglo-Saxon schools resembling the Irish, ОТ 1110 Sixth or

Seventh, to the Tenth Century.

The Book of Kells, in the library of Trinity College, Dublin.

The Gospels ОТ St. Columba, in the Same library.

Archbishop Usher's Gospels, in the same library.

The Book'of Armagh, now in the collection of the Royal Irish Academy.

The Gospels of Mac Duman, in the library ОТ 1110 Archbishop of Canterbury.

The Gospels ОТ Mac Regol, Or the Rushworth Book, in the Bodleian Library,

Oxford.

The Gospels of Lindisfame, or Durham Book, seventh century, B. M., Cotton.,

Nero, D. 4.*

The Gospels of St. Chad, in the library of Litchfield Cathedral.

The Gospel of St. John, in Corp. Christi College, Cambridge.

The Gospels in the library ОТ Durham Cathedral.

The purple Gospels, in the Royal Library, Stockholm.

The Gospels of St. John, late in the library at Stowe, seventh century.

Psalter Said to have belonged to King Orwin, eleventh or twelfth century,

B. M., Galba, A. v.

Gospels written by St. Mulling, Trinity College, Dublin.

MS. in B. M., Otho C. v. ; fragment ОТ Gospels, seventh or eighth century.

The MSS. ОТ the Gospels, in the library of St. Gall, in Switzerland.

The Gospels, No. 108, ОТ 1110 ancient library of St. Germain des Prés,

supposed to be at St. Petersburgh.

The Latin Gospels, Bibl. Nat. de Paris, No. 693.

The Pontificale, Bibl. Nat. de Paris, No. 943.

The Psalter ОТ St. Augustine, B. M. Cotton. Vesp. A. I.

The Gospels (being portion ofthe Biblia Gregoriana), B. M. MS. Reg., 1 6.

The Psalter in the library of St. John`s College, Cambridge.

The Psalter ОТ King Alfred [?], late in the Duke of Buckingham’s library.

The Psalter of St. Ouen, in the Public Library, Rouen.

The Psalter of Ricemarchus, in the library of Trinity College, Dublin.

The small Gospels, Bibl. Harl. MSS., No. 1802 and 1023. ч

Т110 Gospels of St. Kilien, discovered in his tomb, preserved at Wurtzburgh.

Missal of St. Columbanus, Ambrosian Library, Milan.

The Leabhor Dhimma, Trinity College, Dublin.

The Hymns ОТ St. Patrick, in the same library.

Copy ОТ Lactantius. Royal Library, Turin.

Most of these MSS. contain pure specimens of 1110 Irish style; a few,

however, are ОТ various and mixed styles-some slightly resembling the

Gallican and Merovingian styles, ОТ which specimens may be seen in the work

of Count Bastard.

A list of Anglo-Saxon MSS., from the Eighth or Ninth to

the Eleventh or Twelfth Century

Cotton. IMS-Cleopatra, C. viii., Prudentius, with 88 illustrations, tenth or

eleventh century.

„ Titus, C. xvi., another copy of Prudentius, 46 outline drawings,

eleventh or twelfth century, Anglo-Saxon art.

„ Claudius, B. iv., Alfric's Anglo-Saxon Paraph. on the Penta

teuch and Joshua, profusely illustrated, tenth or eleventh

century.

„ Julius, A. vi., a fine Anglo-Saxon Calendar, entirely copied by

Shaw, eleventh century.

„ Nero, C. iv., s. Psalter of about twelfth century.

„ Tiberius, B. v. (Pt. L), Varia Historica et Astronomica,

upwards ОТ 50 illustrations, Anglo-Saxon art.

„ Tiberius, C. vi., Latin and Anglo-Saxon Psalter, a fine MS.,

with paintings, tenth century.

 
Cotton. M.S.-Titus, D. xxvii., Tractatus varii plerumque Saxonici, exquisitely

written, but few illustrations in outline. A curious volume.

tenth or eleventh century.

„ Vespasian, A. viii., Book of Grants by King Edgar to the

Abbey ОТ Winchester, written in letters of gold, 11.0. 906.

In the Public Library at Cambridge, the Book ОТ Genesis, in Anglo-Norman

hand, in Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, S. 18, N. 78.

Extract. from Alfrics Genesis, in Lincoln Library.

Fragments of Alfric's Heptatouch, in Corpus Christi College.

Psalter in the University Library of Cambridge, F. f. 1, 23, eleventh century.

In Bodl. Lib., Junius 27, a Psalter, tenth century.

In Brit. Mus. Bibl. Reg., 2 B., v., Psalter, tenth century.

Harl. M.S., 608, Latin Psalter, Anglo-Saxon illustrations, eleventh century.

Cotton MS., Otho, C. i.

Bibl. Reg. l. A. xiv, eleventh century, in Norman-Saxon.

Precationes et Rationes, in linguâ Saxonicâ, a beautiful MS., Bibl. Reg. 2 B. V.

MS. in Bodl, Lib. (Bibl. Hatton, 56), “ De Oñìcio Missœ," written in Anglo~

Saxon or Irish character, eighth century.

 

Charlemagne, or Caroline MSS. of the Eighth and Ninth

Centuries.

The Evangelistarium of Charlemagne, upon purple vellum, in the library of

the Louvre.

The Psalter given to Charlemagne by Pope Hadrian, at Vienna.

Gospels with Miniatures, eighth century, in the library ОТ St. Genevieve.

Paris (Waagen).

The MSS. in Bibl. Nat., Paris, numbered S. L. 626, A. F. 281, 2110, 2606,

and 2769.

The Charlemagne Gospels ОТ St. Riquier in the Public Library of Abbeville.

The Charlemagne Gospels in the Public Library of Treves.

The Codex Witikindi, in the Royal Library, Berlin.

The Purple Gospels, found on the knees of Charlemagne when his tomb was

opened, supposed to be at Berlin or Vienna. (Casley's catalogue).

The Golden Gospels ОТ Charles the Bald, in the Royal Library, Munich.

The Golden Gospels ОТ the Harleian Library, No. 2788.*

The Golden Gospels of St. Medard, of Soissons, Bibl. Nat., Paris, S. L. 686.

The Bible of St. Paul at Rome, now in the Monastery of St. Calixtus.

The Bible ОТ Metz, presented to Charles the Bald by Count Vivien, Bibl.

Nat., Paris, A. F., No. l.

The Gospels of Metz, Bibl. Nat., Paris.

The Sacramentarium ОТ Metz, Bibl. Nat., Paris.

The Hours of Charles the Bald, Bibl. Nat., Paris.

The Bible of St. Denys, written for Charles the Bald, Bibl. Nat., Paris, No. 2.

a fragment of which is in B. M., Harl. 7551.*

The Psalter ОТ Charles the Bald, Bibl. Nat., Paris, No. 1152, golden initials

and purple vellum.

The Gospels ОТ Louis le Debonnaire, Bibl. Nat., Paris.

The Gospels of Lotharius, son of Charlemagne, Bibl. Nat., Paris, A. F. 266.

The Gospels of Francis Il., Bibl. Nat., Paris.

The Bible of Alcuin, B. M., Add. 10,546.

The Bible in the library of the Cathedral at Bamberg, a facsimile ОТ 1110

Alcuin Bible, in the British Museum.

The Sacramentarium ОТ Drogen, Son of Charlemagne, Bibl. Nat., Paris.

The Gospels of Ebon, Archbishop of Rheims, in the library ОТ Epernay.

The small Psalter ОТ King Athelstan, B. M., MS. Cotton, Galba, A. 18.

The Coronation Oath-book of King Atheistan, B. M., Cotton., Tiberius, A. 2.

These last two resemble the modifications ОТ the Charlemagne style

found in Anglo-Saxon MS.’

The Purple Psalter of Mr. Douce, in the Bodl. Libr., Oxford.

The Sacramentarium of Rheims, No. 320.
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Other MSS. of the Eighth to the Eleventh Century, of

various styles.

The Terence of the Vatican Library, ninth century, No. 3868.

The Terence in Bibl. Nat., Paris, No. 7899.

Cicero’s Translation of Aratus, ninth century ; British Museum, Harl. No. 617

(Cottley in archœologia). `

Т11е Great Bible of St. Martial of Limoges, tenth century, Bibl. Nat., Paris,

A. L. No. 5. (Bastard).

Pontiûcale of the Library of Minerva at Rome (D`Agincourt).

Two Copies of the Gospels, eleventh century, B. M., Harl. MS.. 2820

and 2821.

The Sacramentarium of Gelloni; Bibl., Nationale, Paris, eighth century.

 

Anglo-Saxon MS. of the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries, in

the peculiar style supposed to be the “ Opus Anglicum.”

The Gospels of King Canute, B. M., Royal MS. l D. ix.

The Benedictional of St. Ethelwold, in the library of the Duke of Devon

shire.

The two Benedictionals in the Public Library of Rouen.

Latin Psalters, B. M., Anmdel, Nos. 60 and 155. No. 60 is a. curious

modification of the Canute style, the ornaments only spraying outward.

Psalter, B. M., Cotton., Tiberius, C. 6.

The Gospels in the library of Trinity College, Cambridge.

The Gospels in the library at Holkham.

MS. in B. M., Arundel 83.

Sacramentarium in Bibl. Nat., Paris, No. 987.

The Metrical Paraphrase of Caedmon, Bodl. Libr., Junius, No. ll.

The Anglo-Saxon Heptateuch, B. M., MS. Cott. Claud., B. iv.

Aldhelm, Treatise on Virginity in the Library of the Archbishop of Canter

bury, Lambeth.

Gospels in B. M., Butler, 11,850, a curious variety of this style.

Lombardie MSS. from the Ninth or Tenth to the Thirteenth

Century.

Bodl. MS. No. 176. Lombardie Gospels, tenth century.

Corp. Christ. Coll., Camb. MS. of Origen's Homilies on St. Luke, Lombardic,

ninth century.

Bibl. du Roi at Paris, St. Augustine on the Pentateuch, Lombardie.

Vatican, No. 1671, Virgil, in Lombardie character, twelfth century.

Bodl. Libr., Bibl. Can. 61, Lessons from the Gospels, eleventh or twelfth

century, Lombardie.

Bodl. Libr. Psalter (Douce MS. cxxvii.), ninth century, fine.

In the Monastery of La Cava, near Naples, the following seven Lombardie

MSS., viz.:

A Bible in elegant Lombardie, ninth century.

The Treatise of Bede “ De Temporibus," tenth century.

Code of Lombardie Laws, eleventh century.

Homilies and Hymns, twelfth century.

Commentaries of Job, thirteenth century.

The book “ De Septem Sigillis," thirteenth century.

The “ Vitœ Patrum Cavensium,” thirteenth or beginning of the

fourteenth century.

Continental and Anglo-Norman MSS. of the Eleventh and

Twelfth Century.

MS. of Countess Matilda, eleventh century, in the library of Sir T. Philips,

described by Ottley in Archœologia, vol. xxiv.

 

 

Poems in honour of the Countess Matilda, Vatican Library, 4922.

Missals of St. Denis and of St. Maur, Bibl. Nat., Paris.

Harmon's Commentary of Ezekiel, Bibl. Nat., Paris.

The Psalter of Eadwine, in the library of Trin. Coll., Cambridge.

The Arnstein Bible, B. M.. Harl., 2798 and 2799,* late twelfth century.

Lives of the Saints. B. M., Harl., 2800, 2801, and 2802, late twelfth

century.

A MS. of the same periodas the Amstein Bibl. very fine letters, B. M., Harl..

8045.

The Worms Bible, B. M., Harl., 2803 and 2804,1ate twelfth century.

The Old Testament, B. M., MS. Reg. l, C. 7.

The Life of St. Guthlac, B. M., Harl., Charters, Y. 6.

The Latin Psalter of M. Commarmond, with Byzantine paintings, and very

rich gold capitals, now in the British Museum, Egerston MS. No. 1139 ;

the covers are of exquisite and unique carving in ivory, twelfth century.

Lives of Saints. B. M., MS. Arundel, 91.

Latin Psalter, B. M., Arundel, No. 157.

Life of St. Edmund, with 32 miniatures, formerly in the Townley Library. now

belonging to Mr. Holford.

Latin Bible, in the Bibl. Nat., Paris, t. 1, L. No. 8.

Latin Gospels, in the Bibl. Nat., Paris, A. F. 275 and 817, and 140, St.

Germ. and S. L. 1118.

Other MSS. in Bibl. Nat., Paris, No. 818, 1049, 2058, 5058, and 5084.

The MS., No. 267, in the library of the Sorbonne, Paris.

Italian Historical Treatise, Vatican Library, 927.

Chronicles, in the Barberini Library at Rome, 3577.

B. M., French and Latin Psalter, Cot. Vit., 2 ix., eleventh century.

B. M., Bibl. Reg. l, D. x., a fine copy of the Gospels, eleventh century.

The Commentary on the Revelations, inVisigothic letters, B. M., MSS. Add.,

11,095.

The Visigothic Apocalypse, Bibl. Nat.. Paris, S. L. 1076.

` Bodleian Lib., Douce, ccxciii., a fine Psalter of the beginning of the twelfth

century.
i B. M., Bib. Reg.,PsaJterium et Litania, fine MSS. of the beginning of the

twelfth century.

B. M., MS. 12, F. xiii.. containing a bestiarium. dzc. &c.

B. M., Bible Harleian, 2797.

A MS., B. M., Arundel, 490, fine initial letters.

Oñìcia Sanctorum, Bodleian, 736.

A Psalter, in the Bodleian Library, Gough MSS., No. 191.

A small Psalter, in B. M., Lansdowne. 388.

A MS., in B. M., Butler, 11,847.

A Psulter, B. M., Harl., ‘2904.

Two vols. containing Maccabecs and New Testiment, B. M., Harl., 1526 and

1527.

A ditto, B. M., Harl., 5102.

A ditto, in B. M., Lansdowne, 431.

Latin Psalter, B. M., Cotton. MS., Nero, C. iv.

A Bible, B. M., with date (1148 А. n.), additional MSS., 14788-9-9.

 

MSS. of the Thirteenth Century.

Quinquepartite Psalter, in Bibl. Nat., Paris, 1132, Suppl. F.

Vriget de Solas,in Bibl. Nat., Paris, S. F., 111.

A MS., in B. M., Royal 1, D. i.

Prayer-book of St. Louis, or rather of Queen Blanche, in the library of the

Arsenal, Paris, No. 145, B. (Latin).

Hours of St~ Louis, Bibl. Nat., Paris.’

Psalter of St. Louis, with 78 miniatures, in Bibl. Nat., Paris, presented by

Louis XVIII.

Gospels of St. Martial, of Limoges in the collection of Count Bastard.
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Psalter, in the library ОТ —— Holford, Esq.*

History ОТ Troy, B. M., MS. Reg. 20, D. i. -

Life ОТ Edward the Confessor, Public Library, Cambridge, Ee. 3, 59, i

Anglo-Norman verse.

The Bestiarium, in the Ashmolean Museum. Oxford.

The Apocalypse, in the library ОТ Trinity College, Cambridge.

Medical Treatise, B. M., MS. Sloane, 2435.

Roman du Roi Artus, Bibl. Nat., Paris, No. 6963, A. F. (dated 1276).

Roman du Saint Graal, Bibl. Nat., Paris, No. 6769

Bible, No. 1, of the Sorbonne Library, Paris.

Decretals of Gratian, executed in Germany, Bibl. Nat., Paris, 8884.

Lectionan'um, in Bibl. Nat., Paris, No. 2237.

Chronicle ОТ the Monastery of Cluny, Vatican Library, 8889.

MS. of Sacred and Profane History, with 86 miniatures, Vatican Library,

5395. '

Tragedies of Seneca, Vatican Library, 355.

Treatise on Hawking, written for the Emperor Frederick II., Vatican

Library. .

B. M., Bibl. Reg. 20, D. vi., a very fine MS.

A fine Psalter, New College. Oxford, 322, peculiar in style.

A ñne Psalter, All~Souls College, Oxford, V. V. 2.

An exquisite MS., of the highest character of true Parisian art, ОТ the period.

(end of thirteenth century) B. M., Additional, 17,341.

 

MSS. of the Fourteenth Century.

Petrarch’s copy of Virgil, illuminated by Simone, in the Ambrosian Library

at Milan.

A MS., B. M., Royal 893.

Breviary of Queen Mary, B. M., MS. Reg. 2, B. 7.

Psalter, B. M., Arundel, No. 82.

А MS., B. M., Boy. 6, E. ix.

The Louterell Psalter in the possession of Mr. Weld.

Latin Psalter of Lord Braybrooke.

Latin Poems, B. M., MS. Reg. 6, Е. ix.

Latin Graduale, B. M., Lansdowne MS. 463.

Les Gestes des Roys de France, B. M., MS. Reg.

Life ОТ St. Denis, Bibl. Nat., Paris, 7953, 7954, 7955.

Life ОТ St. Louis, Bibl. Nat. de Paris, 10,309.

l“The Merveilles du Monde, Bibl. Nat., Paris, 7S92.’A fine MS. in the same

style as the B. M., Наш-1.49“. Another of the same school, is in

the B. M., Egerton, 1076; both very late fourteenth or beginning ОТ

fifteenth century.

Chronique Universelle, Bibl. Nat., Paris, 6890.

The Liber Regalis of Westminster Abbey.

The Bible of the Emperor Wiuceslaus, at Vienna, in 6 fol. vols.

Italian History ОТ the Old Testament, formerly belonging to the Duke ОТ

Sussex, now in Brit. Mus.

Psalter, Doucean Coll., in Bodl. Library.

The MSS. in Bibl. Nat., Paris, numbered 6701, 7031, 8395.

History of the Order ОТ St. Esprit, Bibl. Nat., Paris, F. 1a Vall., No. 36.

Prayer-Book of the Duke of Anjou, Bibl. Nat., Pan's, F. la Vall., 127.*

Translations of Boccacio, Bibl. Nat., Paris, 7091, and S. F. 540-8.

Bibl. Douce, lxii, lxxx, two fine MSS. ОТ the end of fourteenth century; illus

trating the games and sports ОТ this country.

Harl. MS. 2435. L'Image du Monde, and a curious Medical Work in

French, beginning ОТ the fourteenth century, long finials to letters, a fine

and curious MS.

Bibl. Reg. 6, E ix. Book of Poems belonging to Robert of Anjou, early

in fourteenth century'. curious Byzantine art.

 

Harl. MS. 2897.

letters.

Harl. MS. 1319, Metrical Hist. of Richard II., a curious and valuable MS.

for costume, written about the end of fourteenth cenlury.

Fine Psalter in B. M., Arundel, 83, one of the most remarkable MSS. of the

period.

Bodl. Libr., Bibl. Bodl., No. 264, a fine and valuable copy of the “ Romance

of Alexander," written in the year 1888, profusely illustrated.

Hari. MS. 2,897, a Beautiful Lectionary, fourteenth century.

Cotton. MS. Tib. B. viii., avery fine MS., commonly called “ Charles Fifth's

Coronation Book," profusely illustrated.

Bibl. Reg. 2 A. v., a curious MS. for grotesques and finials of birds' heads.

&c., eight illustrations, and six letters on backgrounds of burnished gold.

Bibl. Reg. 2, B. iii., Psalterium et Lìtania, a beautiful MS., seven tine and

curious illustrations on backgrounds of burnished gold.

Bibl. Reg. 2, A. xxii., Psalterium et Hymni, another fine MS., with illus

trations on bumished gold backgrounds.

Egerton MS. 745, fine MS. of fourteenth century, seventy-six illustrations.

exceedingly curious.

Bibl. Reg. 10, E. iv., Liber Decretalium, formerly belonging to the House of

St. Bartholemew’s in Smithfield; a most curious MS. for grotesques,

in which the lower margin abounds, but the drawings are rudely

executed.

The fine German Apocalypse lately in the library of the Duke of Sussex.

Bibl. Reg. 20, D. i., “ Hist. Universelle jusqu â Jesu Crist," fine for armour,

very similar to the Meliadus in Addit. MSS, B. M.

Bibl. Beg. xv. D. ii. Lucidarium, early fourteenth century. a very fine

specimen of a MS. of this period both for letters and illustrations.

Bibl. Reg. 16, G. vi., “ Gestes des Boys de France," 417 illustrations,

curious and valuable; a very fine MS., early fourteenth century.

Harl. MS. 7028, fine fragment of a Lectionarium belonging to Salisbury

Cathedral, end of fourteenth century.*

Bibl. Reg. 19, D. ii., “ La Bible Historiaux," fourteenth century; known as

The Polc'rnsns BIBLE, taken from the tent of King John of France at

the battle of Poictiers.

Bibl. Reg. 19, B. xv., “Exposition d'Apocalypse du S. Jehan," fine MS.,

fourteenth century.

Bibl. Beg. 20, B. vi., the .Amours of Charles the V1. of France, and

Richard II. of England.

Romance of Meliadus, B. M., Additional, 12,928, interesting MS.

A Missal B. M., Egerton, 945.

A fine MS. B. M., 2908.

A fine MS. in Fitzwìlliam Museum, Cambridge, No. 60.

Wicklitf's Bible, end ОТ the fourteenth century, Public Library, Cambridge :

a late modification of the tenth century style, similar to the Salisbury

Lectionarium in B. M.

MSS. Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, 139, 63, 136.

A fine MS. in Trinity College, Cambridge, B. ll, 6.

Those MSS. marked Bibl. Beg. are of the Royal Library, in the British Museum.

Latter half of fourteenth century, with curious finials to

 

Italian MSS. of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries.

Tragedies of Seneca in the Vatican Library, No. 1585 and 356.

Orations of Demosthenes, B. M.*

Decretals, &c., Vatican Library MSS., No. 1389, 3747, 2639, 501, 2094, 214.

Pliny, Bodleian Library, in Italian Arabesque, similar to our plate from the

Roman History ОТ the Arsenal.

The Latin MSS. in Bibl. Nat., Paris, ХО. 5888. 6246, 5041, D. and Fr. 994.

Books of Prayers executed for Hercule D'Este, in collection of Baron

D'Hervey.

F
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A MS. Petrarch, B. M., 3577.

Triumphs of Petrarch, translated, Bibl. Nat., Paris, No. 6877 and 7079.

Bible of Pope Clement VII., Bibl. Nat., Latin 18.*

Missal of 1116 same Pope, in the same library.

Missal of Pope Paul V., Bibl. Nut., Paris.

Buntes Inferno, sent by King Edward 1V. of England to the Duke of

Urbino, illustrated by D'Agincourt, plate 77.

Bible of the Duke of Urbino, executed in 1473, in the Vatican Library.

Breviary of Matthias Corvinus V. of Hungary, Vatican Library, No. 112.

Justinian, in All-Souls, Oxford, W. 2, similar, but inferior in style to the

Pope Clement Bible. Small specimens of the Style exhibited in the superb

Bible of Pope Clement VII. will be found in the two following MSS.

in the British Museum, but both poor; additional MS., 11,999, and

additional MS., 15,286, iu the latter the ornaments are partially mixed

with another style ; there is also alarge but very poor and coarse specimen

in the additional MS., 15,287.

Harl. MS. 4965, Eusebius de Evangelica Prœparutione, fine Italian MS.,

arabesque borders, with medallions, close of the fifteenth century.

Fragments of a Devotional MS., Italian, late in the possession of W. T. Ottley,

Esq., close of the fifteenth century.

A fine printed Italian work in the possession of P. A. Hanrott, Esq., con

taining the “ Deeds of Francis Sforza, Duke of Milan," A. D. 1490.

Harl. MSS. 3109, 4902, Italian MSS., middle of the fifteenth century.

The printed Pliny in the Douce col. (Bodlean Lib.), printed at Venice, in

1476, rich illuminations by hand, in the Italian style of the period.

The printed Life of Sforza, Duke of Milan, in the Grenville collection in the

B. M., exquisitely illuminated by Girolamo dai libri.

 

MS. of the Fifteenth Century.

Prayer-book of Henry VI., B. M., MS. Cott. Domitian xvii.

A Missal in В. M., Harl. 2900.

Lydgate`s Life of St. Edmond, B. M., MS., Harl. 2278.*

Poems of Christian de Pisan, B. M., MS., Harl. 4431.

A MS. with fine miniatures, B. M., Harl. 1892.

A MS. called the “ Psalter of Queen Mary," B. M., Beg. 2, B. vii.

The Bedford Missal, in the collection of the Rev. J. Tobin, of Liscard, near

Liverpool.

Psalter, and two fragments of a Missal inthe possession of Mr. Owen Jones*

Latin hours, B. M., MS., Harl. 2952, 2936, 3109.

French translation of Valerius Maximus, B. M., MS., Harl. 4874, 5.

Valerius Maximus, Bibl. Nat., Paris, F. 2794.

The great Chronicles of Froissart, B. M., M S.. Harl. 4379, 4380.

Comedies of Terence, in the library of the Arsenal of Paris.’

Pier le Mangeur’s French Biblical History, belonging to John King of France,

B. M.

The small Hours of the Duke de Berry, Bibl. Nat.

The great Hours of the Duke de Berry, Bibl. Nat., Paria*

The French Biblical History of the Duke de Berry, B. M., Harl. MS. 4381,

4382.

French Version ofthe Bible, B. M.. MS., Reg. 15, D. iii.

Josephus's History of the Jews, Bibl. Nat., Paris, 6891.

The great Chronicles of England, probably a copy of la Chronique de Wavrin,

executed for King Edward lV., B. M., MS., Beg. 14, E. im*

La Chronique de Wavrins Sgr. de Forestel, of the same period as the preceding,

Bibl. Nat., Paris.

Missal of King René, Bibl. Nat., Paris, No. 547.

Psalter of René of Anjou, in the Library of the Arsenal, Paris.

Hours of René of Anjou, Bibl. Nat.

Treatise on Tournaments, illuminated by King René, Bibl. Nat., A. F. 8352.

 

The Romances presented by the Earl of Shrewsbury to Margaret of Aryl

B. M., MS., Roy. 15, E 6.

The Prayer-book of Mary of Burgundy, in the collection of the Rev. J. Ttbi,>

Cotton. MS., Augustus, A. v., Thesaurus Historiarum,fìne MS.,vn'th 511113,

illustrations, late in the fifteenth century.

Cotton. MS., Nero, D. vii., a curious book, being a Catalogue of the Bu,

factors to St. Alban`s Monastery, upwards of 200 rude but mnt,

paintings.

Cotton MS., Nero, E. ii., Les Chroniques de St. Denis, a fine MS., forme-`

unserviceable, on account of its having been damaged by 616111111;

finely restored, 2 vols. folio, 88 fine illustrations.

Bibl. Reg., I. E. ix., a fine MS. of a large size, a copy of the entire Bible:

Latin, 152 illustrated letters, with figures and fine ornamented muy.;

fifteenth century.

Bibl. Reg. 2, B.’ 15, a Breviary formerly belonging to Queen Mary, the i'.

inferior Flemish, fifteenth century.'

Bibl. Reg. 14, E. iv., Les Chroniques D'Angleterre, fine copy of this olas

MS., 26 large illuminations, fifteenth century.

Bibl. Beg. 18, D. vii., fine MS. of Boccace des Cas des nobles Hommes

Femmes, early in the fifteenth century, fine borders and illustrations.

Bibl. Beg. 19, E. v., Romuleon ou des faits des Romains, a line MS., lne;

the fifteenth century'.

Bibl. Reg. 20, B. xx., L'Historie d'Alexanllre le Grand, early in the fifteen:

century, fine MS. copiously illustrated

Cotton. MS., E. iv. 55, 6116 outline drawings. by John Bons, illustratinglh

Life of the Earl of Warwick, fifteenth century. '

Bibl. Reg. 15, D. i., fine copy of the Historia. Scolastica, fifteenth сетпгу.

Bibl. Reg. 18, E. ii., a fine copy of Froissart`s Chronicles, latter half of Lie

fifteenth century.

Bibl. Beg. 18, D. ii., Lydgate`s Story of Thebes, with other Miscellanea»

Poems, a 6116 and curious MS., latter part of the fifteenth century.

Bibl. Reg. 19, C. viii., L'Imaginacion de vraye Noblesse, a manuscript with

few illustrations ; the art similar to the famous Rom. de la Rose.

Prayer-book of Mary of Burgundy, in the library of the Rev. J. Tobin. 'ï

Liscard, near Liverpool.

Breviary of Queen Isabella of Spain in the library ofthe Rev. J. Tobin.

B. M., Bibl. Reg. 20, C. iii., Boccace Book of Noble Women, in FWBch

fifteenth century, late, borders like the Rom. de la Bose. p

B. M., Bibl Reg. 20, C. vii., Hist. des Rois de France, early in the ûfleelllë

century. _

B. M. Bibl., Reg. 17, E. vii., early in the fifteenth century, fine M5~5`

small and curious illustrations by French artists. `

B. M., Bibl. Reg. 15. D. iii., La Bible Historiaux, fine and beautiful Mí#y

large and 105 small illustrations, with a profusion of beautiful border`

and initial letters, early in the fifteenth century. __

B. M., Harl. Ms. 0199, Heraldic Art, order of 1116 Golden песет beauwul

MS. for Arms, with a few portraits, close of the fifteenth century'

Bibl. Douce xi., Psalterium, by Pietro Perugino, very beautiful. Шить

century. .

Bibl. Douce x., Horœ, with beautiful paintings, fifteenth century' Bodlmn

Library, Oxford.

Bibl. Douce xx., Нот, fifteenth century, d0» do'

Bibl. Douce xciii., Horœ et Oflicia, fifteenth century, d0.. da

Bibl. Douce cccxi., Нога: et Ofiicia, fifteenth century, d0». do“

Missal, B. M., Harl. 2890, very exquisite miniatures.

Le Remedes de l`une et de l'autre fortune, MS. in Bibl. Nat.,

parunufrs. и f
Harl. 2897? exquisitely illuminated MS., in the style 0911хе “Hours Ü

Henry VI.

Harl. 2936, Horœ, Flemish art, middle of the fifteenth century'

A Breviary Bibl. Nat... Lavall, 82. exquisite MS., date 1454

pan'g, verylßlf"
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Fine MSS. of the Fiñeenth Century, in the style of Mr. Owen

« Jones’s Psalter, figured in this work.

A MS. Bodl. Laud., 164.

A MS.. Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, 565.

A MS., in Trinity College, Cambridge, B. 11, 12, or B. H. 12.

A MS., in B. M., Royal 2 A., xviii.

A Breviary, B. M., Bib. Reg. 2 B. 1, also mentioned in general list of MSS.

of the fifteenth century*

 

Italian MSS. of the Fifteenth Century, with borders or

letters in the peculiar style of ornament formed of white inter

lacing branches.

B. M., Harl. MS., 2593.

B. M., Harl. MS., 2730, a MS. Juvenal.*

B. M., Harl. MS., 3293.

B. M., Harl. MS., 4900, more foliage than usual, and on a gold ground.

B. M., a MS. Petrarch, Harl., 8517.

B. M., a MS. Livy, Harl., 3694, portions of the manuscript in another style.

B. M., a MS. Plato, Harl., 8481, very fine letters and marginal brackets.

B. M.. а. MS., King's, 18.

B. M., Additional MS., 15,270.

B. M., ditto ditto, 14,783.

A MS., with the branch-work richly coloured, B. M., Burney, 175,* date, 1475.

A MS., with borders similar to the last, B. M., additional 14.817.

A fine Virgil in the Library of P. A. Hanrott, Esq., middle of the fifteenth

century, Italian, interlaced borders.

 

Italian MSS. with borders formed of richly-coloured cables

substituted for the branch-work (а rare style).

B. M., Burney, 292, some branch-work borders mixed with the cable letters.

The magnificent MSS. in the Bodleian Library, Canonici Ital., 85.

The MS. Virgil, in the British Museum, additional 14,815.

The MS. Livy, in the British Museum, Harl., 2668.

In B. M., the Additional MS., 1479, initial in this style.

A MS., partially in this style, BM., Additional, 15,286.

 

MSS. of the end of the Fifteenth and the beginning of the

Sixteenth Century, in Grisaille or Camé Gris.

The Life of St. Catherine, Bibl. Nat., Paris.

Dialogues of' Francis I. and Cœsar, B. M., Harl., 6205.’

The “ Triumphs " of Petrarch, illuminated by the same artist asthe preceding

MS., library of the Arsenal, Paris.

Les Chroniques de Pise. B. M., Bibl. Reg. 16, F. ii.

Livre d'ordre de Jesu Christ, B. M., Bibl. Reg. 20, B. iv.

L’Histoire Scholastique, Bibl. Reg. 15, D. i.

St. Augustine de la Cité de Dieu, B. M., Bibl. Reg. 14, D. i., fine specimen.

A fine MS., in B. M., Italian Art, Burney MS., 257.

A Virgil, B. M., Additional, 11,355.

A Quintus Curtius, French translation, made for Margaret of York, large

borders and miniatures, B. M., Royal, D. 4.

A MS., in B. M., Lansdowne, 1179.

Miracles of' the Virgin, Bodleian Library, Douce, ccclxxiv., a very fine MS.

The Prayer Book of' Queen Mary, in the Bodleian Library.

MS., in B. M., Harl., 2952 and 2915.

 

B. M., Bibl. Reg. 15, D. iv., Les Faiz du grand Alexandre, a very ñne MS., 18

large and 34 small illustrations, rudely drawn, cameo gris, with bold

borders to correspond; fifteenth century.

n

 

MSS. of the end of the Fifteenth and early part of the

Sixteenth Century, of the Italian, French, Flemish, and

German schools.

Missal of King Henry VII., in the library of' the Duke of Devonshire.

Prayer-book of' King Henry VII., B. M., MS. Reg. 2, D. 40.*

The Romance ofthe Rose, B. M., Harl. MS., 4425.

Hours of Anne of Brittany, Bibl. Nat., Paris.*

Book of Hours, belonging to Mr. Holford, same style as those of Anne of

Brittany.

Latin Translation of' Eusebius, B. M., MS. Harl., 4965.

Latin Breviary, B. M., MS. Reg. 2, B. l5.

English Translation of Vegetius, B. M., MS. Reg. 18, A. l2.

Poems of' the Duke of' Orleans, B. M., MS. 16, F. 2.

Hours of the Emperor Charles V., at Vienne».

The Sherbome Breviary, at Sion House.

The Lectionarium of Cardinal Wolsey, in the library of Christchurch College,

Oxford.

Hours of Anne of France, Bibl. Nat., Paris.*

Missal in the library of the Arsenal, Paris*

Missal, illuminated by Lucas Von Leyden, in the Soane Collection.

Missal, said to be illuminated by Hemling, B. M., 17,280.

Missal, executed by Girolamo dai Libri, for the Duchess of' Urbino, in the

Bodleian Library, Oxford.

Prayer-book of Mary de Medicis, in Douce Collection, Bodleian Library, Oxford.

Roman History, in the library of the Arsenal, Paris*

The Prayer-book of Henry VIII., B. M., King's MS., No. 9

The Psalter of Henry VIII., B. M., MS. Reg. 2, A. 16.

The Victories of Charles V., executed by Giulio Clovio, in the Grenville

Library, B. M.

The Vatican Dante, illuminated by Giulio Clovio.

The Epistles of St. Paul, illuminated by Giulio Clovio, in the Soane Library!

Lives of the Dukes of' Urbino, with miniatures, by Giulio Clovio, in the

Vatican Library.

The magnificent MS., by Clovio, in the private Library of the King of

Naples.

Latin Missal, by Clovio, in the collection of Mr. Holford.

The Strife of Fortune and Virtue, B. M., Royal 16, F. 4.

Prayer-book of King Sigismund III., sixteenth century, B. M., Additional MS.

A similar volume in Bodleian Library belonging to Bona Sforza, wife of'

King Sigismund III., Bibl. Douce, xl., A. n. 1527.

Another, described by Dibdin, belonging to the same personage, in the

library at Landshut.

B. M., Harl. MS., 8469, The Splendor Solis, dated 1592 (Flemish).

B. M., Add. MS., The Hours belonging to the House of Du Croy.

B. M., Add. MS., Eleven leaves of the Portuguese Genealogy, early in

the sixteenth century, (Flemish art). Each illumination is separately

framed.

Bibl. Reg. 14, C. iii., Eusebii Chronicon, late in the fifteenth or early in

the sixteenth century, fine MS., with curious Italian ornaments.

Ashm. MS., No. 1504, An Herbarium and Bestiarium, with several pages of

grotesque letters, about A. D. 1500.

A fine Devotional MS. (Italian) in the possession of' Mr. Ottley, close of tin`

sixteenth century; miscellaneous composition, medallions, ttc., ¿'c.

Prayer-book of Francis I., in the possession of the Rev. J. Tobin, of Liscard.

near Liverpool.
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Bibl. Douce, xiv., A fine Book of Hours by Girolamo da Libri, beginning of

the sixteenth century, Bodleian Library, Oxford.

Bibl. Douce, xxix., another fine Book of Hours by Girolamo daLibri, beginning

of the sixteenth century, Bodleian Library, Oxford.

Bibl. Douce, ix., Нот, with beautiful paintings, A. D. 1507, Bodleian Library,

Oxford.

 

MSS. of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries.

Т116 Venetian Diploma, B. M.’ Additional MS.

MS., B. M., Harl. MS., No. 3649.

Book of' Hours belonging to Henry II. of France, Bibl. Nat., Paris, A. F.

1409, and S. L. 677.

Hours of Louis XIV., at the Royal Hotel du Invalides, Paris.

Prayer-Book of Louis XIV., Bibl. Nat, Paris*

Prayer-Book of Madame de la Valliere, now in the possession of Mr. Tite.

Recueil des Rois de France, presented to Charles IX. of France, Bibl. Nat.,

Paris.

 Prayer-Book of Marg. ofl Baden, painted by Brentel, Bibl. Nat., Paris, Sup.

Cat., No. 795. _

The Great Rouen Graduale, illuminated by D'Eaubonne, Public Library,

Rouen.

A Missal in B. M., Harl. 2953.

A Missal in B. M., Butler, 11,865.

The Missal of Versailles (Sylvestre).

A Book of' Hours, by Nicholas Jarry, Bibl. Nat., Sup. Fran., 2299.

A MS. of the eighteenth century, belonging to the Chapel of Versailles, now

in Bibl. Nat.. Paris.

A Choral Book, late in the possession of Mr. Ottley, executed between 1623

and 1644.

The MSS. marked Bibl. Reg. belong to the Royal Library. in the British

Museum.

I have not myself examined the wholc of the MSS. inserted

in this list, and therefore cannot answer for the precise dates

assigned to each, which are, however, those commonly received

as correct.

  



 

PLATE

I. PAGE FROM A MS. OF THE SEVENTH CENTURY, KNOWN As THE “DURHAM BOOK," PRESERYED IN TRE COI'roNIAN LIBRARY, BRITISH

MUSEUM. (Seventh Century.)

II. III. IV. THREE PAGES FROM TBE GOLDEN GOSPELS M.S., FROM THE HARLEIAN COLLECTION, BRITISH MUSEUM. (About the Eighth Century.)

V. THE CORONATION BOOK OF THE ANGLO-SAon KINGS. (Ninth Century.)

VI. PAGE FROM A FRAGMENT OF A BIBLE WRITTEN FOR CHARLES THE BALD, Now IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM. (Tenth Century.)

VII. PAGE FROM THE BENEDICTIONAL OF THE ETHELWOLD, IN THE POSSESSION ог THE DUKE ог DEvONsHIRE. (Tenth Century.)

VIII. THE PSALTER, NUMBERED 88 IN THE ARUNDEL COLLECTION, BRITISH MUSEUM. (Tenth Century.)

IX. PAGE FROM A BIBLE OF THE TWELFI'H CENTURY, IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM. (Twelfth Century.)

X. PAGE FROM THE HOURS OF ST. LOUIS, PRESERvED IN THE BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE, PARIS. (Thirteenth Century.)

XI. PAGE FROM A PSALTER, PRESERvED IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM. (Thirteenth Century.)

XII. Two PAGES FROM rA PSALTER IN THE POSSESSION OF R. S. HoLFoRD, ESQ. (Thirteenth Century.)

XIII. PAGE FROM THE ог THE DUKE OF ANJOU, IN THE BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE, AT PARIS. (Fourteenth Century.)

XIV. PAGE FROM THE SALISBURY BOOK, A MAGNIFICENT LECTIONARIUM, IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM. (Fourteenth Centuryl)

XV. PAGE FROM “LES MERVEILLES DU MONDE,” IN THE BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE, AT PARIS. (Fourteenth Century.)

XVI. PAGE FROM THE BIBLE ог POPE CLEMENT VII., NOW IN THE BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE, PARIS. (Fourteenth Century.)

XVII. PAGE FROM “LYDGATES' LIFE ог ST. EDMUND," MS. IN TIIE HARLEIAN COLLECTION, BRITISH MUSEUM. (Fifteenth Century.)

XVIII. PAGE FROM A PSALTER, IN THE PossEssION ог MR. OwEN JONES. (Fifteenth Century.)

XIX. PAGE FROM THE PRAYER BOOK 0F QUEEN MARY, IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM. (Fifteenth Century.)

XX. PAGE FROM A MS., IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM. (Fifteenth Century.)

XXI. PAGE FROM THE HOURS OF THE DUKE DE BERRI, IN THE BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE, PARIS. (Fifteenth Century.)

XXII. PAGE FROM A MS. ог THE COMEDIES OF TERENCE, IN THE LIBRARY OF THE ARSENAL, AT PARIS. (Fifteenth Century.)

XXIII. PAGE FROM THE FRAGMENT OF A MISSAL IN THE POSSESSION OF MR. OWEN JONES. (Fifteenth Century.)

XXIV. PAGE FROM THE “RECOLLATION OF THE CHRONICLES oF ENGLAND" WRITTEN FOR EDWARD IV. (Fifteenth Century.)

XXV. PAGE FROM THE ORATIONS OF DEMOSTHENES, WRITTEN гон ONE OF THE FARNESI FAMILY. (Fifteenth Century.)

XXVI. PAGE гном A MS. JUVENAL, No. 2730, IN THE HARLEIAN COLLECTION, BRITISH MUSEUM. (Fifteenth Century.)

XXVII. PAGE гном THE “NOCTES ATTICA: OF AULUS GELLIUS," AN ITALIAN MS., IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM. (Fifteenth Century.)

XXVIII. PAGE FROM AN ILLUMINATED ROMAN HISTORY, IN THE LIBRARY OF THE ARSENAL, AT PARIS. (Sixteenth Century.)

XXIX. Two PAGES FROM A COPY ог THE GOSPELS, IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM. HARLEIAN 5790.

XXX. TWO PAGES гном THE HOURS ог HENRY VII., IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM. (Fifteenth Century.)

XXXI. PAGE гном THE HOURS OF ANNE ог BRI'I'I'ANY, IN THE BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE, PARIS. (Fifteenth Century.)

XXXII. PAGE FROM THE HOURS OF ANNE OF BRITTANY, IN THE BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE, PARIS. (Fifteenth Century.)

XXXIII. Two PAGES FROM A MISSAL, IN THE LIBRARY 0F THE ARSENAL, AT PARIS. (Sixteenth Century.)

XXXIV. PAGE FROM THE HOURS 0F ANNE 0F FRANCE, IN THE BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE, PARIS. (Sixteenth Century.)

XXXV. TWO PAGES FROM A BEAUTIFUL MS., IN CAMEE GRIS, CONTAINING DIALOGUES OF FRANCIS I. OF FRANCE. AND JULIUS CESAR,

PRESERI'ED IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM. (Sixteenth Century.)

XXXVI. PAGE FROM A VENE'I'IAN DIPLOMA. (Sixteenth Century.)

XXXVII. PAGE FROM THE COMMENTARIES ON SAINT PAUL`S EPISTLE то THE ROMANS, ILLUMINATED BY GUILIO CLOvIO, IN PmE SOANE

MUSEUM. (Sixteenth Century.)

XXXVIII. PAGE FROM THE COMMENTARIES ON SAINT PAULS EPISTLE To THE ROMANS. ILLUMINATED BY GUILIO CLovIo, IN THE SOANF.

MUSEUM. (Sixteenth Century.)

XXXIX. PAGE FROM THE PRAYER Воок ог LOUIS XIV., IN THE BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE, AT PARIS. (Seventeenth Century.)
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

A MS. OF THE SEVENTH CENTURY, KNOWN AS THE “DURHAM BOOK.”

PRESERVEI) IN THE`COTTONIAN LIBRARY IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

NY manuscripts of this style still exist in the grcat libraries of Europe. But the one
above named, from which we have taken our lpresent illustration, is unequalled in the

intricacy and elaborate finish of its Ornaments, except by thc “ Book of Kelis,” preserved

in the library of Trinity College, Dublin. These earliest northern s ecimens of the art

Of illumination appear totally unintluenced by any Roman ideas, ang are evidently the

productions of a semi-barbarous people, untutored in the higher branches of the artsof

design; for which higher feeling we see substituted laborious and endless intricacy,

produced by the most ingenious interweaving of lines-a principle which is always

discoverable in the first artistic attempts of barbarous nations, between whose works,

however distant the locality or the epoch, we invariably find a close resemblance in

general effect. The remaining monuments of ancient Mexico, the Inost ancient (and

even modern) Chinese works, the rude carvings of the South Sea barbarian, or the

more finished productions of the semi-civilized Hindoe, all display this character

laborious intersection of lines in both angular and circular interlacings. It is the

universal first step in decorative art.

‘ ‘ - l' “ f The style appears to have arisen in this country among Our British and Irish, rallier

than Our Saxon ancestors; although such manuscripts are generally termed Anglo-Saxon. Pagan Rome, although exercising exclusive domina

tion in Britain from the Second to the beginning ofthe fifth century, appears to have influenced the native arts but little. The aborigines

were reduced to the state of an inferior race, who continued to practice their own arts and customs in obscurity. It was not till after the fall

of the empire, and the establishment of Rome as the great centre of Christianity, that she really infiuenced the arts and manners of

Northern and Western Europe; and then, when her power became really a pervading influence, not through her legions, but through her

missionaries, the copies of the Gospel executcd in Britain were ornamented by the native converts, not in a Style of art borrowed during

the occupation of the island by the Romans, but by the rude national devices obscurer preserved among them, iininfluenccd by the purely

military domination of the falling Roman empire.

Christianity may be said not t0 have been established till thc Saxon supremacy was complete; yet the style of art which the strictly

Saxon race devoted to the decoration of sacred books, differed from that which was practised by the Original British races, still remaining

tolerably intact in )Valera to the north of Yorkshire, and especially in Ireland, from whence the congenial races 0f )Vales and Northum

berland received the results ofa gradually progressing civilization, whose Original character had not been adulterated by Roman invasion, or

subsequent Saxon domination. This style Of decoration, founded on the interwcaving of lines, maybe said to have attained its perfection ш

Ireland, and perhaps in part Of Wales, about the end ofthe sixth century, and perhaps about a century after, (on the establishment of Christianityv)

in Saxonised England; for the Irish monastery of Iona founded a colony at Lindisfarne, near Durham, about 634, where the manuscript

from which our specimen is taken, was executed about the year 698. _

About the ninth and tenth centuries a distinct Anglo~SaxOn style began to develop itsclf, of which we shall hereafter give specimens.

It was partly founded on the style Of which we are now treating, and partly upon a Continental one, which arose from various circumstances

to be discussed hereafter, and whose character consisted principally' in adding foliage to the simply intersecting lilies.

The Style, of which our present specimen is a fine example, and which is formed by a composition of intersecting lines Of various colours.

enriched by interwoven creatures of the lizard tribe, is exhibited to us in its remaining monuments, in three or four successive periods of development

The first period may be distinguished by the grotesque character Of' the pictures representing the Evangelists, Or other human figures.

which are of the rudest possible execution, very closely resembling Mexican remains; and also by the inferiority of the merely decorative

portions, consisting Of large letters, enriched with interlaced line-work, which are of much poorer design and execution than our specimen

'I'his period is well represented by the psalter preserved in St. John’s College, Cambridge, of which an example is given in W'cstwoods

“ Paleographia Sacra Pictoria.” It may possibly be assigned to as early a period as the early part of the Sixth century. Y

The Second period is illustrated by the wonderful volume known as the “ Book of Kelis ;” also described at Some length in “ifVestwOOdS

Paleographia,” &c. In this work the figures partake still of the grotesque character of purely barbaric art; but the decorative letters and

borderings, and other merely Ornamental portions, are Of.a degree of richness, intricacy, and sharpness of' execution, unequalled by any

other work of the style, either Of a preceding or succeeding period; and in one feature, that Of interlaced letters formed of the huma“

figure, it is unique. _ _ _ . ‚

The third period may be Illustrated by the beautiful manuscript from which our specimen is taken, which marks a decided improve

ment in the figure pictures, which have a somewhat Byzantine character; and the merely decorative features, as may be seen in our specimen,

though not equalling the “Book of Kells” In gorgeousness of colour, or in the profusion of enrichment we have alluded to, yet displilivs

an advance in the direction Of harmony, and a certain completeness of style, which always marks the more perfect development of' any branch Of aft

Fourthly, It may be remarked, that although another st le sprang up about the ninth century, Still the practice of' this style continued

to be exercised in parts of England, and in Ireland and ales, So late as the eleventh, and even twelfth century; of which the Gospels 0f

MacDurnan, in Lambeth Palace, of about the eighth century, and the Gospels of' Ricemarchus, in Trinity College, Dublin, of the eleventh

century, may be cited as examples; the latter a.most beautiful Specimen of the style, with some characteristics peculiarly its Own. _ l

After this short sketch of the style, and Its leading features and progress, it remains to describe sonicwth тоге minutely the beautifu

manuscript from which our specimen iS taken. _ _ l

It is marked in the Cottonian library as Nero, D, 4. This wonderful manuscript, as shown by an entry at the end of the bOOk. l“ ß ham '

writing nearly 00@val with *he main Part 0f the manuscripts “(аз Written by Вшить, Abbot of Lindisfarnc, in honour of God and St. Cuthberä

It is also stated that the Monk (Ethelwald executcd the illuminations -facts most important, as fixing the execution ofthe volume between 698 Я"

721]» Many marvellous stories are_rclated by subsequent chroniclers of Durham, respecting miracles, &c., &c., performed by this richly decOl'me(

volume. The first ornamental portion of the book contains the Eusebian canons, enclosed in separate arched com artments, as usual Ш book? О]

this and much later periods; but the grandest pages are, as is generally the case, those at the commencement of the our Gospels-the genealogIca

portion of the Gospel of St. Matthew having a separate one; and another is placed at the commencement of the Epistle 0f St. .Jerome loïê

specimen is the commencement .of the Gospel Of St. John. The spare page opposite to the commencement of the Gospels is Occupied by al arg)

square filled with the most intricately wrought patterns of a Similar style to those in the larve letters in our specimen; and one, 1n Par“c“.ar’

these masses of ornament is so rich and various in its detail as almost to bid defiance to the skill of any Inodern imitation. There is also а Pfctuäe

of the Evangelist at the commencement of each Gospel, betraying a Byzantine origin of design, though no such influence is traceable in Us

pages without figures. These figures, thOUgh bafbïlïOUS Ш design, аге executed with extreme neatness and precision. The other Pages l

thc book are without ornament, except in one portion, wlicre a smaller kind of capital letter is Occasionally employed; such as the опе at

the head of this description, a double letter, forming М and А. „

It will easily be perceived that the three large letters in Ourspecimen, are I N P; the first letters of' “In principium erat verbum» &c"lt will be seen that there is an interlinear Saxon translation of the Latin, possibly of a somewhat more modern date than the rest of the inanuscripL

  

* St. Cuthbert died 687. Eadfrith held the sce from 698 to 721. (Ethelwald afterwards became Abbot of Lindisfarne, and died 737.
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_ _ the lines of writin

' - border composed of

of diñ`erent patterns, about half of which are i

ns belonging to Roman de- ï

thers (those forming .

ч Ёж» c..

THE superb manuscript from which the

border enclosing this description and the

three following specimens are taken, is a copy

of the Gospels written entirely in golden let

ters; a luxurious mode of expressing the

veneration in which the Gospels were held,

not uncommon about this period.

The first specimen forms a frontispiece to

the Gospel of St. Matthew; it is composed of

a large and boldly drawn figure of St. Mat

thew. The words he appears ю be inscribing

in the book which he holds are, “Venite ad me

omnes qui laborant et onorati estis, et ego ге—

ticiam vos"-“Come unto me ye that labour

and are heavy laden, and l will give you rest i"

the words that follow appear to be, “ Domini

Dominus, Deus Omnipotens.” The evangelist

isseated in a chair of very grand design, be

neath an architectural canopy supported by

painted columns, in the upper part of which

the angel (the symbol of St. Matthew) appears

displaying a scroll, bearing, in Latin, the in

scription,-"Tbe book of >the generation of

Jesus Christ, the son of Abraham, the son ot'

David." The upper centers are filled by pen

cocks feeding from bronze cups, and the sur

rounding border is similar to that on the

opposite page. The whole picture >is painted \

with great freedom, having much of the best

character of the last stage of Roman art.

The next specimen is the grand page be

ginning the Gospel of St.A Matthew. At the

top is the usual “ Incipit evangelium secundum

Mathèum"-'“ Here beginneth the gospel ac- ’

cording to Matthew;" and then the capital L

and 1, grouped together, commence the pas

sage, “ Liber generationis ihu xpi, iilii Davidi;

‚ &c."-“The book of the generation of Jesus

Christ, the son of David," the words Jesus

Christ being abbreviated in the usual manner.

The great decorated initials are formed in a

style mingling the interweaving patterns of

the early Gallican and Merovingian style

(resembling our Irish and Hiberno-Saxon

styles), with the Romano-Callie style, which

formed the basis of the marked style practised

in the provinces around Aix-la-Chapelle about

the ninth century, which might be termed the

Charlemagne style, as it ñourished during his

reign, and that of his sons and grandsous, df i

which style, the so-called Alcuin Bible in the ‘

Brrtrsh'Mus-eum is a fair specimen, though not i

of the highest class, but which is interesting

as an example that manuscripts were some

times re-copied with all their ornaments and '

decorations with the most scrupulous exactness ;

aduplicate of this very Bible being preserved 2

ш the library of Bamberg, in every respect so

precisely similar, that the most experienced

connoisseur could not distinguish them apart. i

: To return to our specimen; the whole text I"

ч of the page rs written in capitals on a coloured

ground, divided into bars or stripes to receive

a. number of small portions

well known patter

curative art, and the o

the centers)
of barbaric inter-loc

Y ell \v ' . " ’whole rs sur mk ”ц

g, and surrounded with a

rounded by н. band of gold, in which 'l
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is a very inferior device` intended w imitate

diagonal rows of small pearls attached to a

blue fillet which has a red pattern upon it..

This page, taken as a whole, is one of the

fittest examples of decorative writing in exist

ence-with extreme intricacy of detail there is

a grand simplicity of general plan, which ex

hibits both nobleness and richness; and seems

the very beau ideal of a style for ceremonial

copies of the Scriptures. It is superior in

grandeur to the Irish and Gallican styles, and

superior in richness to the Charlemagne style,

which succeeded it; which last appears to have

been formed by abandoning most of the features

of Gallican origin, and adopting a larger por~

tion of the late Roman. '

The third specimen is a page from the

Eusebian Canons; it is headed as “ Canon

Secundus, in quo tres." These canons. as

is well known, are appended to all copies of

the Gospels from about the fifth to the thir

‘ teentlr century. The columns of numerals are

usually divided by decorative pillars enriched

with compartments of different rich patterns;

the pillars being connected at the top by arches,

which are again enclosed by a larger arch

spanning all the smaller ones, the space formed

by which is filled up either by the title or a

rich ornament; in the present instance, the

smaller arches are- each surmounted by the

emblem of the evangelist to which the column

of refer-ences belong. The whole design is in

the same mixed but grand style as the two

first specimens.

The framing to the present description is

from one of the ordinary pages of the book.

which is written in two columns, and every

page is surrounded by a similar bordering,

each diñ`ering in the detail of the patterns.

The one. selected, with the exception of the

corner pattern, bears so completely the impress

of late Roman art, that one might suppose it

the copy of a panel from the walls of Pompeii ;

not only on account of the patterns but the

distribution of the colours, especially the ver

rnilion and black relieved with buff. The space

between the columns is occupied in the ori

ginal by references to parallel passages in the

other evangelists.

The different styles of this and neighbour

ing periods, which are closely founded on late

Romair art, may all be considered to have

originated in France, Gaul being the most

civilised and the most thoroughly Romanized

of all the northern provinces of the empire.

The manuscript was formerly in the French

library of St. Genevieve, and was purchased

by Harley, Lord Oxford, in 1724, now forming

part of the Harleian Collection in the British

Museum. In the Bibliothèque Nationale of

Paris there 'is now a manuscript of very simi

lur character, which MM. Chompollion and

Silvestre assign to the ninth century, as it

was originally presented to the church of St.

Medard of Soissons by Charles the Bald: and

it is possible that the Museum manuscript may

be of the sumo period. though there are many

indications of its boing the work of the pre

ceding Century, us stated in thc Ilnrleian ›

catalogue. g
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' ` DESCRIPTION OF MS.

THE OORONATION BOOK OF THE ANGLO-SAXON KINGS OF ENGLAND.

A _MSJFORMING PART 0F THE COTTONIAN LIBRARY, IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

Ъ

IN my sketch of the progress of the art of illumination at thc beginning of this volume, 1 have spoken of the peculiar style which

distinguished the period of Charlemagne, both in England and on thc Continent, and still farther enlarged upon the subject in my

description of the “ Golden Gospels ;” it is therefore unnecessary to repeat those remarks in this place. I shall, therefore, merely say a

few words on the history of the interesting manuscript from which the accompanying specimens are taken. It is the copy of the gospels

upon which our Anglo-Saxon kings took the coronation oath from the time of Athelstan; and from an inscription in the volume it would

appear that the book was not written in England, but was a present received from Germany. The inscription stands “ + Odda Rex,” and

“ + Mcthild mater regis.” The sister of Atheismn married Otho Emperor of Germany, from whom, and his mother Mathilda, it would

appear that the book was a present to Athelstan. It is evidently a work of the ninth century, or very early in the tenth, and its

paintings and ornaments possess all the peculiarities of works of that period.

It would appear that it was used at coronations as late as that of Henry Vl.; an interpolated leaf belonging to a book known to have

been executed for that king, appears to have been then inserted. After the Reformation, and the destruction of the monasteries and their

libraries; such books were either destroyed or dispersed, on account of their idolatrous paintings, as they were termed; and this book,

with many others, fell eventually into the hands of the great collector, Sir Robert Cotton, by whom it was produced at the ooronation of

Charles I., and in whose library it was subsequently much damaged by the great fire, which utterly destroyed many of the finest

manuscripts of that invaluable collection. But of this circumstance, and other matters connected with the vicissitudes of this antique

and venerable volume. Mr. Holmes, of the British Museum, has given an interesting and copious account in the “ Gentleman’s Magazine,"

for the year 1836.

The examples selected to illustrate the style of the illuminations of this manuscript, are a curious miniature of St. John, accompanied

by his usual symbol, the Eagle, executed in the style of debased Roman art, which characterises thc period. Opposite is the commence

ment of the Gospel according to this Evangelist, the large and finely-designed initial I of which fomis a kind of border to the page, and

is _connected with the body of the writing by capitals` of an intermediate size. The commencement of each Gospel is similarly

decorated.
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ч DESCRIPTION OF MS.

AFRAGMENT OF А BIBLE WRITTEN FOR CHARLES THE BALI),

NOW IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

THIS fragmentl is part of a magnificent Bible written for Charles the Bald, the grandson of Charlemagne; the other portion of which

is in the Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris.

Charles the Bald was one of the greatest patrons of' the art of illumination, and the number of' books executed for him, and

presented by him to various religious houses, must have been very great, or so many could not have been preserved to the present

time; few of the great public libraries of France and part of Germany being without one or more manuscripts connected with the

name of Charles the Bald. The Bibliothèque Nationale alone possesses several, among which the celebrated Bible presented to

Charles the Bald by Vivien, Abbot of St. Denis, is perhaps the most magnificent and curious. It is enriched with many miniature

pictures, and also with medallions, combining mythological subjects, designed with a classical feeling that is very extraordinary for

the period. They are more like coarse Roman art of the period of thc Antonines, than the Byzantine models from which alone we

can suppose them derived. А prayer-book and a psalter written in letters of' gold are also splendid monuments of the magnificence

of Charles the Bald, possessed by the Bibliothèque Nationale. But the bible from which our specimen is taken is perhaps the most

interesting of them all; from the curious blending of' some of the most peculiar features of the Anglo-Hibemian style of the seventh,

with the Continental style of the eighth and ninth centuries, in its principal initial letters. Indeed, the former style may almost be

said to predominate. The upper ornament of the P in our specimen is entirely Anglollibernian both in form and detail ; and nearly

the whole of its remaining details are also designed in a taste derived from the same source; whilst the general form of the letter is of

the Continental style of the period, and the lower extremity, both in form and detail, is exclusiver so. In short, it is such a singular

mixture of styles as is rarer met with in manuscripts of early date.

Onr specimen is the commencement of the Epistle to the Romans; the two lines at the top of the page are intended to read,

“ Incipit epistola ad Romanos"-(here begins the epistle to the Romans), the abbreviations being marked in the usual manner by a

dash. It commences at the first verse (Paul, a servant of Jesus Christ, called to be an apostle, &с. &с.) It reads, “Paulus servus

Jesu Christi vocatus apostolus.” The А and U in Paulus are grouped into one character after a favourite fashion of the period.

Jesu is written as usual with Greek characters; but the Greek H (eta) corresponding to thc Roman Е, is changed by the calligrapher

into a Roman lower-case h, he having apparently understood the H as a common Roman character, by which alteration all meaning

is lost. The S is omitted and the abbreviation marked in the usual manners* Christi is also written in Greek characters, the Х (chi)

corresponding to the Roman ch ; then the Greek sigma corresponding to the Roman S, or rather, a form representing it,

and a small i within its folds-the RI and Т being omitted, and an abbreviation marked. The YO in vocatus is singularly formed into

one character, by making the V square at the bottom, by which means room is obtained for the О, which is made angular in a very

arbitrary manner, merely, as it appears, to form a. more picturesque composition. The C (singularly formed) and A follow in theI

same style, forming a line of writing, the whole effect of which is closely copied from Irish or Anglo-Iriin manuscripts of an earlier

period. The celebrated Book of` Kells has a line very similar in character, but infinitely more rich both in composition and colouring.

Taken as a whole, this page is a very fine specimen of early calligraphy, the simple grandeur of which has been rarely

surpassed in manuscripts of any period.

’ The ingenuity of a later period has explained the l. Il. S. still in use, and sometimes woven into a monograph-as signifying lesus llominum Salvator ; whilst

the Greek X (chi) of Christus has been considered a cross, and so used as a symbol of the nume of Christ.
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DESCRIPTION OF MSS.

THE BENEDICTIONAL OF ST. EITHELWOLD,

IN THE POSSESSION 0F THE DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE.

AND THE PSALTER, NUMBERED 83, IN THE ARUNDEL COLLECTION,

IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

 

THE Benedictional' of St. IEthelwold is one of the finest remaining monuments of the arts of the tenth century; and its being

undoubtedly the production of an English artist gives it an additional interest in this country. ТЬе singular and marked style, both of

the composition and colouring of the ornaments of this manuscript, are peculiar to Anglo-Saxon works of the tenth century; and it is

conjectured that it is this school of ornamental design which attained to so high a reputation among continental nations as to be sought

in preference to the productions of their own countrymen, under the general name of “ English work ” (opus Anglicum). Some have

thought that the earlier Anglo-Saxon, or rather British, style of the seventh and eighth centuries, as exhibited in the famous Durham

book, was the celebrated “ opus Anglicum ;” but that style of ornament was also practised, in variously modified manners, in several

parts of the continent, the Lombardie illuminations of the same period bearing a very strong resemblance to it in `general character.

But of the marked Anglo-Saxon style of the tenth century, as exhibited in the Benedictional of St. ZEthelwold, no authenticated

continental examples occur, that I am aware of, which seems to favour thc idea that the works of this class were the famous “opera

Anglica,” above referred to, for the style was not confined to the art of illumination only, the works of the architect and the jeweller

of this period exhibiting sometimes the same style. The capitals of John’s Church, Chester, and Steetly Church, Derbyshire, might

be cited as examples,1’ and the crozier found in the tomb of the Archbishop Ataldus, who died in 933, and was buried in the cathedral

of Sens. The Benedictional of St. jEthelwold, as appears by the metrieal dedication, in letters of gold, was written for rEthelwold,

bishop of TVinchester, from 963 to 984, by the scribe Godcman, whom Мг. Gage considered also to be the illuminatorâ

Some of the miniatures are conceived in a very grand style, and if the powers of execution of the artist in this department had

been equal to his intention, they would have been honourable to any period of art, the one representing Christ descending to judge

the world, accompanied by a host of angels, bearing the instruments of his passion, may be especially distinguished. The ornaments

are not open to the objection of inefficient knowledge of drawing or imperfect execution, and with their rich but chaste colouring

and judicioust introduced masses of burnished gold, form a series of the most brilliantly illuminated pages that can be conceived. In

the metrical dedication above mentioned the style of the work is alluded to ; it is stated that ¿lithelwold “ commanded a certain monk

subject to him to write the present book; and ordered also to be made in it many arches, elegantly decorated, and _filled `up with various

ornamental pictures, expressed ín divers beautiful colours and gold.” Our specimen represents one of the subjects thus formed of “arches

elegantly decorated, filled up with ornamental pictures.” The pictures “filling up " being composed of a group of the confessore,

which doubtless corresponded with an opposite page, now lost, containing another similar group, which perhaps completed the imperfect

title “ Confessoru_” making it “ Chorus Confessoru”' asin the two following pages, “Chorus Virginum.” The costumes of the

confessors are interesting, as early records of clerical costume, and exhibit the confcssors as wearing the chasuble over the dalmatic and

tunic, with the stole, which appears beneath. Above the chasuble hangs the superhumerale, joined with the rationale; and, over all,

the pallium, spotted with crosses. Some of the miniatures are contained in a square framework of remarkable design, of which our

second specimen, in a similar style, from the Arundel manuscript, in the British Museum, will convey a goed idea, the place of the

miniature alluded to being occupied, in the present instance, by a capital letter in the same feeling, a feature not to be found in the

jEthelwold Benedictional.

The public library of Rouen possesses two manuscripts of this period, both English works, which found their way to that city

during the union of Normandy with England ; the finest of them is known as the Benedictional of the Archbishop Robert. They are

both evidently of the same school, and were most likely executed by the monks of Winchester.

Trinity College, Cambridge, possesses also a fine copy of the Gospels, in a closely similar style, and the British Museum,

in addition to the Psalter, containing our second specimen, possesses the fine manuscript known as Gospels of Canute, the Cottonian

Psalter, Tiberias C. 6 ; and in the Cottonian manuscript Vespasian A. VIII., a frontispiece, with surrounding ornaments in the same

style ; and some other manuscripts, in which a similar description of framing to the square miniatures is found, but only in outline.

° The book contains forms of Episcopal Benedictions for one hundred and sixteen festivals.

’f Westwood, Paleographia, ttc.

l See Archeologia, vol. 24.
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

А BIBLE 0F THE TWELFTH CENTURY,

Now PRESEBVBD IN ТНЕ BRITISH MUSEUM.

  

NDER the head of illuminations of the twelfth

century, we could not cite a finer example of the

period than the specimen here selected. It is from

a noble copy of the Bible, vwhich contains some of

the largest and most florid examples known of that

' peculiar style. In this manuscript, each book of the

Old Testament commences with a large capital letter,

similar to the U at the head of this description, gen.

erally with the figure of the historian or prophet

d artistically introduced in some part of the letter, and

Т 111 some cases actually forming the letter itself; a

peculiar feature not often found so strikingly treated

in books of the period. The other, or secondary

capitals, are merely in red outline, in the usual

д style of that epoch, but filled with party-coloured

' grounds, similar to those of the common Italian
i work of the early part of the fifteenth century. I

к. allude to the style formed of white interlaeing

bands, which appears to have grown gradually out

of the feeling of the capital letters of this period;

l some of which in this volume being very similar in

д the interlacings, and actually tinted in a yellow

tone, like the white interlacings of the common

~Í_ Italian style of the fifteenth century."

Our specimen is from the portion of the manu

script oecupied by the New Testament, which is

rather differently treated to the Old, each gospel

commencing with a large ornamental compartment

l» formed of the two or three first words, the first two

or three letters of which are invariably of gigantic

size, though varying in each case both in detail and

general design. The page we have selected as the

‚ ‚ finest example is that containing the commencement

of the Gospel of St. John, generally the one most elaborately decorated by the early illuminators. The words contained in the illumination

are “ In principio,” after which the text continues as in the Latin vulgatc. The heading of the chapter is written beneath, and reads.

when translated, “Chapter the First. Christ, God from eternity, and man for a season-confirms the testimony of John the Baptist, and calls

certain disciples.” Ata first glance the general effect of this illumination is not so effective as might be expected from its large size and the

profusion of gold and rich colour employed. One seems to wish that the writing of the text, at all events that portion under the illumination,

should be larger, and the small border enclosing the illumination have also enclosed the text below. But waiving these imperfections, or

apparent imperfections, there is considerable art displayed in the composition; for instance, it might appear to a casual observer that the 1

should have been marked with the bold central black line so effectively introduced in the N. But the artist had anotlier effect in view; he

wished to make the I correspond with the smaller letters on the other side of the N, reserving the N itself as a central object; and the

composition, regarded with this feeling, will appear very successful. Nevertheless, as a whole, it is less excellent than in parts, for the N,

extracted and set apart, would be one of the finest specimens of a decorative letter of that or any other period. At the top of the

N, St. John, accompanied by his associated emblem, the eagle, is represented in the act of writing his gospel, under the influence of inspiration,

as expressed by a ñgure of Christ,l which appears in a semicircular compartment above, holding out a book over the head of the Evangelist. It

should be observed that in our copy the treatment 0f the faces is somewhat less marked and decisive than in the original, and the draperies

scarcely so sharply and effectively indicated. _

These volumes, as appears in a note in a handwriting of the period, belonged to the monks of St. Mary and Nicholas, of Arnstein, in the

year 1464. And it is possible that they were originally executed for that religious house, as two other volumes of precisely the same style and

period, as to the writing, contain a detailed life of the founder of that establishment. The value attached to these magnificent volumes may be

inferred from the following singular anathema at the end of the first volume :-“ Liber sancte Marie sanctique Nicolai in Arrinstein. Quem

si quis abstulerit, morte moriatur, in sartagine coquatar, caducus morbus instet eum et febres, et rotatur et suspendatur. Amen ;”-whìch may

be translated, “The book of St. Mary and St. Nicholas, in Arrinstein; the which, if any one shall purloin it, may he die the death, may 110

Ье cooked upon a gridiron, may the falling sickness and fcvers attack him, and may he be broken upon the wheel and hung.”

Anathemas were not uncommon in valuable books, but generally more simple, such as, “If any one injure or take away this book, may he

cursed, (anathema sit).”

These two volumes are numbered 2798 and 2799 in the Harleian manuscripts in the British Museum. The other volumes above alluded t0,

are numbered 2800, 2801, and 2802, and contain lives of the saints, &c. &c., with that of the founder of the monastery of Arnstein. TWO

other noble volumes of the same style and period, numbered 2803 and 2804, contain another copy of the vulgate. The style of the writing,

that of the transition from the rounlezl character to the angular Gothic one, is so similar in all seven volumes as to appear written by the same

hand, though that seems scarcely credible; it is, however, clear that they were all written towards the close of the twelfth or quite at the

beginning of the thirteenth century. The last two volumes have an inscription in a comparatively modern hand, stating that they belong t0

the church of St. Mary, in the suburbs of the city of IVorms, to which they possibly found their way, on the suppression of the convent of Arnstein.

See description of the specimen of the white interlaced Italian style.
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

THE “HOURS” OF ST. LOUIS,

PRESERVED IN THE BIBLIOTHEQUE DU ROI, PARIS.

THIS manuscript was executed about the middle of the thirteenth century, perhaps about 1250; but it does not present the ordinary

features of ornament of the period, which consisted generally of richly interlaced foliage work, in which were introduced various

grotesque animals, &c., &c. The ornaments of this volume are, on the contrary, extremely simple in their style; the small

borderings round the miniatures, and large letters, being evidently founded upon Byzantine models, which still preserved much of the

style and simplicity of ancient art. The costumes and architecture displayed in the miniatures, are, however, those of Western

Europe of the period, the architecture being of that epoch of the Gothic, known among the architects of this country as “early English.”

We have deviated in this instance from our rule of giving an entire page of each manuscript; for the “ Hours of St. Louis" form a

large folio volume, the text of which is written in two columns, the only decorative features being, the comparatively small miniatures

and capital letters. An entire page would, therefore, only have exhibited an enormous mass of text, only enlivened by the capital

D and the small miniature which we have selected as examples, and which, on that account, we thought it much better to detach.

The capital D commences the Words “ Dixit incipiens in," which are contained within the same square. In the upper compartment

of the letter there is a kneeling figure (probably that of St. Louis) before one of the Deity, enclosed in the symbolic vessz'ca piscis.

1n the miniature, the subject to the right is the sacrifice of Isaac, which is very curious, as representing Abraham in the costume

of a knight of the thirteenth century, completely clothed in the chain armour of the period.

In the library ofthe Arsenal, another book which belonged to St. Louis is still preserved: it is a very richly illuminated psalter,

the decorations of which are somewhat more in the usual style of the period, and of which it is our intention to give a specimen in

this work.
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DESCRIPTION or Ms. `

А PSALTER OF THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY.

PRESERVED IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

 

THE peculiar style of the thirteenth century, of which the present specimen is an example, is one founded upon that of the twelfth, as

exhibited in our specimen from the Arnstein Bible. It is the same style carried into infinitely greater intricacy and slenderness

of detail. In this style, generally, as in our example, the variously coloured ground is commonly abandoned for one entirely of gold; but

many other variations of treatment occur during the course of the thirteenth century, which it would be impossible to treat of separately in

the compass of this work. Yet it may be stated, that all the styles in the earlier portion of the century are characterised by a greater

degree of finish, and greater delicacy in the smaller ornaments, than are exhibited in the preceding periods. Towards the close of the

century, however, when the angular or Gothic feeling of ornament began to predominate, and the long-tailed letters to form themselves

into marginal bars, the execution, as well as design, was sometimes exceedingly coarse, and the interlaced work as a feature was

almost entirely abandoned. Indeed, the epoch of which our specimen is an example, may be considered the last stage of the

interlaced style, as a leading principle of ornament*

It {irst appeared in the Hibernian and Anglo-Hibernian manuscripts, was grafted upon the Charlemagne style of the eighth and

ninth centuries, formed itself into a new and peculiarly complete style in the twelfth century, and worked itself out in infini

tesimal ramifications in the thirteenth.

Many of the small figures introduced in the composition of this style of ornament are allusive to the subject, whilst others

are merely decorative, as far as I have been able to discover. In our specimen, the two upper medallions represent-one, the ancient

law, with its banner broken; the other, the new law, its banner erect, surmounted by the cross. Many other devices of a similar

description were resorted to by the illuminators of this period to express the supremacy of the New Testament. Below, are two

compartments containing figures of David; one playing on the harp, the other on a sort of viol. The connecting border is highly

characteristic of the art of the period, and the different animals filling the interstices of the ornament are very carefully drawn. At the

four angles, within the border, are the four symbols of the Evangelists-the angel, the eagle, the lion, and the bull. Among the

small figures that appear in the convolutions of the great B, is that of David, in several different circumstances of his life.

Many of these figures are merely fanciful grotesques, such as the one holding a sort of dragon, which seizes the next figure as he

is endeavouring to escape among the intricacies of the interweaving lines. Fanciful devices of similar character began to prevail at this

period, especially towards the end of the century, when they were introduced profusely, and were not always of the most delicate

nature. Our specimen contains the commencement of the first Psalm (Blessed is the man that walketh not in the council of the

ungodly). The utters following the В natte, with the great в, “ ВЕАТ vin Q N АВПТ 1N сбыт 1MP10R," for

“ Beatus vir- quinon abiit in consilio impiorum.”

The I of qui is contained within the Q, the U being omitted; N with a mark of abbreviation stands for non; the N is omitted in

consilio, the Iand L are joined, and the final I О appearin smaller letters above the lower limb of the L. The Psalter has been considered

the parent of the later Missal, and, from about the eleventh or twelfth century till the fourteenth, was almost as frequently produced

in aUrichly »illuminated form as the four Gospels. The first page is generally the only one illuminated in early manuscripts, but this

in general very magnificently. A series of the magnificent B's enriching the first pages of Psalters from the tenth to the fourteenth

century, would'form a superb series, showing the progress of decorative art exercised upon one' particular form in au interesting and

striking manner, and proving that the same groundwork, or skeleton, is capable of being filled up with endless variety of design,

even when of such'marked character as in the instance of the letter B_which, at a glance, would appear to preclude the possibility

of much variety of treatment.

>1= Excepting, ofcourse, its renppearance in the beautiful Italian borders ofthe fifteenth century, elsewhere alluded to.
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

 
 

a or THETHIRTEENTH CENTURY,
А PSALTE

1N THE PosssssioN or R. s. ношею), Eso.

 

IFFERENT epochs of the art of illumination present widely different

and distinct styles; the most showy and best known, though perhaps

the least pure and inventive in design, being that of the middle and
end of the 15th century ; whilst the vperiod perhaps thei' least

generally known, that of the 13th century, may be considered as

the most interesting and original: many of the best works of that

period displaying an astonishing variety and profusion of invention.

The MS., of which two pages form the opposite plate, may be

ranked among the most elaborate and profusely ornamented of the tine

books of that era ; every page being sufficient to make thc fortune of

a modern decorator, by the quaint and unexpected novelties of in

vention which it displays at every turn of its intricate design. One

of the pages selected as specimens fully bears out these remarks: a

pale blue dragon linked to a red fox-headed dragon, that seizes and

combines itself with other intricate ornaments, (the tail of the former

spreading itself into three compartments, each of which is a little

picture, containing a cock, goats butting, ands monkey,) forms the

upper part of the framework to the page ; the capital letters, joining

on to interlaced fillets of different colours, form the principal side;

and the bottom is composed of a rich tail-piece, where a dragon and

two knights charging form principal objects among the interlacing

fillets and foliage. Even the stops contain a profusion of design: in

one, a knight and a jester are in combat; wit without armour being

perhaps exhibited as a full match for brute strength cased in steel:

below, a blue dragon vomits forth an amazon, armed with bow and

arrow; before whom up springs a naked imp, who insolently and

 

 
  

somewhat indecorously proposes a target to the fair markswoman. The last stop displays a combat of dragons: a

pink dragon has swallowed a blue dragon, whose sides, however, are unable to contain the angry tail of the swallowed

opponent, which bursts through in its struggles, whilst the head and fore feet, not yet swallowed, attack a scarlet

dragon, who swallows him down to the shoulders, but who finds his anterior portion as comfortless an inmate as the

pink dragon had found the posterior extremity; for the blue head bursts through the sides of the scarlet dragon, just

as his tail had made s passage through the ribs of the pink one. In short, the diableries of modern French artists,

even Henri Monnier himself. must cede the palm to the wild grotesque, or rather grottesque, of their rival of the

lßth century. In some instances, the fancy of our illuminator has run riot too wildly, and become altogether in

decorous: but these instances are comparatively rare, considering at once the great number of pages thus decorated,

and more especially the gross and vitiated taste of the upper classes at that period.

lt would seem, from the characteristic individuality given to some of the faces, that particular persons were

indicated, or rather, caricatured ; especially a knight with a very singular nose, and a lady in the disguise of a

knight, both of whom appear very frequently in these singular compositions. At the beginning of the volume is a

miniature containing a family group, in which the principal female figure and the daughter wear crowns, the male

ligure and his son being without them. These circumstances may assist in the discovery of the name of the person —

doubtless, some one of the highest rank-for whom this elaborate volume was executed. Some unusual words in that

portion of the volume written in old French may also probably assist to determining in what part of France the book

was executed, a point to which I shall return in the continuous sketch of the progress of the illuminator's art, which

will accompany the last Number of this work.

The Psalms are preceded by a series of elaborate miniatures, representing the principal events in the life of David ,

opposite to each of which, a page is dedicated to the description (in French) of the pictures. These descriptions are

- written in white letters, on alternate spaces of red and blue, separated by gold lines. Similar descriptions are found also

opposite to large capital letters, of which several, similar ш the D at the head of this page, occur in the volume. The

description of the subject in our D, 'relative to the story of Abigail, is as follows:-“ Dient comment @è envoie »x

de ses cöpagnons por aucune vitaille a un riche homme de sen Linage qui faisait tondre ses brebis, & avait bele dame

a ferne ß: sage et avait nom Abigail, & li borgois Nabal il parla laidement a S. compagnons & dist kil ne leur donroit

nient. 1i dame nen sent mot. il retornent a DD. il jure kil ne li laira rien de quà kes li Borgois a."-which may

be literally rendered thus,-“ representing how David sends some of his companions for provisions to a rich man of

his lineage, who was shearing his sheep, and had a beautint and discreet lady to wife, whose name was Abigail. And

the burgher Nabal spoke rude words ю these companions, and said he would give them nothing. The lady said not

a word. They return to David (the lower compartment represents the return), who swears that he will leave to

that burgher nothing of what he has.”

The second page which I have taken from this MS. is one from the calendar, and is very remarkable: the ground

being an entire mass of silver, varied with gold, blue, red, and green, gives it an air of barbaric magnificence of peculiar

character; and though the calendar itself contains no intricacies of design, it forms, perhaps on that account, a still

more striking contrast to the elaborate tracery of the rest of the volume. The general features of the designs, in this

volume, exhibit an interesting period of transition from the fine circular style of the 12th century, to the elegant and

original pointed style of art which was soon so totally to supersede it. This incipient taste for pointed and attenuated

forms is strikingly illustrated in the peculiar character of the long-tailed letters, not only of this MS., but of most

others of the period.
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

THE “HOURS” oF. ТНЕ DUKE oE-ANJOU

IN THE BIBLIOTHEQUE DU ROI, PARIS.

THIS manuscript belongs tothe end of the fourteenth century, probably about the year 1380; it is an example of one of the richest

styles to which the class of design that has been called the ivy-leaf pattern belongs. This style, which first appeared as a well~defined

style about the beginning of the fourteenth century, soon became very general. At first it was very simple, consisting generally of a gold

bar dividing into two branches of ivy-leaves at each extremity; these branches gradually became more complicated in their ramifications,

and eventually broke out in various parts of the bar, as in our example. These extra branches soon became decorated with birds and

other small objects, and subsequently, as in the missal known as the “ small hours" of Jcan Duc de Berri, with quaintly-conceived

monstrositics, composed partly of the human figure, and partly of some beast, or some other object still more ineongruous. Another

feature in the last epoch of the ivy-leaf style was extraordinarily intricate circular eonvolutions of the branches at the exterior angles of

the pages, as in the magnificent volume known as the “ great hours" of the same Duc de Berri, both in the Bibliotheque du Roi, Paris.

But to return to the description of the volume containing our present specimen ; it is profusely decorated throughout with borderings

in the style of the page given as a specimen; and of miniatures, which at this period were remarkable for their beauty, there is an absolute

profusion, the whole of them very expressive, and even tine in design, of which the one on our specimen page may be cited as an example;

the positions of several of the figures being highly characteristic, and that of the female figure behind the Virgin really grand, as

expressive of frantic grief. To those acquainted with illuminated miniatures of the best class of this period, it is perhaps needless to

observe that those in this exquisite volume are wrought with the most minute and extraordinary degree of accuracy of line, and high

finish. The damask patterns of the backgrounds, another marked feature of this peculiar period, are also wrought with the most elaborate

care, some in blue, and some in red, and all varying in their intricate and lace-like patterns. In our specimen page the arms of Berri

field azure, semé of Heur-de-lis, with an engrailed boder, gules, Ste-occupy the open space within the capital G. The arms of Anjou

occur in other parts of the volume. This exquisite volume formed part of the great La Vallicre collection, in the catalogue of which it

is minutely described. At the sale of that collection it passed into the Bibliotheque du Roi.
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

THE SALISBURY BOOK,

А MAGNIFICENT LECTIONARIUM, IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

А GREAT portion of this fine manuscript has been lost, but from what remains it appears that every page was richly illuminated in

the style of the annexed specimen. From the dimensions of the volume, an immense folio, the size of the writing, and the original

character of the decorations, this book forms one of the finest and most interesting existing monuments of the art of illumination at the

close of the fourteenth century. Some of the features of ornament, and their mode of introduction, are quite peculiar to this

manuscript, and will be referred to more in detail in the accompanying text of this work.

This book was executed for John Lord Lovell, of Ticllmersh,‘i for the purpose of presentation to the Cathedral Church of

Salisbury, as appears by a large miniature at the commencement of thc volume, representing the Lord Lovell in the act of receiving

the book from the friar John Sifrewas; the miniature bearing an inscription on a scrolled label to this effect : —“ Pray for the soul of the

Lord Lovell, who ordered this book for the Cathedral Church of Sarum, for the spiritual memory of himself and his wife." The Latin

is abbreviated, as, “ Crate pro una dBi Lovell qui hdd libr-u ordinavit ecclîe Catthedrali Sar' p’ spifali memoria sui et uxoris;” which

should read, “ Orate pro anima domini Lovell qui hunc librum ordinavit ecclesie Catthedrali Sarum pro spirituali memoria sui et uxoris."

The volume was most probably partially destroyed and removed from Salisbury at the suppression of the Monasteries, in the

reign of Henry VIII. By an inscription and pedigree inserted at the end of the volume in the year 1600, it. appears to have been

subsequently discovered by Joseph Holland, of the Inner Temple, a descendant of Lord Lovell, with whose family, however it did not

remain, for we find an accurate description of it in the sale catalogue of the books of “ Mr. Thomas Grainger, gent,” dated 1732,

at which sale it was doubtless purchased by Edward Harley, second Earl of Oxford, of that name; and, with the whole of the Harleian

collection, it came eventually to the British Museum.

The page contains the last few words of some foregoing sentence, and then a portion of the “ Sermon оп 1110 Mount,” beginning

Matt., ch. v., ver. 1 :-“ In those days (it reads), seeing the multitudes, Jesus ascended into a mountain ;” after this it continues as in the

usual version, with the exception of inverting the order of the verses, beginning-“ Blessed are the meek ;” and “Blessed are

they that mourn." The Latin, without the abbreviations, should read :

“ me in ipsis sit, et ego in eis in die eranyelium

in illo tempore SL .Ilalheum

videns turbas ihesus: as

cendit in montent et

cum sedisset: accesserunt

ad eum discipuli cjns. Et apereriens os suum do- _

-cebat eos diceus. Beati pauper-es spiritu quonianl

ipsorum est regnum celorum. Beati tintes quoninm

ipsi possidebnnt terram. Beati qui lugent

quoniam ipsi consolabuntur. Beati qui esuriunt 01

siciunt justicinm qnoniam ipsi satin'abuntnr. Bea

-ti misericordes; quoninm ipsi miseracordiam coiiscquentur.

Beati mundo corde, quoniam ipsi deum videhunt.

Beati pacifici quoniam filii dei vocabuntur."

The niche containing the two figures, with its long slender support, is intended to form the letter I, beginning the words

“In illo"-its form, however, is rendered less apparent by the addition of the square picture, containing “all the Saints," and the

“Virgin” enthroned in the midst; referred to 111 1110 labels held by the male and female figures in the niche; which are evidently

intended for the Lord and Lady Lovell. The scroll of the male figure has, “Pray for us, all ye saints of God”-(Orate pro nobis

omnes sancti Dei). That ofthe female figure has, “ May the Virgin bless us with our relations"-(Nos cum parentibus benedicat Virgo).

The scroll 011 the top is, “ As a`lily among thorns, so is my love among the daughters"-(Sicut lilia inter spinas, sic amica mea inter

filias)-Solomon’s Song, 011. 11., ver. 2. The scroll held by the angel has, “ In honour of the blessed Virgin and all the saints”-(In

honore beate Marie et omnium sanctorum); in allusion to the prayers of the two principal figures. The whole design, as well as

that of all the other decorations, was most probably arranged under the special direction of the Lord Lovell himself, as seems implied

by the word ordinavit in the scroll accompanying the large portraits at the commencement of the volume;-the friar Sifrewas, there

depicted, being most probably the artist illuminator who thus carried out the suggestions of his patron.

The will of this Lord Lovell is dated 1408, 111 the ninth of Henry IY.
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

LES MERVEILLES DU MONDE
9

IN THE BIBLIOTHÈQUE ROYALE, PARIS.

 

 

  

F all the treasures of the illuminator's art preserved in the Bibliothèque Royale, none is more worthy

of careful examination than the volume in question; a present from Jean ‘ Sans Peur,’ Duke of Bur

gundy, to his uncle the Duke ol` Berri; executed, doubtless, between 14-04, the year of his accession to

the title, and 14-19, when he was assassinated at Montereau. It is mentioned by Silvestre as “one of

the finest monuments of the period ;" and we may readily suppose, that a book intended as a present to the Duke

of Berri, at once the most distinguished connoisseur and most munificent patron of art of the age, was confided to an

illuminator of the highest talent, with directions to spare no labour in its embellishment. The book, which is en

titled “ Les Merveilles du Monde," contains the travels, &c. &c. of Marco Polo, Mandeville, Frere Oderic Mineur,

and others; and every page of' it has been decorated by the artist with illuminated ornaments more or less rich.

The ordinary pages are in the same style as most works of the period, of which the border attached to this description

will convey a good general idea: but thc pages forming the commencement of each book are quite peculiar in

design, and unlike anything else of the period that I have seen. The one which I have selected to illustrate this

work, though not the most rich and unusual in its character, presents perhaps on the whole a better idea of the

illuminator's general intention than any other single page ; while the fact that it illustrates an event in early English

adventure, gave it another claim to my choice. Many of the miniatures represent the wonders of distant countries,

ina manner showing that the illuminator was imbued with the conviction, that “travellers sce strange thingsz"

and others, representing customs and events 111 different parts of the world, equally display the anxiety of the artist

to impart the full spirit and meaning to the extraordinary jìzcls of the different narrators. Some of these old pictures

are ina more loose style than the one in our plate, but all those at the head of chapters or books are fully equal w it.
Y i i GREAT additional interest is given to the miniatures with which this rich volume

is profusely illuminated, from the circumstance that the artist has abandoned the

" very general custom of the period, of filling up the background with a tesselated or

l mosaic pattern, composed of small squares, or other figures, of gold, blue, black,

5 and other colours; which, in addition to destroying the effect of the composition,

l deprived us of’ the invaluable records of architecture, furniture, agricultural

i implements, scenery, &c. &c., aiding to compose the background of a complete

, picture. The miniature representing Mandeville taking leave of the King previous

to his departure, in the plate opposite, exhibits, notwithstanding its defective
  

О

тоге intricate works of the middle and end of the same century: indeed, both border and picture contain even

drawing, a much bolder and grander style than the more highly wrought and

something of the line simplicity and decision of the well-marked and complete style of the 12th century; from

some fine specimens of' which, either in stained glass or illumination, our artist, not impossibly, drew his inspir

ation. The writing is quite upright, and, as usual, more regular and neat in character than that which generally

prevailed towards the middle and end of this century: and for those who shun the trouble of deciphering the old

character, I suhjoin the text as follows, with a literal translation. Above the miniature is, “ ch commence le livre

de Mesirc Guillaume de Mandeville," “Here begins the book of Sir William de Mandeville." Below, is the

title of' the picture: ‘f Comment Mesire de Mandeville s'en ala oultre mer;" “How Sir de Mandeville went

beyond stia." Then commences a sort of prologue, as follows :—“ (‘отте il soit ainsi que la terre d oultre mer c’est

l assai'oir la sainte terre de promission en tres toutes les terres c’est la plus excellente et la plus digne et dame

souveraine de toutes autres terres, et benoite et saintifié et consacrée du precienx corps et du precieux sang notre

seigneur Ihesus Crist. Ou ly pleut soy enombrer en la glorieuse vierge M'arie et prendre char-.humaine et nourriçon,

et la terre marcher et environner de joies, et la voult il maint miracle faire et preschier et enseigner la foy et la loy

de nous Ctestiens, comme a ses enfans, et de cette terre voult singuliere ,‘"-which may be rendered pretty literally as

follows :“As it is thus, that the land beyond the sea, that is, the holy land of promise, is among all other lands

/ the most excellent, and sovereign lady of all other lands, blessed and sanctified, and consecrated by the precious body

` l and by the precious blood of onr Lord Jesus Christ. ‘Vlierc it pleased him to be born ofthe glorious Virgili Mary,

and assume human Hesh and become an infant, and walk the earth and cover it with joy; and where it pleased him

/ to perform endless miracles, and preach and teach the faith and the law of us Christians, as to his children, and 0f

that land desired singular, &c. &c. :” which is sufficient to show, if all the rest of the chapter did not exemplify it,

that the main object of Sir ll'illiam’s travels was a pilgrimage to the Holy Land; and that we are indebted to his

piety, as much as to his adventurous spirit, for one of' the most interesting books of early travel, though less ex

tensive than the better-known work of llIarco Polo. The illuminator has not forgotten to place the badge of the

Crusader on his breast, nor the gold spurs of knighthood 011 his heels.
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l DESCRIPTION oF Ms.

 

  

URIOUS varieties of ornamental detail occur in Italian manuscripts

of the fourteenth century, but the well defined and elegant style of

which our present specimen, from the Bible of Pope Clement VII.,

in thc Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, MS. Colbert, Nо. 18, is a truly

magnificent example, is the one which was most general. The details

of ornament are evidently founded on Byzantine models of an earlier

period, as may be verified by reference to the outline No. 2, at

the commencement of the volume, in which may bc traced pre

cisely the same forms and turns of the foliage. But in the Italian

works the disposition of the ornament is entirely different, the fiorid

manner of the western illuminators having entirely superseded the

close formal arrangement of the Byzantine artists. The miniatures,

however, and their mode of introduction, bear very strong traces of the

_ debased Greek feeling, and are possibly copies of Byzantine originals.

‘ The splendid Bible of Pope Clement VII. was executed between the years 1378 and 1394,

during the papal schism, Clement VII. residing at Avignon; and from the archives of' the cathedral

church of' that city this noble volume was brought to Paris, during the administration of the great

Colbert, and still forms part of' the magnificent collection formed by his efforts; it stands in the

Bibliotheque Nationale as “ MS. Colbert, No. 18.” The first page, which forms our specimen, is a truly

magnificent example of the peculiar and elegant style which distinguished most of the works of the

Italian illuminators of the fourteenth century. It has, however, peculiar features of its own which are

very unusual; for instance, the fine medallion subjects attached to the secondary borders, and more

i, especially the central pillar of medallions, which separates the two columns of text in our example.

These contain, for subjects, in succession, the six days’ labour of the creation, and the institution of the

' seventh day of' rest; the whole surmounted by one more richly ornamented, containing the head of Christ

holding the New Testament. The deep border along the lower margin contains illustrations of the

“expulsion” and other subjects from the book of Genesis; the whole surrounded by smaller medallions

containing heads, and very gracefully treated foliage, which, as I have said before, though founded

on the peculiar Byzantine treatment of leafage, is yet rendered entirely original by its novel adaptation

to more florid and flowing general compositions.

The central pillar of medallions is connected by foliage, and a Mosaic background; it branches off

very gracefully at the top, and is connected with the side ornament by well-designed leaves of an acanthus

like character. These side ornaments are very graceful, and give an accurate idea of the general style of

ornament adopted in less rich manuscripts of' this style.

  

The marginal bar attached to this description is from one of the less elaborate pages of this superb

Bible, every one of' which is thus decorated. It shows the marginal bar or bracket of the western illumi

nators, treated in the Italian manner of' the period-_the Byzantine foliage, so stiff` and formalin its native

school, being rendered playful and graceful in the highest degree, by the Italian treatment.

But there is another peculiarity which distinguishes this beautiful Italian style both from that of the

_à Byzantine artists, which suggests its details, and from that of the western schools, which supplies its Horid

composition. This peculiarity is the distinct style of colouring, in which the place of' the dazzling

scarlets, and ultramarine blues (which are almost the only colours employed in ornament by the western

illuiniuators of the fourteenth century), is supplied by a number of delicate tints which produce a subdued

and chaste effect, forming a charming contrast to the vivid colouring of English and French manuscripts

of' the period.

These tints are, generally, a pearly gray, a light warm buff, a subdued but rich lilac, a pale pink,

and a very delicate green; but the richer hues are not altogether abandoned, and in certain well-chosen

positions still play an effective part. The employment of these subdued tints is more remarkable, in

this, than in any other Italian manuscripts of' the period that I have seen. But the Bibliothèque Nationale

possesses a smaller manuscript of' exquisite beauty of nearly the same feeling-a book of “ hours,” also

executed for Clement VII., and brought to Paris at the same time as the Bible* There is in the Library

of All Souls, Oxford, marked “VV2infra,”a magnificent Italian manuscript executed in this style.

But our great National Library in the British llIuseum does not possess a single specimen worthy of notice,

as an example of this beautiful phase of the art; a deficiency which it is to be hoped will be remedied

on the first available opportunity.

* See the List of Manuscripts at the end of’ the Introduction.
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

LYDGATE’S LIFE OF ST. EDMUND,

IN THE HARLEIAN COLLECTION, BRITISH MUSEUM.

Тнв remarkable manuscript from which our present specimen is taken was executed, by order of the Abbot Curteis, of Bury

St. Edmund’s, in the year 1433, as a present to King Henry VI., who, being then about twelve years of age, passed his Christmas at

that abbey. The volume consists of the poet Lydgate’s translation into English of the Latin Legends of St. Edmund, king of the

East Angles, and St. Fremund. The former legend is attributed to Abbo Floriacensis, who came to England to communicate with

St. Dunstan, a few years before the death of that saint, who related to him the facts of the legend, as he had heard them himself,

from an old man, who had been sword-bearer to the canonised king.

One of the first illuminations represents a miraculous banner, said to have belonged to St. Edmund, and which, if possessed

by King Henry VI., it is stated, would have enabled him to overcome all his enemies. The banner represents the “Temptation

in Paradise,” in silver upon a blue ground. There is also a picture of another miraculous banner, symbolising the most remarkable

virtues of St. Edmund hy three crowns.

The miniature pictures are exceedingly numerous, and executed in a peculiar style that 1 have never met with in any other book.

The costumes are drawn with the greatest care, the dresses having very generally a rich damask pattern, of a dark neutral colour,

upon a white ground, producing a sober but rich effect, of a character very unusual in illuminated miniatures of the period. It is

considered decidedly a work of English art; as certain touches of white body colour, especially remarkable in these paintings, parti

cularly about the eyes, are only found in illuminations known to he English.

These miniatures present a very high character of art applied to illumination), and though inferior in high finish and

brilliant colouring to some cotemporary specimens, particularly the well-known missal of Henry VI., executed, as nearly as can be

conjectured, at the same period, yet they possess a character of beauty peculiar to themselves, w hich is not less attractive.

One of the first miniatures represents the Abbot Curteis presenting the book to the youthful king, who is attended by two

personages in rich dresses, most probably his uncles, the Dukes of Bedford and Gloucester.

The illuminated capitals, except in our specimen, are not large, and there are no other examples in the book of their being joined

on to continuous borderings or brackets; but they are very elegant in their treatment and composition.

The specimen is perhaps the most highly decorative example in existence of this peculiar style, which grew out of the angular

ivy-leaf pattern, about the end of the fourteenth and beginning of the ñfteenth century. It encloses the commencement of the

poem of St. Edmund, which may be read :—

" 111 Saxoine whilom ther was a kyng

Callid Alkmond, of excellent noblesse

A manli prince, vertuons of levyng

And ful habounde, of tresour and richesse

Notable in armys, ful renorned of prowesse

A semly persone, hardi and corageous

Mercurio in wisdam, lik Mars victorious.

Eyed as Argus be vertuons providence

And circumspect, as famous Scipion

111 kyngli honour, of most excellence

Holde in his tyme, thoruh many a region

But nat withstandyng his famous 11111 renon

He so demened his hih noblesse in desde

Above a1 tresour, to love god and dreede.

In wordli honour, thouh he were fortunat

Set in a cliaier, of kyngli (lignite

He koude knowey in his roial estat

Above alle kings, god hath the sovereynte

And advertisid, in his most mageste

That sceptre or crowne, may litil availe or nouht

To him that love not god, in herte and thouht."
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DESCRIPTION OF MSS.

 

 

  

. '_ ~\_ IFFERlìNT degreesof` development of thc same style

щ

а of ornament are here exhibited-firstly, in a manu~

Ä ._ у script Psalter, in the possession ofl Mr. Owen Jones;

l u secondly, in a manuscript in the British Museum,

known as Queen Mary’s Prayer Book; and, thirdly,

in another manuscript of similar character. The tine

specimen from the Psalter exemplifies the progress to 00111

pleteness of the style 4we have previously illustrated by a

page from the poems of Lydgate; and here we see that style

carried out into a continuous border, each feature growing

` out of the other with a completeness of design seldom met with in modern works, and forming quite

‚_ a study for the ornamental designer of any class. It is a superb example of the period, the relative

proportion of solid and open work producing a most pleasing effect of richness and variety. The

clip which forms the ornament of this description is from the same rich volume, and shows the great

variety ofi treatment the style is capable of. The marked difference between the style of this

д volume and that containing the poems of Lydgnte before referred to, consists in the more profuse

 branching out of its ornament from the upright bar, or ground-work, and so forming a deep and

‚ continuous border, which, though irregular in its general outline, has yet a certain symmetry that

produces a balance of relative parts, and forms n complete framework to the whole text of the

page. The two following specimens show the style in its next phase, that ot` carrying out all the ‚

lighter portions of the ornament to a ruled line, thus reducing the whole border to an equality ot'

«i depth along the whole of each side-»an advance in regularity of' composition perhaps obtained at

the expense of some beauty; but, nevertheless, the general effect is very pleasing. Another new

feature to be observed is the arbitrary introduction of grotesque animals, without any reference to

their connection with the other ornaments of the border, a feeling carried to excess in the Flemish

works of the period, ranging from about 14'60 to 1480, 1п certain schools of illumination.

  

EVERAL manuscriptsoil the style of Queen Mary`s Prayer Book, and the

volume from which our third example is taken, are preserved in the Museum;

indeed, it is a style of very common occurrence, and was developed in England

during .the latter part of the reign of' Henry VI., when a great taste for

v enriched books of devotion existed among all classes; so that great numbers

if. were executed, the'gl'eat majority of them most probably in this style. Our third specimen was

i: selected to show the application of the style to text in double columns, to which purpose it appears

› to lend itself very felicitously by the arrangement exhibited in that example.

In the page from Queen Mary’s Prayer Book and Mr. Owen Joncs’s Psalter, the initial letters

form frames to miniatures; the one being the Hight into Egypt, and the other David playing on

the harp-which latter miniature would evidently have been much improved by the figure being

ì made to cover a greater portion of the back-ground, either by increasing thc size of the figure, or

‘j by introducing a high back to the chair or throne on which he is sitting, or by a canopy above it, a

‘u common feature in miniatures of' the period. 

The initial D at the head of this description, and the initials I and Е 1п the third specimen,

show the mode of enriching the capital letters of this style when miniatures were not introduced;

l and it will be seen that the foliage ot' the general border is made to occupy thé place of' the

miniature in a very graceful and skilful manner. .

j The arrangement of' the ornament in the third specimen is also a good example of the manner

7 of illuminating manuscripts written in. two columns, to which the style now under description seems

l Í to lend itself' with peculiar facility. But other styles-»that ot' the Charlemagne period, for

"" instance-as mentioned in another part of this work, can be equally well adapted to that purpose;

and of the adaptability of the rich style ot’ the end of the fifteenth century to the same purpose,

_ there are some noble specimens in books illuminated for Henry Vil., especially two t'olio volumes
i of' a history of the kings ot’ France, in the British Museum. There are many other varieties
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

THE GREAT HOURS OF JEAN DUC DE BERRI.

IN THE BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE, PARIS.

THIS magnificent volume is perhaps the very finest example of high Gothic art, of the richest period, l

applied to the art of illumination. It belongs to that particular school which was iniiuenced by the

symmetrical taste of the Italians; but only in the symmetrical principle, all the details belonging

strictly to Northern art, more especially the French version of that beautiful and intricate style of

decoration prevailing from the twelfth to _the fifteenth century, which, whether in architecture,

painting, jewellery, or book-illumination, has received the generic term of Gothic. The continuity

and intelligence of character displayed in the composition of the borderings of this exquisite page

is extremely ingenious, and the introduction of angels supporting the different portions of the "

exterior borders, from which the central one is made to descend, is of very appropriate and happy

conception; as is the manner in which the bands sustained by the angels are made, at equal

intervals, to form Gothic medallions for the reception of arms, badges, and interwoven initials,

connected with the house of Berri. The high finish of each of these heraldie miniatures is extra

ordinary, considering their great number; every page of the book being equally rich in similar

ornaments. Among these medallions, those containing the swan will be remarked as exceedingly

graceful. The intricate convolutions of the borderings to the calendar pages of this volume are still

more wonderful, though not equal to the present example in other respects. The luxury of labour

in the art of illumination was carried to its fullest extent about this period. Very soon afterwards

such pages as the accompanying example only decorated the first leaf in a book, or those of the leading

chapters, as is the case with the exquisite example of the style which succeeded this, the first page of

the Comedies of Terence, exhibited in a subsequent plate. But there are many exceptions to this

rule, and some of the most elaborately-wrought missals were executed as late as the beginning ofthe

sixteenth century. The volume, of which the present example is one of the most exquisite pages,

was executed for John, Duke of Berry, uncle of Charles VI. of France, most probably about the

end of the fourteenth century, and from 1380 10 1400, as that prince died in the year 1416.

lVith many other richly-illuminated volumes executed for the same great patron of illuminations,

this beautiful book of hours found its way, eventually, into thc National Library of France, where it

forms one of the chief ornaments of the manuscript department. A beautiful Bible, executed for i

the same prince, is now in the library of the British Museum, which though, comparatively speaking,

but sparingly illuminated, is in some respects nearly equal to the present volume; but most likely, as i

the disposition to depart from the strictly symmetrical arrangement of the ornaments appears to

indicate, of somewhat later date. The miniature at the head .of the first column of our example is

framed, according to the peculiar custom of this period and school, in a Gothic pavilion; which is l

always of some delicate tone of colour, varying from a light tint of emerald green, or straw colour, '

10 all tones of pale pink, violet, or peach blossom. The capital letter beneath the miniature contains

a neatly designed group of the Virgin and the infant Jesus, to which the royal duke, in the costume

of a prince of France, is kneeling in prayer beneath a canopy.The careful and well-marked style of the written character is also a very remarkable feature in

this volume, and every sentence is decorated with an illuminated initial, almost every one being 0f

different design, while many of the larger ones contain portraits of groups of most beautiful execu

tion. A group of linked children in a larger initial on one of the subsequent pages is of truly

remarkable merit as a work of' art, for the period; rivalling, in natural simplicity of outline, the

charming quaintness of the works of some of the early, but great Italian masters; and appearing,

as 11 (1005, upon a deep brown ground, the group has a cameo-like effect, very unusual in illumina

tions of this epoch.

The border to this description forms a portion of the decoration of another page 0f this rich

volume. Though different in detail, it exhibits the same general principles of design, as that of the

Clltirc pages which form our example-thc medallions being connected by a gold bar, instead of the

suspending band above alluded to, give the same character of continuity and completeness. The

stiffness which might otherwise result from the introduction of this bar is very cleverly obviated, by

the convolutions of carefully designed labels, each different in figure, but all containing the motto

l“ le temps Vendra” (for Viendra). The delicate filagree work, or minute foliage, which fills up the

Intervals between the medallions and scrolls, is of the most graceful character, and contains a greater

portion of gold than the ornaments of the entire page, which are of a remarkable and Somewhat y

unusual character in that respect. Taken as a whole, this volume may be considered one 0f the finest

examples of intricate Gothic pictorial ornament, just previous to the period when it became irregular,

or picturesque, in its character; the latter being a state of transition which accords with that in

Gothic architecture, which is termed flamboyant Our specimen, from the Comedies of Terence, in

the library of the Arsenal, is an exquisite specimen of the Hamboyant style as applied to illumination.
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

THE COMEDIES OF TERENCE

IN THE LIBRARY OF THE ARSENAL 0F PARIS.

VOLUME, containing the works of Terence, preserved in the library of the Arsenal in Paris, has furnished the

present truly magnificent specimen. The book, as indicated by the royal banners, was evidently written and

illuminated for a sovereign of France-possibly Charles VI.; but most probably, as the style of illumination

would suggest, for his son Charles VII., during his early predilection for learning and the arts, fostered by

the beautiful and accomplished Agnes Sorel, in the early part of the fifteenth century. The style of art

exhibited in this work is that of the highest development of the phase of illumination that may be strictly

termed Gothic; before the appearance of those new features which the revival of the taste for Roman and Grecian models had

already begun to engraft upon the art of illumination in Italy, but which had not yet passed the Alps. The present illumination,

consisting of a picture enclosed with a highly decorative border, exhibits no trace of these innovations,-at all events in the border

portion,and may be considered, as I have said, a pure specimen of the highest degree of development of that style of art, which had

been gradually unfolding its capacities since the beginning of the thirteenth century, and which may be generally termed the

“Angular Gothic.” In this exquisitely beautiful border we find nothing but strictly northern fancies, in which the picturesque

association of flowers and fairies perform 50 prominent apart, and which are here so gracefully and artistically employed as decorative

features: leaves expand to disclose a race of pigmy beings within their folds,-and flowers unfold their gorgeous petals to allow tiny

standard-bearers to burst from their cells. Here, also, we see the northern heraldry of that chivalric age made equally subservient 10

1110 designers will,the emblazoned banners, not merely indicating for whom the book was decorated, but forming a beautiful portion of

the decoration itself, with such infinite art are they worked into the composition.

Gothic letters, exhibiting the motto “ De bien en mieux.”

  

Then we have the tortuous labellings, with the

These, and many other strictly northern devices, form this graceful

border, the whole woven together and treated with that peculiar angularity and intricacy of outline which form the principal feature

and perhaps the principal charm of the style.

The only part of the page which exhibits some leaning towards the classical is in the picture contained within the border

just described, in the figures of which the illuminator endeavours to display solnething approaching to correct Roman costume, instead

of the hitherto prevalent ‘custom of dressing all personages in the common habits of the time. In this attempt, however, he has

given us, to a great extent, his own notions,-modified, no doubt, by a reference to such authorities as were within his reach,in the

shape of bassi relievi and pieces of sculpture then still existing about buildings since swept away ;-for it would seem that more works of

Roman art have been destroyed during the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries, than during the long ages of comparative

barbarism that preceded them. `

The circular form given by the artist of the Roman theatre accords with the form which he would see in the finely preserved

amphitheatres of Arles and Nismes; and, as usual at the period, he has made his plan more clear by inscribing their names on

the different portions of the building, &0.‚ 511011 as theatre (Umain/m), players Паси/шутя), Roman people or spectators (peludas

{oma/111s) , &0.‚ &0. Below we have a singular bird’seye view of a town (111 17111011 1110 111175 of relative proportion are not much

observed), with people on their way to 1110 theatre, and others about entering it. By a section of one of the houses, Terence himself

is shown, presenting a book, his last comedy perhaps, t0 a personage at the door,-probably intended to represent the manager of a

theatre; or possibly the artist had a more poetical view of the subject, and intended to show Terence presenting his immortal works to

the Roman people-a lasting glory to their language, even when it should cease to be spoken. The buildings are in the usual style found

in manuscripts of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

The book is written with exquisite care, and is full of illuminated letters, such as the A at the commencement of this description;

but there are no borderings of any importance after the first page, and the only other ornamental feature is the rather unusual one, for

1110 period, of the title of thc subject at the top of each page in ornamental letters, of which the letters E U N U at the head

of this description are specimens, being part of the word Eunuchus, which occurs all through the comedy of the Eunuch, the other

portion of the word being on the opposite page.
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

A FRAGMENT OF А MISSAL

IN THE POSSESSION OF lMR.OWEN JONES.

THE two pages forming the opposite plate are Í'ine specimens of one of the various styles of illumination that were developed

in Flanders about the beginning of the 16th century. They were probably executed between 1510 and 1530, and are formed by a

more symmetrical arrangement of the ornaments that formed the main features of' Flemish illumination duringthe latter half

of the 15th century. The picture, “ The Bearing of the Cross," is in the style of “Чет-Эх, and is a good specimen of the art of' the

period. The medallion pictures of the border are new features, first introduced about the beginning of the 16th century;

but the large initial, D, in the other page, still preserves the style of a preceding era. The borders are very fine examples

of the ornamental feeling of the period to which they belong, recalling in some particulars, but much more floridly treated,

the small prayer-book of the Duke of' Anjou, executed as early as about 1380; but in this modern version of the style, the angular

ivy leaves have been superseded by scrollings founded on those of' the acanthus, as treated in Roman art.

The fragment from which our two specimens are taken, contains several leaves of a very fine manuscript, purchased by Mr. Owen

Jones in Granada, which was doubtless executed for some wealthy Spaniard, during the Spanish occupation of Flanders.
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DESCRIPTION _0E Ms.‘ ..

  

vitEcOL'LaTioN 0E .THE CHRONICLES OEENGLAND.

. WaiTTEN Fort Enwiitniv.'

Í

OSS or other causes have reduced the original series of Seven

noble volumes, mentioned by the author, to three or fou
now carefully preserved in the British Museum. The woll;

was pmbably written in the early part of the reign of Kìiri

Edward IV., and with the especial view of defending and

flattering the King and the House of York, as will beneen

in a portion of the author’s prologue on our illustrative

page, where he na'i'vely states that he has undertaken this re

collation of the Chronicles of England, “ a la totale loenge а“

noble roy Edouard," &c. Each of the remaining volumes

contains several magnificently illuminated pagosÍ the com

mencement of almost every chapter being ornament/ed with

borderings, and a picture equally elaborate with our specimen ~

many of the borders are even richer, but the pictures are 11111

different and somewhat inferior style of art. The page we

have selected to illustrate the style and character of this work forms the frontispiece to the first volume

fortunately one of the few preserved, as it ia on several accounts more interesting than any of the

others, as the frontispiece contains portraits of the author and the person for whom the book was

executed, and is of a much higher class of art, possibly, as Dr. Waagen has suggested, of the school of

Jean van Eyck. It is, however, less carefully finished than many of the best illuminations of the

period, though somewhat more free in style, circumstances unfavourable to Dr. Waagen's theory , neven

theless, the whole of the illuminations are evidently works of Flemish art, all of them, with the exception

of the frontispiece1 executed most probably in one of/those establishments at Bruges, which the great

demand for illuminated books at this period called into existence, and which might almost be termed

illumination maiiufactories. This pge, however, does not exhibit the same mechanical style of execution

as the rest; but, on the contrary, appears to be the work of a different and superior artist, engaged most

probably for the express purpose of painting the portraits from the life; the fact which confers the

greatest degree of inferest on the work. From the individuality of character given tc each figure, there

is, indeed, every reason to believe that the portraits are authentic delineations ; a supposition placed almost

beyond doubt, when we recollect that it was the almost universal custom of the period, when splendid

books were commanded by persons of rank, to paint a sort of presentation page at the commencement of the

work, exhibiting the portrait of the patron, with the author in а kneeling posture, offering his book; the

arinorial bearings of the family being ingenioust wrought into the design of the ornamental bordering;

so that to doubt the authenticity of the portraits in this frontispiece would be to suppose the work an

extraordinary exception to the prevailing custom, an exceedingly unlikely circumstance in the present

instance. The figure on the throne is of course the king, whose commanding mien and dark flowing

hair well accord with the received accounts of his person ; the face appears older and more lined than is

consistent with his age, but when we consider his youth of great exertion and excitement, and the ex

cessive dissipations of his early manhood, in conjunction with the truth-telling and somewhat harsh pencil

of contemporary art, we may imagine that we see a faithful, though hard -and untiattering, likeness of

the reputed handsome Edward.

 

/c i' FIGURE on he left, wearing the garter, is undoubtedly the unfortunate Clarence,

f ~ whose vague expression lappears curiously in,ac ordance with his vacillating

character. Gloucester stands boldly forward on th rig it, near the front of the picture.

also wearing the garter, but in no other respect resembling the figure of Clarence.

He docs not wear the long flowing gown or cloak of his effeminate brother, but is

` compactly dressed in a short close vest, and stands in the act of speaking to an

attendant, with a determined expression of deep and concentrated purpose,-hia

right hand playing, as was his well known habit, with the hilt of his sword. The face, like that of his

elder brother, appears too old, '.vhen it occurs to us that, on the day of Bosworth field, he had scarcely

completed his 38d year ; but trie number of events crowded into a short life 111 those stirring times, corn

menced on battle fields cre we consider childhood passed, the early developement of violent passions, in

conjunction with the strong linear manner of painting, are, perhaps, more than sufficient to account for

this apparent discrepancy : the portrait, moreover, is younger in appearance than the one in the collection

of Lord Exeter, and, as well as that of Edward, is in a much better style of art than the more cele

brated ones of the Rous Roll; in which they are introduced to illustrate the history of the great HOUSE

of Neville, Earls of “'arwick.

RESENTING his book to the king, the author occupies the centre of the picture,

but his name is unknown ; the commencement of his prologue, which appears 0U

our illuminated page, we give as follows, foi' the benefit of those who may find

the old character diHicult to reach-_“ Prologue de l’nctenr sur la totalle топа

tion des sept volumes des anchiennes et nouvelles croniqucs dAngletcrrB n la

‘ totale loenge du noble roy Edouard de . . . . . . lVc de ce nom. _ › d

“ Edouard par la grace de Dieu roi eide France d'AnglewrrE Beignem'd Irl?"

pour ce que au commencement de totith chose coutendant a bonne fin. Selong la scentence des 1311110'

soplies anchicns doit etre grace requise a cellui dont : " — which is sufûciently near to modern French “0i

to require translation. . 
Тhose volumes have continued to form a portion of the library of our successive sovereigna, sinve'time ot' their presentation to King Edward, to- the time of their deposit with the royal books in tlie Brlflß

Museum, ofthe now noble and still increasing library of which, they formed the nucleus. The curious

will not fail to observe an erasure 111 the commencement of the prologue 0n Our Бресте“ Page’ [едут

а space after “ Edouard de . . . . ," no doubt, originally filled by the word York, erased, we may contrei

turc, during the short return of the Lancastrian party, consequent upon the revolt of the Earl of Warriîhé

The First part of tht-se Chronicles contains a strange compound of traditional history mingled wit _

fable and romance of the early portion of the middle ages, not omitting the slaying of g'ams and танк:

lliOiiSterS, with singular copiousness of detail. The portlml from thc accession of Edward llll. l0 lye

«li'ath of Richard ll. would appear to have been principally taken from the Chronicles of Froissart .n

have not discovered any volumes relating to events nearer the time of Edward lV.; they мы?“ coimáeî

if still in existence, a strong Yorkist version of the war of the Roses. The border with ‘libich "_hls

acrililioii is nrnamented is from a richly illuminated page in the same volume as the frontispice@ ‚ {В

is one of the illuminated capitals with which every chapter is commenced ; and the two smaller ‘01111; thé

A and P, are from the same volume, being such as commence' every important sentence throng 1011 very

work. These specimens, with our large plate of the entire frontispiece page, will serve to coiiîleäoìks of

complete idea of the style of these highly enriched volumes, a fine Specimen of such illuminate 'l ,er

*he pßriod, as were executed in the Northern portion of Europe, more especially Flanders’ a s!) e l y

different from Southern art of the same date.
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‘ DESCRIPTION OF MS.

THE ORATIONS OF DEMOSTHENES.

WRITTEN FOR ONE ,OF THE FARNESI FAMILY.

 

NOIVLEDGE of illuminated manuscripts, and the experience derived from frequent examinations of them, enable a student

to assign the probable date to a work, at a single glance. This beautiful copy of the Orations of Demosthenes is evidently a

work of Italian arf., executed towards the close of the 15th century ; an era when the discovery of many of the greatest works of

ancient sculpture, that had remained buried for ages, was beginning to give a new direction to artistic taste. This new feeling,

which was destined so soon to sweep away the elaborate and graceful fancies of that Gothic art which had produced those

great European monuments, the Cathedrals-the pyramids of the middle ages, was followed out in Italy, the scene of the great

discoveries of ancient art, long before it crossed the Alps. In that country, the cinq-cento taste, as it has been termed, had

been in activity nearly half a century, before the “ gout de la renaissance" began to establish itself in France, and nearly a

century before a similar reaction took place in England; where our chisellers were busily engaged upon the gouls, goblins,

monsters, heraldic intricacies, elaborate fretwork, and other inventions of Northern art, about Henry VII.'s beautiful chapel

at IVestminster, at a time, when, in Rome, the new and stupendous fabric of St. Peter's had already reared its classical cornice

above the Corinthian capitals of its gigantic columns, and was fast advancing towards completion. This architectural com

parison will not appear foreign to the subject, when we consider the close connexion of apparently distinct branches of art,

by some connecting link ; which may be illustrated by the singular chronological coincidence of architectural forms with those

adopted in writing, exhibited in the simultaneous adoption of an angular feeling, both in writing and architecture, towards the end of the 12th century, when the

pointed arch and the Gothic or German text, as it has been called, appeared together. As in architecture, so in the branch of art of which we are treating,

the Italians preceded us in the adoption of the new style of the 15th century; and the angular characteristics of Gothic design were still prevalent in the more

Northern parts of Eurqie, while such works as our present specimen exhibit their total abandonment in Italy. Here we see mythological subjects copied from,

or suggested by, ancient bassi-rilievi ; and the variously coloured scrollings evidently germinating from ideas gleaned among the frescoes of the Baths of Titus,

or other similar Roman remains, which excavations accidentally laid bare about this period; 10 which we are also indebted for the elegant arabesques of Raphael

in the loggie of the Vatican, and many similar works in other Italian palaces of that date.

In the instance, however, of the bordering of the elegant page we are describing, the artist has not been a servile copyist ; for the spirit of Gothic intricacy,

not yet extinct, has evidently presided over his composition, producing a delightful combination of elaborate contrasts. In the rilievo medallions, we sometimes

find figures of gold upon a silver ground; 111 others, the figures are of silver upon a gold ground; and some are entirely gold, relieved with a rich brown

shadow colour. In the scrollings, too, we find a variety and rorid richness not to be met with in the antique designs which suggested them, whilst the

rich spangling of gold stars filling up the background is exclusively Gothic in its character. The whole of the composition, though not striking, from its

small dimension, is full of graceful fancy and design ; indeed, the invention bestowed upon the great number of infant figures, all in different positions, and the

variety of colouring in the Howers and foliage, lavished upon a single page of a little book, exhibits a love of art, both in its patronage and practice, which, in

our manufacturing matter-of-fact times, appear almost incredible.

  

XQUISITE volumes, such as the present, could only be purchased by the rich, and this one was evidently executed for one

of the Farnesi, a name intimately connected with the history of Italian art in the 15th century, the arms of that family being

emblazoned in the lower part of the border. It was, at a later period, in the possession of the noble Neapolitan family, Сигала

della Spina, whose printed arms are pasted inside the cover ; eventually, it found its way to this country, and was purchased

by the Trustees of the British Museum. It contains but this one illuminated page, and some rich capitals at the commencement

of the different orations, two of which, a K arid an E, have been selected, as specimens of its embellishments of this descrip

tion. The book consists of some of the orations of Demosthenes, with the addition of the prologues of Libanius, a Greek

author of the 3d century, who appears to have written these commentaries, or introductions, for the Roman proconsul Montius.

The blue label, at the top of the page, contains 'the title, as follows :—

AIBANIOY YIIOOEXIE TUN AOFQN AIIMUEGEN()Y2.

(Libanius's Introduction to the Discourses of Demosthenes.)

  

The prologue then commences. The portion on the page we have given may be thus nearly literally translated :

“ Since, О most excellent proconsul Montius, like the illustrious Homer, skilled in the powers of eloquence, you hold the first place in Roman discourse, and

have, beyond dispute, obtained the palm in their learning, may you not neglect Greek literature, for in this also you may excel, by reason of the greatness of

your genius , and, as you are learned in other authors, so also (may you 119) 111 1119 works of Demosthenes, the most excellent of Greek orators; and since you

require me to write the introductions to this man's orations, I will willingly obey your commands, not ignorant that there is more of honour than labour in the

task."

The text, in modern Greek characters, is here given, as those of the manuscript are frequently rather obscure :—

“'E1ruöñ Kpa'rwrz àvßmra'rwv Más/ris, sarà ‘ròv 'Opnpucòv ân'rporraiov, ‘Irsptës'ftoç rà sig Àó'youç div, irpwnt'fciç luèv ¿y fr', 'Pwpaíwv фшид, Nui ‘rñç 'Irap' s'uzí

t/otç ‘iratösíaç öpoÀo'yovpc'vwç rò vrpsaÉsïov ài'ńprlaat‘ 611511979 ¿è oilôê ‘rñç 'EÀÀqvixñç, firs »cal ¿y airrñ 5111 rò 'rñç tpúaswç, píyrfìoç inrcpf'xuv Evi'u'lucvoç.

’AÀÄà пер! те ‘roîç ¿iÀÄotç ötarpíëuç, :ai irspì 'rdv ‘reÀeu'n-arov rân/ 'EÀÀm/lxòv [inrópwv lròv Anyoaůsvńv' Kal 51) sul bpüç riÉoiIÀńUriç тёк inroös'aetç für' rodrov

Ждут! дуа'урйфаадаё aoc. Asxópsfia psv ¿infiel/oi ‘rò npóara-yha’ Тары! 'yàp ò'n rÀsíw 'niv nluñv й mivov Ёхи.”

IVe have not entered into greater detail upon the contents of the volume, or the style of execution of the writing, as the object of the present work is not so

much with the literary or palteographical portions of the subject, as with the illuminations, in reference to their connexion with the history of decorative art ;

and we have studiously kept these descriptions within a small compass, as the subjects will necessarily be again alluded to in the continuous sketch of the his

tory of the art of illumination, which will be published with the last Number of this work.
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

A MANUSCRIPT JUVENAL,

IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM (HARL. 2,730).

  

f .vof the fifteenth century, among which, that of the present specimen is perhaps most

remarkable, as being totally different, in all its features and general treatment, from any

,_ М”; other cotemporary European style. Its white inter-lacing branches, with their intelstices,

¿Milled with grounds of various colours, powdered with small white dots, arranged in
I „ triangles, produce a peculiar effect, totally distinct from that of any other school of

pictorial ornamentation. The feeling, as I. have stated in another place, is perhaps founded

› тироп an early style which prevailed in the twelfth century, but which was at that period

confined entirely to initial letters, the practice of which may have continued in some

4` parts of Europe through the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries; but Iam

~ ‘Г 4‘unacquainted with any well-defined examples. Certain, however, it is, and proved by

innumerable examples, that a similar feeling, applied to borders, was used in Italy early in

. the lifteenth century, where it was also applied to initial letters, some of which are very

beautiful, and form occasionally, like those of- the twelfth century, the only features of' decoration to a manuscript. But I now

more particularly allude to the enriched borders, which were at first composed entirely of white branch-work-in the earlier specimens

symmetrically arranged, while in some of the later, asin our specimen, an irregular or píclurerque arrangement was the опе adopted;

and 1n these later specimens, compartments were frequently, though not always, preserved for small miniatures, &c., some of which arc

wrought with exquisite finish. Other enrichments were also introduced, even mingling with the white branch-work in late examples,

such as birds in their natural colours, cupids, &c. The beautiful first page of a beautiful copy of Juvenal, which forms our specimen,

exhibits many of these features, and is one of the finest examples of the later modifications of the style, that I am acquainted with.

Yet much liner may exist, for the fine copies of the classics illuminated in this, and its closely allied styles, during the course of the

fifteenth century, are numberless. Sometimes the branch-work is shaded with pale gray, and sometimes with pale yellow--of the

former, our specimen page is an example; and of the latter, the elegant V at the head of this description, taken from another

manuscript of the period.

The latest phase of the interwoven branch style is that in which the branches themselves are highly coloured, the ground being Of

uniform tone, either gold, black, 0r some rich colour, of which the plate following this, from a magnificent manuscript, Aulus Gellius,

is a superb example. Other examples exist, in which the coloured branches are transformed to cables, as in the truly wonderful

manuscript in the Bodleian Library (canonici 85), two outlines from which, at the commencement of the present volume, Nos. 7

and 8 convey an accurate idea of that modification of the style.
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

THE NocTEs ATTICZE 0F AULUs GELLIUS,

AN ITALIAN MANUSCRIPT OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY,

PRESERVED IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

THIS exquisitely written volume opens with the magnificent first page, of which; the present specimen is afac simile, as far as merely

mechanical art can produce one; and, in addition to this, contains a profusion of the most highly wrought capital letters, of various

design and character. The design of the present page is a carrying out, in the richest manner, of a style which originated in Italy about

the fourteenth century, by giving to the interlaced ornaments of earlier periods a greater degree of completeness, produced by making the

interlacings consist of positive branches, slightly rusticated with bark or knots; these branches were, at first, always white, or slightly

tinted with yellow, the interstices being filled alternately with blue, red, and green; and at a later period, with gold alsa* But in the

present instance, the illuminator has sought to give the greatest possible degree of richness by colouring the branches alternately with

the richest blue and green, highly shaded, and finished with deeper tones of the same colours. This arrangement precluded the

possibility of filling the interstices with rich colours, as in the former phase of the same style, and the artist has recovered the sobriety

of his composition by the use of a black ground, which is prevented from being harsh by means of a slight dotting of gold,

producing an effect gorgeously rich, which, had it been continued all round the page, only interrupted by the medallions, would have

produced a most perfect and original whole. But other parts of the border contain an arabesque composition of the usual Italian

style of the period, which, though exceedingly rich and pleasing, yet gives an effect of incompleteness that, to a critical eye, is not

satisfactory, especially in the lower portion, which appears too light to support the upper. -

It is interesting to observe how ingeniously the Italian decorative artists of the fifteenth century worked the remains of ancient

Roman art into their designs. The arms of the personage for whom this volume was executed, are supported by two Hying figures,

which might have been closely copied from those on a Roman sarcophagus in the Townley collection of the British Museum, and which

may in fact, while yet remaining in Italy, possibly have formed the model of the illuminator. But the supposition is perhaps merely

fanciful, as such figures supporting a medallion, or escutcheon for arms, are very common in Italian manuscripts of the period, and

many other ancient sarcophagi exhibit such figures as the one referred to, though not so exactly like those found in manuscripts.

They are, however, introduced for a similar purpose to those in manuscripts-that of supporting a medallion for a portrait or inscription,

and are occasionally found with the medallion blank, showing that Roman sculptors of a certain class kept such works “ in stock,”

adding the portrait or inscription when a customer was found. IVe may conceive that the first illuminator who struck out the happy

idea of copying a pair of such figures from the antique, and making them a subservient feature in his own especial art, has been

followed by a whole herd of imitators, who have perhaps sought out other ancient examples; but there is such a close resemblance

between them as almost to favour the supposition that one original model has served them all, and that the model may actually have

been the one referred to above. _

The volume appears to have been executed between the years 1474 and 1494, as the arms are those of Ludovico Maria Sforza

(11 Мою), Duke Bari, who held the title during that period, >and afterwards succeeded his nephew as Duke of Milan.

Great part of the library of the Dukes of Milan is supposed to have passed into France, and this volume was in the possession of

the Chaneellors de Rochefort, in the seventeenth century; and now forms part of the Butler 1- Collection in the British Museum.

s An account of this style will be given in another part of this work, in reference to a specimen of the white interlaced style.

’f The collection of Illuminated Manuscripts formed by the late Bishop of Lichfield, contains many fine specimens of art, and now forms an important

portion of the great national library in the Museum.
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

ILLUMINATED ROMAN HISTORY IN THE LIBRARY 0F THE ARSENAL Oll PARIS.

OMPARING the beautiful manuscript, from which this specimen'n

taken, with other Italian manuscripts of the end of the 15th and

beginning of the 16th century, I am inclined, in the absence of a date,

armorial bearings, or other positive indications as to the period of in

execution, to assign it rather to the latter' period. The Italian

illuminators began about the middle of the preceding century w

mingle portions of ancient Roman art with their composition, modi

fying them at times in their copy so as to harmonise well with their

own decorations-_at other times, blending the two styles so badly that

a very disagreeable ineongmity of effect was the consequence. It 11115

not till after the practise of half a. century thatthe true modern Italian

arabesque resulted from-the combination; and not till after Raphael

had shown its capacities in his decorations of the loggia ofthe Vatican,

that a positive and complete style was formed; and this occurred about

the beginning of the 16th century, though tolerany complete specimens

of a somewhat earlier date certainly occur-but rather in decorative

sculpture than painting.

Our present specimen is almost the only one I have met with of

the earliest development of the complete Italian arabesque being

»a ,~  : ч и we; Iapplied to book decoration; and I am inclined to attribute it to one

ofthe scholars of Raphael himself, several of whom, it is well known, after the fame acquired by the Vatican decorations, gave

themselves up almost entirely to decorative works. Nothing can be more perfect 'in its treatment than the composition ofthese

arabesque borders; they possess a completeness and continuousness of idea that is seldom found in any decorative works, excepting

those of the ancients; and if the border had continued along the bottom, in a manner suggested by the top, the composition would

have been perfect; but we should hardly like 10 lose the quaint picture which occupies that portion of the lower border, relating no

doubt to some feat of arms connected with the family for whom the book was made. The combatants are cased in the armour of thc

period, which appears to be of about the time specified above for the execution of the work'. The picture within the border refers

to the matter of the volume, a history of Rome, and represents a Roman triumph. A car drawn by elephants was sometimes used

by the victors of the period of the empire, as represented on coins and other authorities; and such a car has been selected bythe artist

as more picturesque than one drawn by horses: indeed, u triumphal car drawn by elephants had for some time been a favourite subject

with the Italian illuminators, and was frequently used in illuminated copies of the works of Petrarch, of' which an immense number

exist, and prove the great popularity of the poet in times nearly contemporary with his own. In the Roman triumph of our present

illumination, the city of Rome, personified, is seated on the car, and the city itself, seen in the distance, is distinguished by the word

“Roma” in gold letters above. In the procession are 50011 captive kings guarded by Roman soldiers, and captured standards and

other trophies, such as chests 'of treasure. rich vases, and various spoils being carried towards the city. The length of the pageant

is well expressed by a portion of the line secu winding round a promontory in the middle distance, which seems to unite itSêlÍ

behind the hill with the figures in front, and thus convey an idea of the great length of the line of figures; and it is seen again

winding round another promontory, behind which a still greater extension of the line may be imagined. By such palpable devices,

so easy of comprehension to all, the illuminators ol' 1110 middle ages succeeded in imparting an interest to their miniature pictures

which the highest art of later and greater masters has scarcely supplanted, for the realism of those old illuminations possesses а

indefinable charm even for those who are cultivated to the appreciation of n. nobler class of art.

The opposite page to the present is quite :1s profusely decorated, and the arabesque composition is, perhaps, more complete, being

carried all round ; but the ground being while renders it not altogether so rich in effect _as our specimen; yet seen together, composed

:is they are for the express purpose of producing a liuc contrasted effect, they form` perhaps the richest opening to a volume that I haw

ever met with among illuminated manuscripts.

The borders of the rest ol' tlu` volume never occupy more than one side of a page, and are by a different hand, in the сотшоп

style of Itulian illuminations of the pi-riod, but done` in а. bold free manner that is very attractive; some of the capital letters are

very liuc, und touched with great freedom, und others are peculiarly interesting as containing in their design the Гас-0111110 0f В

Ronmn coin belonging to thc reign or period treated of in the text, and these are f_inished with the aid of bronze or gold with SO

much sharpness und :recur-:icy ns to be almost deceptive.

There are also a number of large miniatures in the volume wrought with lunch more care and extreme finish than either that 0f

our page, which muy be Suid to form the fi'ontispiece, or the first page, which is opposite to it. They appear, indeed, to be Ьу ß

different hand, und if so, three, or perhaps four artists have been emp pon this @lc-gunt volume, which is certainly one of the

most beautiful monuments ofthe artof illumination that I have m absolutely elaboraœ as Some of

1110 works of the North of Europe of а somewhat earlier date. ` C of the general bordel-ings of

the volume above alluded to, and the large С 0110 of the capitals firs .
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

A GREEK COPY 0F THE GOSPELS OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY,

_ IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM-HARL. MS., N0l 5790.

 

I IIAVB given these examples of the latest phase of' Byzantine art during the latter half „of the fifteenth century, merely to show

that that school of illumination never branched out into the various, rich, and remarkable styles, which distinguish the art among

our western illuminators; but, on the contrary, preserved its original formal and heavy masses of ornament in their original positions

and proportions, even to the end of its career. In the present specimens, we find the same square mass of ornament forming a

capping or heading to the chapter precisely in the ancient manner, though the details are somewhat different ; and the style of border

or frame surrounding the miniature, though its burnished gold ground has disappeared, and a feeling of modern Italian arabesque per

vades and slightly modifies its details, is yet the same as in the oldest models, in its proportions and arrangement. The miniature,

however, of this particular example, it must- be allowed, shows an entire departure from the conventional Byzantine treatment,

approaching very near to the best class of Italian illuminations of' the period; and this may be observed in many works to which the

name of the writer or illuminator, Rhosus, is attached. That name occurs in the note at the end of the volume, of which the following

is a free translation :—“ Т110 present four gospels have been written at the expense of our most revered lord, the Lord Francis,

Cardinal of the Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church of the Holy Virgin Mary, by the hand of John Rhosus, priest and native of

Crete. In the year from the birth of our Lord, One thousand four hundred and seventy-eight, in the month of April, the twenty-fifth

day. In Rome." `

Many Greek scribes and illuminators came to Rome as the fortunes of Constantinople declined, and the fact of this book having

been written there, though by a Greek hand, may, to some extent, account for the greatly Italianised style of the miniatures.

Montfaucou, in his Pœlographia Grœca, speaks of the John Rhosus here mentioned, and says that he was a native of Crete, who

wrote an innumerable quantity of books between the year 1440 and the end of the fifteenth century, which may be seen in various

libraries of Europe. He further states, that Rhosus wrote a Plutarch for Cardinal Bessaroni in the year 1445, and says that Greek

writing flourished especially in Crete, in 1110 later centuries.

In the specimen, which in the manuscript faces the miniature of St. John, and contains the commencement of his Gospel, the form

of the capping, or ornamental heading, by comparison with the outline specimen No. 2, at the commencement of this volume, copied

from a work of the tenth century, will show, as above observed, that in five centuries the general style 0f Greek illumination had not

varied; the small foliaged ornaments within the square are, however, entirely in the modern Italian arabesque feeling. The capital

letter, it will be seen, maintains the same meagre character as in early examples (see outline No. 3), though slightly varied in detail,

and enlarged (without being enriched) by a square framing. Nevertheless, the manuscript is an interesting and beautiful one, and in

most exquisite condition, being as smooth and clean as 011 the first day it issued from the hands of the illuminator.

The Lord Francis alluded to in the note is Francis Gonzaga, son of Lewis III. of Mantua, born in 1444, died 1483. He was a ~

munilicent patron of learning and the arts.
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

THE HOURS 0F HENRY VII.

  

ч__._‘

IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

N many accounts this is a most interesting MS., but

principally as belonging to the last era of the true art of

illumination, of which fine specimens are very rare. A

portion of each border is composed of a natural flower,

but so interwoven with, or rather growing out of', or

namental scrollings, similar to those used in heraldic

blazonry, that the whole composition assumes the spirit

of a decoration, its true and proper character, and is not

a mere representation of a flower, which, in such a
situation, would have been quite inapplicable. This fault, by the way, may be urged

against the beautiful Missal of Anne of Brittany, of which examples will be given in this

work, and the exquisite MS. of a similar character in the possession of Mr. Halford,

works nearly contemporaneous, but probably of a somewhat later period than these Hours

of Henry VII. ,'-in both of which, conventional ornaments are discarded, and the borders

or framings composed simply of natural flowers or fruits.

The rich and florid style of the borders of this MS. corresponds exactly to the last cotem- .

porary stage of Gothic architecture; and I could name many oak carvings of the period,

particularly some on the pews of Sefton Church, near Liverpool, which are designed in а

very similar style, and might almost be supposed the production ofthe same mind, working

for the carver instead of the illuminator. I can imagine a building of this period, in which

the art of the illuminator, as exhibited in this beautiful MS., and the art of the carver and

architect, as exhibited at Sefton, might form a most charming combination in polychromic

art; and such combinations doubtless did exist in this country ere the puritanic whitewash

did its work of wide destruction. `

l know of no other MS. of this style, though the Museum possesses one or two in some

degree similar in design, but so rude in execution as not to be for a. moment compared

with it as a work of art. It appears to me to be most probably an English production,

both from analogies above mentioned, and because, although the compositions exhibit much

of the principle of the German art of the period, the details are not so crisp or varied;

whilst the rich scrollings with which it is ornamented clearly distinguish it from the style

of cotemporary French illuminators.

The volume contains but a fragment of the original Missal; and, although it came

direct from the royal library at W'indsor to the Museum, with the books presented by

George lV., it has been strangely mutilated: so insufficient was the care taken of these rare

treasures of the art of the illuminator till within the last quarter of a century. In a scrap

collection, containing principally specimens of early printed letters, &c. Src., recentlypur

chased by the Museum, several pages of this beautiful book were found, but with the

illuminated borders cut out. The collector, it would appear, caring only for the pages as

specimens of writing, the borders were probably cut out, as a pretty trifle for some female

friend, to line a workbox, or make thread-papers with.

The two pages containing portions of the Psalms, &c. &c., which form the opposite

plate, will convey an excellent general idea of the illuminations throughout the volume;

though the border of every page exhibits a different flower and different scrollings.

The border and capital О, ornamenting this description, are taken from the same volume.
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" ~ . ~ ’ DESeRIPTIoN oF Ms.

THE “HOURS” 0F ANNE OF BRITTANY

IN THE BIBLIGTHEQUE DU ROI, PARIS.

'THE magnificent missal from which the two present specimens are taken, was executed for Anne of Brittany ; most probably on her

marriage with Charles VIII., as her initials were interlaced with those of that king at the commencement of the volume. If such is the

case, it was executed at the close of the fifteenth century, and forms a fine climax to that epoch, celebrated as the finest period of the

art of illumination. ‘ _

The volume has been overladen with extravagant praise by many describers; but a fair and even severe estimate must assign it а

position among the finest works of its class, if not in the very first rank. ' `

The great simplicity of its ornaments place it quite apart from the common illuminations of the period; it is, as it were, the last word

of the higher Gothic school of illumination, which had been long tending more and more towards the absolutely natural in the form and

‚ distribution of its main features, which, as mere ornaments, perhaps rendered them less appropriate for their respective positions than

conventional forms. Be this as it may, in this style, the supreme effort of the art of illumination, nature, as far as lay within the capacity

of the artist, has been strictly followed, and yet nothing of the highly decorative character lost; though the pleasing angularity and

intricacyA and truly architectonic character of the strictly Gothic period has been abandoned. It may be remarked that the gold,

upon which the objects appear, is no longer, as in the earlier stages of the art, a metallic atmosphere, as it were, in which the objects float

without shadow, but is a palpable (and possible) gold ground, upon which each object casts a natural shadow, so artistically treated as to

become in itself a decorative feature.

It is a style, that, having abandoned the quaintness and intricacy of the previous Gothic feeling, but without adopting any of' the

~foreign features of Italian arabesque, might have led eventually to an original and beautiful school of decorative art, of which we shall

never now be able to form any conception ; but which was crushed by the almost immediate introduction of' the Italian style of the

revival. Many epochs in the history of an art present a similarly tantalizing view.

But to return to the “hours” of Anne of Brittany, the volume commences with the calendar, which is written on tablets, placed in the

‹ centre of large miniatures (ofthe size of our specimen, the Adoration of the Magi), the figures of which are arranged so as not to be cut

by the tablet.

They form an illuminated calendar, which I believe is unique, both as to size and beauty of composition. This is followed by the

usual prayers, each either surrounded or bordered on one side by a gold band, on which is painted a natural flower or flowers, or in

some cases fruits, as in our specimen, which is a page containing a portion of the service for the festival of the annunciation.

Some of these borders are of most exquisite finish, such as no mechanical process can imitate, and perfectly jewelled over with

i glittering insects, wrought up with the most sparkling brilliancy. In addition to these borderings, there is a large miniature occupying

an entire page opposite to the prayer for each saints day, and each principal “ ofiice,” some of them of the most elaborate character, and

approaching, in elegance of drawing and grace of outline, especially in the female figures, to the early manner of Raphael, though

‘ evidently the work of a native French artist. ‘

In the bordered page, the ¿mt outside the border represents the vellum of the original, and shows the exact size of the book. In the

miniature subject, the entire margin has been filled up with black; and in some others, an intense shade of blue, red, or green,

commences immediately under the gold framing of the picture, and gradually dies off to the edge of the leaf-a manner not uncommon

in Italian manuscripts of the period.

I should not omit to state that the first prayer is preceded by a large miniature ofì great interest, as containing accurate and elaborately

wrought portraits of Anne of Brittany and several ladies of her court at prayels, in a style of art nearly equal to that of the great masters

of the period.

It was long thought by the conscrvators of the Bibliotheque du Roi, that this manuscript was unique, but England possesses another

in the same style, and evidently by the same hand, some of the fruit borderings being even finer than those of the Paris manuscript ; but

it is without the calendar that forms so attractive a feature in the former volume : this exquisite volume is in the fine collection of

a. s. Hoifora, Esq.
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

A MISSAL

IN THE LIBRARY OF THE ARSENAL 0F PARIS.

THE present specimens are from the calendar of a very rich missal in the library of the Arsenal, and exhibit one of the early examples

of detached flowers strewed over a ground of gold, or some rich colour sprinkled with gold, as in the present instance-a style which

commenced with the sixteenth century.

The artist had evidently seen the famous missal of Anne of Brittany, and conceived the idea of enclosing one of those pages, that

are decorated with a simple band and a single Hower, within a rich border of his own composition in the later style ; and the result is

one of the richest though perhaps not the most perfect combinations exhibited in any work of the class. The exterior border contains

medallions formed by foliated branch work, in which are painted miniatures of the different saints of the month, each accompanied by

an appropriate symbol, by which he may be at once recognised.

‘Vith unusual luxury each month is made to occupy two pages, the medallion at the foot of the first containing an illustration of the

rural occupation of the month, and the other the zodiacal sign-in this instance it is virgo, seated within a. singularly managed

radiation of gold work, that produces a curious and somewhat appropriate effect. The rest of the volume is in a different style to

the calendar, no more natural ñowers occurring, and the whole of the borders being filled with the richly foliated branch work which

about this time and even a little earlier began to form a striking feature in a particular school of German and Flemish illumination.

The miniatures are also numerous, but not of a high character. 
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

“LES HEURES D’ANNE DE FRANCE,”

PRESERVED IN THE BIBLIOTHEQUE DU ROI, PARIS.

THE “Hours” of Anne of France form a very rich and profusely illuminated volume, executed about the close of the fifteenth

century, when the taste of the revival began to supersede the Gothic feeling in decoration, producing a great variety of mixed styles,

of which this book is an example. Some of the borders are partly filled with the arabesques, formed of heart’sease, daisy, and

columbine flowers, intermingled with purple and red scrollings of conventional foliage, derived from the acanthus, which formed

the marked style of the middle of the fifteenth century, and of which the page from the “ Chronicles of England,” in this work,

may be cited as a good example, though differing somewhat from the most common examples of the style. Other portions of the

same borders are occupied with designs similar to those in the present example, while some of the borders, of an architectural

character, exhibit a portion of the design, with pointed arches and all the genuine Gothic features; and other parts with circular

arches, and the ornaments in the mixed and unsettled style of the early “ revival.”

The calendar, especially, exhibits a very singular blending of the two styles, which are so very uncongenial in character; but

yet, the general effect produced is rich and agreeable.

Our specimen from this volume contains a portion of an ofiice of the Catholic Churchfand at the top, on the gold ground, a sort

of summary, or explanation of the ofiice, in French; all the offices, and some of the principal pictures, have explanations of

this sort at the top or bottom of the page, and generally on a gold ground, or in writing of another colour, to distinguish them from

the rest of the text.
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

A BEAUTIFUL MANUSCRIPT IN ВАШЕЙ-61118, CONTAINING DIALOGUES

OF FRANCIS I. OF FRANCE, AND JULIUS CZESAR.

PRESERVED IN THE BRITISH`MUSEUM.
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Ат the close of the fifteenth century, when gorgeousness of colour and intricacy

of design had done their utmost in the art of illumination, novelty of effect was

sought by means of simplicity of' form and sobriety ofl colour. The books

decorated in cameo-gris, or grisaille as it has been called, are examples of this

feeling. Many works of this class contain precisely the same types of ornament

and the same spirit of' composition as the most highly wrought works of the

_ fifteenth century, with the exception 0f all the details being executed in two

or three tints of blueish grey.

I have not thought it necessary to give examples of this style, as any

of my examples of fifteenth century work will convey a good idea of' it, by '

merely imagining them executed in tinta of grey, instead of' the beautiful

combinations of colour which usually distinguish them.

Another class of artist illuminator-S of this latter period, bcstowing

infinitely less labour upon the decorative borders, and concentrating their

energies upon the miniatures, wrought out a style which, though less decora

tive, contains suggestive fcaturcs which, cvcn in а decorative point of view,

may be highly valuable.

The beautiful book from which our two specimens are taken is a fine example

of' this last-mentioned school. In the first page, though the arabesqued border

of former periods has been altogether abandoned and the margin left quite

plain, yet a. chaste decorative effect has been obtained by the introduction

of the medallion portraits of' Francis and Cœsar, carefully painted to imitate

white relief, on a rich blue ground-an effect similar to that of' the celebrated

Portland vase; and possibly the artist had seen antique glass cameos of that

description which suggested the idea, for that he was aware of the aids to be

obtained from the remains of antiquity is proved by the head of Caesar, which

is evidently copied from a Roman coin.

The tablets forming the border to this description are the first page of the

manuscript, and exhibit an ingenious arrangement, by which а frontispiece,

n title, and, in fact, а preface to the book, are combined in one feature.

The book contains n great number of highly wrought miniatures, similar

in general character to our second specimen, but infinitely varied in the 110111—

ment of' detail and effect. There are sieges, attacks in mountain passes, march

scenes, camp scenes, &с.‚ in endless variety; but some of the night scenes nre

perhaps the most beautiful, in which the effect of fires, and also of the stars,

produced by means of gold, is very beautiful and ingenious; and the careful

and graceful drawing of the figures in that feeling of almost overwrought

elegance which belongs to the period of the renaissance, stands quite unrivalled

by any manuscript of the class that I have seen, except one in the Arsenal of

Paris, containing the triumphs of Гейш-011, by the same hand, thc same

hem, first noticed by Dr. lVangen, the name at full, Godefroy. Не appears to

have been n great master of his art, and the French school of thc “ Renaissance,” the school of Fontainbleau, as it is sometimes termed, has

scarcely a more elegant representative.

Although Godefroy appears, as I have said, to have been acquainted with the beautiful remains of ancient art, yet in these miniatures,

though relating to the tintes of Julius Caesar, many of' thc costumes are of the period of' Francis I.; but even in this anachronis'm the artist

has preserved 11 sort of' consistency, for 0105111- and his legions generally appear in а dress of a more Romanised character, while he appears to ‘

have satisfied himself that the costume of the Gallic tribes was thc same fifty years before the Christian era as in the year 1519, at which

time, according to а date affixed to most of the miniatures, he appears to have executed his work.

The principal object of the present work is to trace the progress and development of decorative art as exhibited in illuminated books;

it has, consequently, more to do with thc strictly ornamental portions, than with the miniatures, which belong more particularly to a history of

painting. Therefore, such miniatures as I have selected for examples in this work, have presented decorative features also, as is the case in the

present instance, where I may especially point out the judicious use of colour, as blue, red, and gold, in addition to the grey ; which by their

happy employment enrich and enlivcn the heavincss of that sober tone, without destroying the unity of' effect, or producing the slightest

patchiness, as will be readily acknowledged on reference to our example, representing а meeting between Ariovistus, a Gallic chief', and

Caesar. There are no enriched capitals in the volumes, the text being only varied by the occasional introduction of blue or gold letters of the

ordinary forms. There is а. curious map of France nt the commencement of the volume.
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

THE VENETIAN DIPLOMA OF SEMITEOOLO.

 

F illuminated books, very interesting specimens are to be found among the small volumes containing the diplomas or appoint.

ments issued by the Venetian State, to the governors of its towns and dependencies. These books are termed давал, from the

ducal title of the chief of the lVenetian republic, and generally contain at least one richly illuminated page at the commencement,

serving as a title or frontispiece. Sometimes these illuminated pictures apparently represent the new governor receiving his

appointment ; and at other times, as it would appear, taking his oath of fidelity to the government, before his patron saint. Others,

again, appear to represent the Venetian treasury, an apartment opening to the Adriatic, and surrounded with ships of all nations

pouring in their tributary wealth : whilst some have merely a frontispiece of ornamental arabesque, but, most generally, they

contain the portrait of the person receiving the appointment, as some have fancifully supposed, to serve as a guarantee to distant

dependencies that he was de facto the true governor appointed, as proved by his pictorial description appended tothe diploma, like

the written personal description attached to a modern Continental passport ; a simile, however, somewhat incorrect, as the Venetian

government was too strict to adopt any form that would admit of the slightest doubt. ’

In the instance of the specimen we have selected from the fine collection of these documents in the British Museum, on

account of the beautiful miniature painting of the illumination, the new governor is apparently represented, in an attitude of

prayer before the Virgin Mary, in front of the figure of his patron saint, whose hand exhibits the stigmata described in the well

  

known legend.

The diploma to which this miniature is attached bears the date 164-4, and is from the Doge Francesco Molino, appointing Giovanni Seinitecolo, a noble

Venetian, Conte, or Governor, of' Pago and Isola, on the coast of Dalmatia. The governor of these possessions, it appears, was styled a Conte, but almost every

Venetian dependence gave a different title to its temporary chief ; some bearing the title of Podestà, some of Provveditore, Rettore, &c. &c., variously applied,

according to usage, and the importance of the place. The present document is commenced in the ordinary form as follows :

NOS

FRANCISCVS

MOLINO

DEI GRA DVX

VENETIAR.

in Roman capitals, disposed exactly as printed; but, in the original, they are gilt~ It then continues in a simple, running, and very modern-looking hand,

evidently the work of an under-secretary or clerk ; the first phrase commencing being the usual “ Committimus tibi nobili viro Johanni Semitecolo,” &c` &c.

From this it would seem quite clear that we may expect to find in the illumination the portrait of Giovanni Semitecolo; for the kneeling figure is

evidently not the Doge Molino, as he does not wear the usual horned bonnet of the ducal chiefs of Venice. It thus appears quite clear, that it must be

Semitecolo making his vows upon his appointment. ‘Ve are not, however, to be so easily satisfied ; and an examination of the arms emblazoned in the

gilded framework of the illumination appears to prove that the portrait is neither that of Semitecolo nor Molino ; for the arms in question are those of Priuli, а

noble Venetian family, whose members have, at different times, filled most of the high offices of the state, not excepting the supreme one of Doge. It is also

to be remarked, that the saint is not St. Giovanni the patron of Semitecolo, but St. Francis.

From thesel circumstances, the inference would appear to be, that the miniature was not originally painted for the present diploma, but has belonged to some

other, appointing a member of the Priuli family to a similar office. The extreme beauty of the painting, also, would induce ps to assign the miniature not only

to another diploma, but to one of an earlier date; the graceful and masterly drawing, and grandeur of style, evincing а higher phasis of art than existed at that

period ; and both the dress and cut of the beard of the kneeling figure would induce us to assign it to a considerably earlier date, and possibly to the hand

of one of the .great Italian masters : as the greatest of them, if appointed to the office of painter to the Venetian State, was employed to ornament important

diplomas of this description ; and even Titian himself is said to have adorned several with his inimitable works. With respect to the style of the beard, most

of our readers will recollect that in 164-4, the period of our Charles I., the small pointed beard was general all over Europe, while the flowing beard, such as

represented inlthis portrait, had completely disappeared nearly half a century before. Much stress, however,.cannot be laid 'on the style of dress, as it appears

to be, not a private costume, but the state robe of a Venetian senator. The mystery of the connexion of the miniature with the diploma may possibly be

explained, by supposing that when many of these documents were scattered at the time of the invasion of Venice by the French revolutionists, some person having

obtained possession of several, supplied the defect of a damaged miniature in the present book, from some other of the same description ; which he might be

induced to do, on account of the very perfect state of the binding of the Semitecolo diploma, which is undoubtedly the original one, having the winged and

crowned Lion of St. Mark on one side, and the usual motto “ Pax tibi Marce Evangelista meus" on the other; and so, perhaps, a still more interesting

document may have been destroyed, to render this one apparently perfect. It appears, finally, quite evident, that this frontispicce, though certainly belonging

to a Venetian ducale, does not belong to the one in question. The arms used as an O at the commencement of this description are those of Semitecolo,

obtained from another source.

This plate, and those from the Chronicles of England and the Orations of Demosthenes, are entirely printed in colours, without which facilitating process

this work could not have been attempted; so that we may hope to see books, of equal beauty with the monuments of middle-age art we are illustrating, pwdle

at such prices as will place them within the reach of all classes, enabling thousands to experience the softening and refining inliuences of beautiful combinations

in art, formerly enjoyed only by а few of the rich and powerful. The process is, at present, expensive as well as difficult, but both these objections must

evidently be very soon overcome, yet it will be employed whenever it appears advantageous in the present work. In the instance of this Venetian subject.

it has been the means of producing an imitation of the original, such as could be executed in no other way ; as an instance, we may mention the gilding, and

more particularly the @tipple or dotted finishing of the flesh of the infant, which reproduces the miniature, not only ín its outline and general effect, like a

coloured print, but, to a great extent, touch for touch, the handling as well as the composition ; and it is in the modes of execution or manipulation that many

important steps in the progress of art are to be traced. Such an object could never be in the slightest degree attained in a print finished with washes of colour

by hand. The present subject has been executed in eight printings, though many of our subjects will require twelve or more. An early Number will contain

a subject of much greater difficulty ; and we may fairly state, that printing in colours has never been successftu carried out to such an extent as by the process

here adopted ; in short, so much intricacy and pictorial effect have never before been attempted.



  





 

  



  
 

 

  

 

DESCRIPTION OF MS.

COMMENTARIES 0N ST. PAUL’S EPISTLE ТО ТНЕ ROMANS,

ILLUMINATED BY GUILIO CLOVIO, IN THE SOANE MUSEUM.

IN Italy, the art of illumination had been carried to the highest pitch of artistic excellence by Francesco, and

Girolamo dai Libri ; of this excellence the celebrated volume of “ Hours,” executed for the Duchess of Urbino,

and now in the Bodleian Library of Oxford, is a most exquisite example. It is rich in the extreme, both in

detail and in finish, and yet the drawing and composition of some of the miniatures with which it is most

profusely decorated, are almost worthy of the pencil of Raphael himself, in purity of design and beautiful

sentiment of expression. These illuminators were succeeded, in the glories of their art, by Guilio Grorata,

more generally known as Guilio Clovio, a. pupil of Raphael`s greatest scholar, Guilio Romano. Clovio was

born in 1498, and died in 1578, 11е did not surpass Girolamo dai Libri, whose pupil he had also been, either

in finish or composition, and was inferior to him in that chastcness and sobriety of combination, both of form

and colour, that distinguishes the works of that period. But his glittering and gorgeous combinations of tone,

combined with a more tiorid style, impart an air of splendour to his illuminations which has never been

approached by any other illuminator. His most celebrated work is that in the private library of the kings of

Naples, preserved in a gold cover, profusely enriched with gems of great value. But even a sight of this

magnificent book is a privilege obtained by few. The well-known manuscript Dante, of the Vatican Library,

is another glittering work of the pencil of Clovio. These, with the works formerly preserved in the chapel

of the Farnesi Palace at Rome, with one or two others, are the monuments upon which the fame of Clovio

now rests; and the rarity of his works adds not a little to their value. His fame was greater than inthe

present degraded state of decorative art we can conceive, for a fine medal was struck to his memory, which is

preserved in the College of Brera, at Milan.

The present examples may be said to be from the only work of this illuminator which has found its way

to England; for the illuminated “ Hours,” said to be from the pencil of Clovio, which were formerly at

Strawberry Hill, are certainly not the fruit of his own pencil, although they may be of his school. While the

illuminations I have selected, as an example of this great artist, bear, in addition to other undoubtcd evidences

of style, &с., the artist’s own signature, in a corner of the border of the frontispieec, which may be literally

translated :—“ For Marino Grimani, Cardinal and Legate of Perugia, his patron, painted by Guilio Grovata;”

his surname of Clovz'o seldom being found attached to his works. The volume from which they are taken

forms the chief ornament of the library of thc Soane Museum, and consists of Commentaries on the Epistles

of Paul to the Romans. It was purchased, with two smaller manuscripts, of the late Duke of Buckingham,

for the sum of one thousand guincas.

The frontispiece and first page exhibited in the annexed plates form, with the border of this description,

and a few capital letters, the only ornaments of the volume, but their elaborate character compensates for a

number of less highly wrought decorations. Indeed, at this period, and even previously, it became customary

only to ornament the first two pages of works, and sometimes only a single first page, for the more artistic

quality of the ornaments rendered the former profusion impossible, except in very rare cases. For the value

of labour had greatly increased, and illuminated books were no longer the sole production of the Scriptorium of

the convent, but frequently the work of artists who had to realize an income from the exercise of the art as a

profession. The skilful manner in which the borderings of the frontispiecc are composed is worthy of

examination by every student of decorative art. The different objects are not placed one above another

without any apparent means of support, but are sustained by finely-drawn Miehaelangiolcsque figures, which

might almost be compared to those that sustain the massive painted architecture of the ceiling of the Sistine

Chapel. Thus suspended, appear medallions, trophies, and other objects, wrought with almost miraculous

skill, of which no mechanical production, however perfect, can convey an idea. The medallions sometimes

contain relievos in gold, and sometimes highly~coloured miniatures, of most elaborate execution. That of

the “ Stoning of St. Stephen,” supported by a group of infant figures, and surrounded by trophies of wat“,

and emblems of peace, is very beautiful ; and the female figure apparently personifying Peace extinguishing

the torch of war, is wrought with such exquisite care, that it may be compared to the most highly-finished

painting on ivory. The figure of Mars, or an emblematic male figure personifying ÑVar, occupies ß

corresponding position on the opposite page, and balances the effect of the female figure in the border of the

frontispiece. The principal feature of which latter is the large miniature, occupying the entire space within

the borders, representing the “ Conversion of St. Paul." The peculiarities of its treatment _afford a goed

example both of the excellencies and defects of Guilio Clovio as an artist in the higher walks of his profession,

and strengthen the supposition that the fine series of drawings bequeathed by the late Mr. Grenville to the

British Museum, being coloured copies of a well-known series of early engravings, said to have been executed

by Guilio Clovio for the Emperor Charles V., may really be the work of our illuminator, for the style of finiëh

and tone of colouring both strongly resemble this large and elaborate miniature of the “ Jonversion of St. Paul."

The second page of our specimen may be said to contain the commencement of the Work. Its general

character of decoration is similar to that of the opposite page-indeed, purposely made to correspond, asl

have stated in alluding to the figure of Mars, or War; but the portrait of the Cardinal Grimani, in the

exterior border, and the arms supported by most gorgeously-coloured dragons in the lower border, are worthv

of especial examination.
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DESCRIPTION OF MS.

THE PRAYER-BOOK OF LOUIS XIV.

IN THE BIBLIOTHEQUE DU ROI, PARIS.

THIS manuscript is one of the latest specimens of the true illuminated missal. The style is that of the decorative art of the middle

of the seventeenth century, as worked out (more especially by Le Brun and Le Pautre) in the palace and gardens of Versailles,

and known in French artistic nomenclature as “ le genre Versailles.”

This book, though the prayer-book of the King himself, is not equal in the style of art and brilliancy of treatment to other

manuscripts of the same period-the great book, for instance, shown to continental travellers, in the public library of Rouen ; or the

prayer-book of “ Madame de la Valliere,” as it is termed, at. present in a private collection in this country ; but, as presenting more

varie/y in the ornaments and composition, it was deemed a better general example of the style of the period-particularly as the

extent of our work precludes the possibility of giving more than one.

Miniatures, executed entirely in one brilliant colour, such as green, red, or blue, heightened with gold, form the most attractive

feature of illuminated books of this period; and these, it will be seen, are very successfully treated in our specimen, Whilst some pages

of the same manuscript (less suitable to our purpose in other respects) exhibit miniature pictures of this description, possessing a very

high order of merit as artistic compositions.

Our specimen page contains a portion of the Roman Catholic Church service. The capitals, it will be observed, are much in

the style of late Italian manuscripts.

The general composition of the ornaments of the page, though not possessing the same completeness, continuity, and appro~

priateness of design as is found in earlier periods of the art of illumination, yet forms a rich ensemble, very far from unpleasing

to the eye.
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His'roiit or 1LLUMiNlTED BOOKS,
ГНОМ ТПЕ 1\"" T() ТПЕ ХУП‘" ('lůN'Fl'ltY.

Bi' HENRY NOEL HUMPHREYS.

ILLl°>TR Vfl-.lì BY А

5110103 nf ittaqiii'tîrnit àprri'iunisi,

Consisting of mi entire Puf/e of the eme! Size of (lie Original,

ГНОМ THE MOST CELEBRATED AND SPLENDID MANUSCRIPTS

IN Tlll'l

штамм, AND Roni. Linittitiita or иным. Moseow, mins. мнят. ‹'‹пчахш‹;1-:х, .\.\'n ихними—4011011 'rua

VATICAN, i;\~t't'iti.\i., мнивших, АХ!) o'riiint nitiat'r humanite# or 'rnifA t'ox'rixitx'r; Axt» 111011

тшс tuen Prisme, eoi,i,i~:oi.\'ri~:. .wn 011111011: i.iiiit.\itii‘..~' or nitiixr минных,

p»-».`~~ .a ~~ v ~~ .‚.

l

-.:’-......  „_ ....V.. .` _...

THOSE who have not visited the great libraries of Europe, and рама

niueli time in searching for and examining the treatin“` of art eontained

in their vast and almost unknown 510105 of illuminated MSS., cannot

forni the slightest idea of the extreme beauty of many of tho>e wonderful

prividuetion»V of middle-age art-of their gorgeous colouring :nid gilding.

their intricate and elaborate deaign-tlmir endless variety-their `«mpi-Mug

Combinations 0f forni and colour-_and the txtreiue pertet’tion ot e\et‘utiou

and evtraordinary knowledge of ornamental de.~ign w hieh tht-_v display.

Many works have reeeiitl)` exhibited the -\rehiteetttral wouden` ot' those

адсч that have been misnzuned “dark” ;-the protuie seulptnw of the

vast cathedrals-the massive grandeur of the feudal самим—4110 more

recent magniticenee of the Tudor and Elizabethan mansion~. the ehiitt-:nn

of Franee` and palaces ot` Italy ; hut in all those delineatioth, the work»`
of the earlier periods have been necessarily stripped ot the eharin of

colour,-theìr .~alient feature- ai well as of their painting. gilding.

птенца—01 all, in short` whieh imparted to them the tiiiidiiii; toueh ot'
splendour, and the peeuliar impress ot' art in eaeh .street-«is e ph ne ot it~

progress: for those elaborate und beautiful etl`ort`~ ot` arti~tic ~I\ill ot` the

early portion 0f the middle age`À hav e nearl) all perished hy harharhm or

puritanieal fanaticism, even where time had l«pared them. .\n«l yet,

monuments of those branches ot' e »rly urt are not entirely lost to in; for

examples ofthe Style und taste ot` 011011 period are vividly preserved in the

splendid Illuminated 3155. of each змеем-11111; era, which, in tart. eontain

the only recorda` ofthe early history of modern painting` and yet lie hnried

in the. great libraries` of Europe. utterly iiiaeeesńhle to thoubands fully

CttpaliltI of appreeiating their intere.~t and beauty.

А Seleetion from the most wonderful und splendid ot` the.~e elaborate

monuments of art-many of w hieh have сов: the entire lite ot' u eonnum

mate artist to prodnee--will forni the auhjeet ot` the рты-111 work. No

illustrated and general lli.~tm'ieal .\t‘eount of Illuminated MSS. has'

hitherto been attempted in this eountry; and. in Fi'auee, the `great worlts

ot' ВАъгмш and Sim нэп": have hut exhih'ited fragments, which,

although euch beautifully e\eeuted individually, are so plaeed together

that they do not convey, e\ecpt in a very few instances, the slightest idea

of the artistit arrangement ot' a page of the. MS. from which they are

taken, whil~t the immense priee ot~ these works contines them toa few

great libraries. It may be fairly stated, therefore, that it haa not heen

attempted in an)~ work to illustrate the subject with so large а iiuinher of

magnitieeut speellnens-«eneli of tlie `~ize ofthe original~L ;-e:i«h e\hiliiting

the Miniature l’ietui'e.~, graeetul Borderìng.~`` and lllnininated t iipitalv ot'

au entire. nuinntilated Page. and. at the saine time, at a piiee that will

place the work within the re'teh of every Family l.ihrinv. The 1110—11:1

tions will form a l~'plendid Si ries of lìxanipltw' ot the pictorial and 111-001.1

tive skill ot' the principal nations of linrope (with sonol lfa`tt rn e\nuiple:«,

from that period when the energetie nations ofthe ÍNorth eiuglit up

and revived the expiring ~park.- of Roman art in street-“ive plums of

Original and “Winni lMUtly. to tht~ eomivieneenient of tit" stuntetnth

о... ¿u n., ч ‚- ..- г. ~.

__ ‚н ,‚ _...._‚1.-.

î

l

century, when the progr-est` of the newly invented art of Printing, and

other causes, eomhined to put an end to the produetion of these сытог

diuary hooks: from whieh pt riod, in L~hort, original art gradinillv det-lined.

ln addition to the illu.~tration of the progre“ of Art, whit-h will hc

thus splendidly txliiliited, the Platev will iii-i-t-»arilv po.~i о- a great lIis

torienl interest. Ани-1211111 :is many of thi.~e gorgeous hoolß are with

the naines and deed> ot a ho~t ofthe well-known 1101015 of ('liivalr)` and

llotnanee, our eminples will of iieie>~it_\' forin a wrt of glitttriugr pietoriitl

history ofthe Dreamw, Mannen, and (antonin ol' liurope, throughout thtl

Middle Ages ; t'reipit "Ну e\hihiting authentic Poi-trait@ of hi~toiieal

personages ot` thit and other European eountrits, of whom no other meh

record reinaiih: 50 that man_v will tind in this work a Portrait Gallery ot`

Unir mimi-im“ анемии-5. миш- det-th, connected with the »tory of the

land. or the 111-011 eveiit>~ ot' European or .-\'~i.itie wurt'are, are reeordi-d iu

tht` >uperhl_\ lllinninntt-d t`hrouiele.~ from w'hieh many of our suhjeeh will

he stleeted. l'nit, ahove all, this .wleetion will he deeply intere~tiug 011

neeount ofthe nohle >peeimen>` it will e.\hihit of the most eelt-lirated and

beautifully Illuminated MSS. ofthe ßlnii.. from the time of St Jerome

to the end of the Мхи-011111 eenturymwonderful monuments 0f the ex

traordiiiuqv lahour and often extpiińte `~lvill whieh our earnest foirfathers

so profusely bestowed upon the embelli>hinent ot' the Saered volume.

@ambitious of :liliitiliratioin

The wort; will lie i~.~iod in Parts. nt tutt-nah ot' ahoiit two montlß, etteh

Part to et ntaiu 'l'hiee Plate» ot` thil mail `iM- ofthe original will] rh, and

eaeh Plate :ieeoinpamed li) 11 «leiwription` with tomi :ireount ot' tht` fda'. from

“hielt it iw taht-u. '|`lie work to he eouiplett'd in 'Inediti-four lart~1 the

ln~t to eontaiu au lliwtotieul flu-tt hof the Progie“ ofthe 'trt ot Illumination,

with a 1211111-101'1111‘111111111;11101’11110111114'111‘011--|0-11 .duidt-r, as, in thtl I'ai и,

thevv will. for the Nike of ищи) 111.1100111011111100, he isvned without regard

1011.011‘(‘111011010210111 ttrl`uti15etttelit.

I-lueh I‘.n't_ roxitairing 'l'hree Platt-Q, with liver-rimini“, Imperial Quarto

НЧ iii. 111 III~ .~ph\ndidl_\ printed, tu gold, »ilter,un1l eolours, in unita.

tion ot the originada, its aci-tirate un enn he produced hy tneelitndral

tornio. Нм

Lumi, Рита. on Ilalt’ 1111р0г111п2|5 111.11) 15), to prevent folding the

large Pluim, 2l».

livery Stv Pam will form a triin gorgeoiw \ clown-Four «111011 \'011111105

011114111-1111:(110110111.

'I wentyzoniv Риги are tliua proposed as the extent of the work. the small.

ett Чти- 111 whiehjmtn'e van he done to the ними-1; hut ~lioild the work

not nu et with the eiuonratreinent whth ix eolitidriitlv i\peeted, the Puli

li~herb reierv'etotheinwlteathe privilegeofeoinpleting it in а `~imaller eoiupaw.

PLATES CONTAINED IN THE FIRST PART.

. Page from а large and beautiful NIS. executed for Iidward lV. 0011

taìning Ритмы of hinnelf, and his brother» (iloueester and

( larenee.

... Page from a rieli MS. of 1110 (Irationrt of “сантим-11011, umile for one

ofthe Farin-ai.

. .\ remarltahh- Frontiapìeee, of great heauty, from a Venetian Diploma.

* * - .i . - . ‘ ' _ ’ ч v \

«t lf “FN (НЧ-1111111) tritt mit _l to piihli~h tw' lxe eopitw ofthe ahove worl»` on vellum, print-tpalm' coloured hv hand;

u ) ' . . ' i  _ I v

but tht 10111151111-1 have determined to contini tht publication to the two rire, on paper.

_ “ We have seen some spi-»ennuis ot’ u pio; n“ .t wort, by “L

cñect obtained by merel) тенты] means." '

` »

iluinl hn у". on Illuminated \I<.~‘., whirh time iturnri-wtt uv hy the aeeiirney of their execution, and the

— Q 'ui (о rly [im п и, ,ltt'w 1.41.

ьохюш: шхпшх, 111101171, (1101121, AND LoNtnths.
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